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Colour is a contentious subject among

gardeners. Youeithera)revel in the

adventureofaneye-poppingclashorb)prefer

thesoothingsophisticationofamore

harmoniousscheme. Infact, I suspectmostof

us(sensible folk) leantowardc)–weliketo

dabble inbothcamps.Whocareswhat the

neighbours think?

For instance, I recentlydiscoveredorange.

Iknowthat’sastrangeadmission,butconsideringthatmostofmy

sparetimeseemstobetakenupmovingwhiteplantsaroundinthe

frontgarden,orangeformeisabolddeparture. Itall cameabout

becauseMrPotterrecentlyhadthebackgardenfencespainted

darkgreen,andonawhimIboughtabrightorangegazania toplant

nearby. Ibecamequiteexcitedbytheresultandhadtositdownfor

amomentwithaglassofsomethingwhiteandchilled,

just tosavourthishappyaccident.

Ihavesinceboughtseveralorangegeumstoo(inspiredby

thisyear’sChelseashowgardens,whichwerepeppered

withthem). Itall looks lovelywithmygreeny-yellow

euphorbias in flower.

That’swhat thismonth’sColourSpecial issue

isallabout:havingabitof funexperimenting,

butalwaysbearing inmindyoursiteandsoil type.

Ifyou lovecolourasmuchaswedo,whynotsendus

somephotosofyourgardentotheaddressonpage97,

orsharethemonourGarden

AnswersFacebookpage?

Welcome
Meet the

Liz Potter

Editor

“...I’ll be successional

sowing to maintain a

steady supply of salad

crops.” Louise Curley 

looks after her cut 

fl owers on p38

“...doing my daily

7am lily beetle patrols

to catch the little

blighters!” Geoff

Hodge’s garden jobs

are on p27

“...trying to recover 

my pea-soup pond 

by planting more 

oxygenators.” 
Justine Harding writes 
our community garden 
feature, p100

“...starting to harvest

– preserving little

and often stops it

becoming a huge

chore.” Helen Billiald

sows carrots, p76

“...deadheading salvia,

anthemis and

scabious. It’s a

satisfying task with

great results.” Sarah

Hopps writes about

Pashley Manor, p66

“…watering and 
harvesting peas, 
courgettes, beans 
and tomatoes. The 
more you pick, the 
more you get!” Pippa 
Greenwood is on p32

Contributors
“This month in the 

garden I’ll be...”

ANYTHING GOES? Red crocosmia with crimson knautia and echinacea; dahlias in pink, orange and red... strictly for the adventurous, see p12

Ora g g  

what’s not to like?
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Gazania ‘Gazoo’ creates 

a hot spot in any garden. 

See p12 for more ideas

On the cover
12 Discover colour
35 Vamp up your garden
38 Keep flowers in bloom
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76 Harvest a rainbow
88 Choose your palette 
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90

70

PAINT YOUR 
SHED

NATURE 
TRAIL DIY

DISCOVER 
COLOUR

Choose spiky sea holly Create an 

explosion of summer colour with 

eryngium and other striking plants

Be inspired by... zesty orange – 

summer’s trendiest garden shade! 

Plus expert advice on how to keep 

roses looking their best  

Discover colour Indulge your 

artistic side by creating colour-

themed borders that work. From 

hot reds to coolest blues and 

whites, we suggest some useful 

plants for every site and soil 

New plants Pick the perfect 

planting partners with a stunning 

colour wheel of plants to 

complement or contrast

Jobs this month Harvest 

strawberries, target watering to 

needy plants and support climbers 

such as clematis

Escape to the greenhouse Feed 

and water crops now to enjoy a 

bumper yield later on

Pippa Greenwood shows how to 

save money by taking cuttings. All 

you need is a sharp knife and a 

little know-how

 Border planner Add oomph with 

shocking pinks to raise the colour 

tempo of your garden

Look after your cut flower patch 

How to keep picking flowers until 

the first frosts

G
et clever

colour
with
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SUBSCRIBE
TODAY

Get 13 issues of
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for just £28!
See page 42
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READER 
GARDENS

BORDER 
PLANNER

GARDEN 
DESIGN

“...An evolving tapestry of colour” 

Vibrant borders, rockery and acers 

provide colour May to September

“...Formal look with an artistic 

twist” Art teachers add classical 

touches to their south London plot

“...I’ve packed every inch” Edwin 

Rye has filled his long, narrow 

garden with delphiniums

“...Garden rooms don’t have to be 

boxy” Clever design and use of 

colour adds breadth to a thin plot  

Garden to visit Enjoy summer

dazzlers at Pashley Manor, Sussex

Create your own nature trail

Attract wildlife with nectar-rich

flowers and creature features

Dare to be different Colourful 

carrots in rainbow shades add 

interest and flavour to dishes 

Ask Garden Answers Geoff 

Stebbings answers questions on

sandy soil, shady borders, feeding

baskets and pruning  

Choose your planting palette

Follow Ian Hodgson’s nine tips 

to find the right plants for your 

colour-themed borders 

Freshen up your woodwork

Discover the latest colour trends

for a more stylish outdoor space 

– from benches to fences

Over to you Your letters: GYO apple 

tree, tulips and vine weevil

Community Garden Where 

disabled people learn horticultural 

skills, including the art of bonsai

Free for you Giveaways worth  

£1,649 including hotel breaks

Puzzles and prizes Kink-free hose 

and Norfolk Garden Show tickets 

Garden view Dazzling flowers are 

all very well, but don’t damage your 

retinas, advises Helen Billiald

Neat netting Save fruit and veg from 

birds and butterflies with a cage

Five free* lychnis worth £15 

*with every order

30 free* saffron corms worth 

£9.99. *Just pay postage

24
NEW 

PLANTS

66

COVER
STORY

COVER
STORY

106
COVER
STORY

100
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Celebrate
Create an explosion of summer 
colour with eryngium, achillea, 

agapanthus and white echinacea
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E. alpinum E. giganteum E. planum

The long-lasting, 

impressive purple 

fl ower cones of 

Eryngium alpinum 

nestle among 

feathery-looking 

but spiny bracts 

up to 6cm long. 

Its stems are 

vibrant purple.  

Silvery Eryngium 

giganteum is 

called ‘Miss 

Wilmott’s ghost’ 

for plantswoman 

Ellen Willmott 

who secretly 

scattered its 

seeds around her 

friends’ gardens! 

From July to 

September, hardy 

Eryngium planum 

is smothered with 

smaller but much 

deeper inky-blue 

fl ower heads 

that contrast well 

with yellow and 

gold neighbours.   

With their ruff of spiky bracts and cone of tiny blue flowers, 

metallic-looking sea hollies (eryngiums) make a bold

statement in sunny, free-draining borders. They’re ideal for 

gravel gardens, planted among grasses or as a foil for

orange and yellow achilleas or poppies, and the fl owers dry 

well too. H90cm (3ft) S50cm (20in)

Which spiky sea holly?
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B
Plants, books, month ahead

AMMI VISNAGA

Hardy annual that’s

easy to grow from

seed sowing direct

in autumn for next

year. H90cm (36in)

S30cm (12in)

ZINNIA

‘PROFUSION

ORANGE’ Upright

annual bearing

daisies for ages.

Prefers sun. H30

(12-18in) S20cm (8in)

PENNISETUM

SETACEUM

‘RUBRUM’ Purple

stems and flowers

Jul-Sept. Frost

tender. H1.5m (5ft)

S60cm (16in)

DAHLIA ‘BEATRICE’

A rich orange double

form with bronze

foliage. Prefers a moist

but well-drained soil.

H110cm (3ft 6in)

S60cm (24in)

FOENICULUM 

VULGARE 

‘SMOKEY’ Fragrant 

perennial bearing 

yellow fl owers from 

July-August. H1.5m 

(5ft) S1m (3ft)

ZINNIA ELEGANS 

Half-hardy annuals 

ideal for full sun. 

Flowers from July 

to the fi rst frosts. 

H45cm (18in) 

S30cm (12in)

THERE’S A LIGHTNESS and freshness to this bright 

summer border, proving that even a strong colour like 

orange can look wonderfully sophisticated when combined

with the right amount of white and green. It’s the contrast of

form that makes these plants work so well together – the 

rounded umbels of Ammi visnaga with the tufted plumes of 

Pennisetum setaceum ‘Rubrum’ and feathery fennel, alongside 

the bold orange blooms of zinnias and dahlias. 

Garden Answers  

MIX THESE PLANTS

Get the
look

8
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Treat your garden to a fresh new look 
this summer, with bold citrus shades

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk

INVEST IN SOME ZEST
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THIS BEAUTIFUL HARDBACK 

promotes the idea of growing recipe 

ingredients together in a patio pot. 

Cinead has picked out 25 different 

dishes, from ratatouille to beetroot 

soup, colourful hummus and Pimm’s 

jelly, then outlines the plants you’ll 

need to grow to make them. Each 

One-pot gourmet gardener 
by Cinead McTernan (£16.99, 
Francis Lincoln)

Book review container has step 

by step instructions 

on how to grow 

the ingredient 

plants, then goes 

on to explain how 

to assemble your 

gourmet dish. It’s 

packed with tasty 

ideas and provides 

real incentive to 

try your hand at 

veg growing, even if you don’t have a 

lot of space. B�B�B�B

Charlotte’s Locks paint 

£19.50 for 750ml, Farrow & 

Ball 01202 876141; 

www.farrow-ball.comCafé Espresso bistro set 

£69.95, White Stores 03331 

235235; www.whitestores.co.uk

Poppy
deckchair

£100, Not on the

High Street 0345 

259 1359; 

www.notonthe 

highstreet.com

Supagrill tabletop pod 

£99.99, White Stores 03331 

235235; www.whitestores.co.uk

Orla Kiely 
watering can 

£36.95 Cuckooland 

01305 231231; 

www.cuckoo land.com

THIS BENCH couldn't be more 

perfect, painted in Ball Green and 

Oval Room blue paints, £19.50 for 

750ml from Farrow and Ball 

www.farrow-ball.com

FINISHING TOUCH

9
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JULY BRINGS A PROFUSION of colour to 

the garden, with roses among the star 

attractions. We asked rose expert Michael 

Marriott at David Austin Roses for his tips 

on keeping roses thriving. He told us: 

1. Be proactive against aphids. Plant roses 

in a mixed border and do all you can to 

encourage beneficial insects and birds. 

You’ll need one or two aphids to draw in 

the ladybirds and hoverflies, but if it’s an 

infestation, squishing them between 

finger and thumb is fast and effective.

2. Use sprays minimally. A foliar feed such 

as SB Plant Invigorator (£5.95 for 500ml 

spray) will boost plant strength and kill off 

pests. We use it; so does the RHS.

3. Don’t overfeed. Use a balanced 

fertiliser in spring and early summer and 

follow instructions. Remember, high 

nitrogen feeds promote soft growth that’s 

more susceptible to pests and disease. 

4. Water them well. Roses love water and 
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Opposites are 

complementary 

and create 

contrast

Palest tints can 

create a soft, 

pastel border

Darkest shades 

look best as 

accents

Adjacent 

colours 

create 

harmonious 

plantings

Plants with 

cool-toned 

fl owers often 

prefer shade 

Plants with hot, 

fi ery fl owers 

are often 

sun-lovers

may not produce a second flush of 

flowers in September if left to go thirsty. 

Really soak the soil to encourage deep 

roots and avoid splashing leaves: if leaves 

stay wet for long it encourages blackspot.  

To make water last longer, keep plants 

away from the base of the rose and mulch 

with well-rotted compost or bark.

O David Austin Rose Nursery Bowling 

Green Lane, Albrighton WV7 3HB. 

01902 376300; www.davidaustinroses.com

The colour wheel is a useful device when deciding on 

colour themes for your garden borders...
HOW TO USE THEM

A single bold-coloured 

plant used on its own 

among contrasting 

fl owers is sometimes 

referred to as a colour 

accent.  Repeat these 

accents around the 

garden at intervals for 

rhythmic eff ect. If you 

prefer, take the single 

accent plant and 

multiply its number to 

create blocks of colour. 

These don’t have to be 

exact squares – they 

can be more freeform 

and naturalistic. 

River-like drifts aim to 

mimic the natural 

shape of colonies of 

wildfl owers, and help 

create a sense of 

continuity in a garden.

Colour accent

Colour drift

Colour block

Get the best from
Summer roses

These expert tips will keep your plants in top condition

The Long Garden at 

David Austin’s nursery 

has won a Garden of 

Excellence Award from 

the World Federation of 

Rose Societies

Find the right colours
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This month...

HOME & GARDEN AUCTIONS

1-29 July, Wednesdays (not 8th)

Cuttlestone Auction Rooms, 

Wolverhampton WV1 4JL

Vintage tools and garden 

paraphernalia.

O�01902 421985; 

www.cuttlestones.co.uk 

ART & SCIENCE EXHIBITION

4 July-31 August, 9am-6pm

Botanic Garden, Oxford OX1 4AZ

The Fox Got You photo exhibition 

 six common plants at the heart 

of medicinal drugs. 

O�01865 286690; www.botanic-

garden.ox.ac.uk 

NATIONAL FLOWER SHOW

17-19 July, 10am-5pm

Hylands House, London Road, 

Chelmsford CM2 8WQ

Flowers, gardening ideas, food 

and entertainment. Adults £7.50, 

£9 on day. Concessions

O 01702 549623; 

www.aztecgardenshows.co.uk

RHS FLOWER SHOW

22-26 July, 10am-6.30pm/5pm

Tatton Park, Knutsford, Cheshire 

Feast, Grow and Inspire zones, 

plus school gardens, rural crafts 

and carnival parade. Adults £25 

O 0844 338 0338; www.rhs.org. uk

PLANNING & PLANTING BORDERS

25 July, 10am-4pm

The Cotswold Gardening School, 

Gossington, Glos GL2 7DN

One-day course on how to make a 

planting plan and diff erent styles 

of planting. £95 inc lunch.

O 01453 899018; www.cotswold

gardeningschool.co.uk

VOLUNTEER DAYS

July, every Wednesday

Jupiter Urban Wildlife Centre, 

Grangemouth, Scotland

Help out with wildlife garden tasks 

such as pruning and planting.

O 0131 312 7765; 

www.scottishwildlifetrust.org.uk

Invest in these rose 
themed accessories

GARDENING APRON £26.50 

Annabel James 0845 548 0210; 

www.annabeljames.co.uk

5 PAPER ROSE

LANTERNS

£8.95 Tittlemouse

Gifts 01922 631497; 

www.tittlemouse 

gifts.co.uk

ROSE 

GAUNTLETS

£27 Garden

Gear www.

gardengear.

co.uk

FLOWER 

SCISSORS

£19.95 Annabel 

James 0845 548 

0210; www.

annabeljames.co.uk

ENGLISH ROSES BOOK £18 POTTED 

ROSES BY POST from £21.50, both 

David Austin 01902 376300; 

www.davidaustinroses.co.uk

VINTAGE JUG £11.95, 13x21cm (5x8in)

Melody Maison 01302 711116;

www.melodymaison.co.uk

11
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1840-1890s

The Victorians

create colour-

coordinated

bedding schemes 

of bright annual 

fl owers, topiary 

and exotics in

formal layouts

– an idea public

parks still often

adhere to today

1860-1900s

William Robinson 

champions a new, 

wild, naturalistic 

style at Gravetye 

Manor in 

Sussex, with 

a ‘mixed’ 

herbaceous 

border and 

use of ground 

cover plants

1900-1930s 

Infl uenced by the 

impressionists 

and use of the 

colour wheel,

trained artist

Gertrude

Jekyll designs

colour-themed,

herbaceous,

cottage-garden

style borders

1930s 

Vita Sackville-

West and Harold 

Nicholson 

combine 

formal

structure 

and colour-

themed 

naturalistic 

plantings at 

Sissinghu

1950s-2006

At Great Dixter

garden in

East Sussex,

Christopher

Lloyd pursues the

adventurous use of 

colour. He eschews 

traditional ‘rules’ in 

 f 

ntation 

d eff ects

1990-2000s 

Europe’s New 

Perennial 

Movement is 

showcased by 

Dutch designer 

Piet Oudolf. A 

new interpretation 

of the ‘wild’ look 

with grasses and 

perennials making 

rivers of colour

Colour through the ages

1 Make sure the plants are

suitable for your site and soil

2 Check they have a long season

of interest – not just two weeks

3 Group your plants to produce a

succession of colour across the

seasons without leaving large gaps

4 Consider the plants’ natural

predisposition. For example, do

they grow naturally in the dappled

shade of humus-rich woodlands, or

out in sunny, open meadows and

therefore require more sunshine?

5  Look at the successful plants 

already growing in your garden 

and see if they have cultivars in the 

colours you prefer.

5 GOLDEN RULESC
olour is a sensory experience. It
can make us feel uplifted or
relaxed, confused or discomfited,
imparting all sorts of symbolism

in the process: ‘danger’, ‘purity’, ‘envy’.
Flowers are nature’s main purveyor of
colour, which gives them a special power
and currency – and is why we gardeners
hold them with such awe and affection.

Gardening gives us a unique creative
opportunity to explore the world of natural
colour. We can create our own planting
palette, make colour harmonies and 
contrasts, and experiment to find plant
associations that are aesthetically pleasing.
Yet often we lack confidence to take risks.

The late owner of Great Dixter in East
Sussex, Christopher Lloyd, remains one of
Britain’s best-loved protagonists of colour
experimentation, who distrusted the colour
wheel and took his cues from nature instead.
“Nature often defies good taste,” he asserts

in his book, Colour for Adventurous
Gardeners (2001). “If I think a yellow
candelabrum of mullein will look good 
rising from the middle of a quilt of pink 
phlox, I’ll put it there.” His motto was to ‘Go 
for it’, finding that “Violent contrasts will 
sometimes work against all the odds… 
Given the right circumstances every colour 
can be successfully used with any other.” 

Colour themes
Colour matching may be visually rewarding 
(partnering a soft purple geranium with 
chives in flower for instance), but a single 
colour border could look bland without a 
contrasting colour to give it some extra pep. 

Try partnering one plant’s flowers with 
the foliage of another, and the flowers of 
that second plant with the foliage of a third 
and so on, to help your colour scheme hang 
together. And be sure to introduce spires, 
daisies and ball shapes for visual fizz.

A riot of vibrant

summer flowers 

lifts the spirits

G

et clever

colour
with
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T
hese feel-good colours can’t fail to
make you feel warm inside. Their
long wavelengths excite the eye, and

are normally associated with late summer
and autumn ‘hot border’ plantings.

Reds are often encountered as a
temporary nuance in foliage – in blushing
new spring growth and the red-tinged
deciduous leaves of autumn, when their
chlorophyll is on the wane. Such shifting
subtleties are part of the joy of gardening
and are not replicated in any other art form.

These vibrant hues are often used singly
as accent plants rather than en masse, or
they could be too overpowering. We tend
to use them for a hint of the exotic in a hot
border, or for end-of-season fireworks.

ASTRANTIA MAJOR ‘CLARET’

This dark-flowered cultivar prefers

full sun or part shade in humus-rich

soil. Make sure it doesn’t dry out.

H90cm (3ft) S30cm (1ft)

LILY ‘CRIMSON PIXIE’

A dwarf Asiatic lily that prefers a 

moist, fertile soil. Plant in autumn 

so they have time to settle in over 

winter. H40cm (16in) S30cm (1ft)

GEUM ‘PRINSES JULIANA’

Vivid orange fl owers from July to 

September. Easy to grow in moist 

but well-drained soil in full sun or 

part shade. H and S60cm (2ft)

LEFT A dark red (recessive) backdrop such as this Japanese acer sets off bright 

orange tulips RIGHT Contrast the spires of orange kniphofia ‘Alcazar’ with the fl at 

heads of similarly coloured achillea ‘Walther Funcke’, which ages to creamy yellow

DAHLIA ‘DAVID HOWARD’

Plant this dazzling bronze-leaved 

dahlia in full sun with a humus-rich, 

fertile soil for fl owers from July to 

October. H and S75cm (30in)

Plants to choose

Grow red-flowered plants in a bright, 
sunny spot for the best visual effects. 

Although there are fewer reds and 
oranges in your horticultural palette than 
say, pinks and blues, it’s easy to devise a 
red/orange-themed border that lasts the 
whole season – especially when 
incorporating dark red and purple foliage 
from the likes of maples, phormium, 
berberis and cotinus. These darker, 
brooding reds are the perfect foil for bright 
orange and scarlet flowers. In late spring, 
look to ruby-red tulips to start the show, 
followed by astrantias, lupins and Shirley 
poppies. From midsummer, dahlias, 
kniphofia, lilies and fiery crocosmia will 
take the show into autumn.

G
et clever

colour
with

Like a pointillist painting, bold red echinacea ‘Hot Papaya’,

achillea ‘Terracotta’ and yellow kniphofia provide spots of 

stand-out colour, bound together with red-tinged grass

  Garden Answers  14



Colour palette

Fiery reds: orange, scarlet and

burgundy, ideal as accent plants

Turn up the heat in a hot border in

autumn with bright orange Chinese

lanterns of physalis, feathery stems

of burgundy Kochia scoparia

(burning bush) and red-sriped

grass Imperata cylindrica ‘Rubra’.

Physalis can be a bit energetic,

so ‘plunge plant’ it in a pot 

 CELEBRATEss
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Colour palette

Sea of blues: calming navy, teal and

pale blue with silver splashes

Rivers of lavender and clumps of

blue iris thrive in this Mediterranean-

inspired garden against a backdrop

of chalky gravel and silvery olive

leaves, punctuated by pale peonies 

and low-growing thyme and 

forget-me-nots

G
et clever
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 CELEBRATEss

B
lue occupies a cool, soothing
wavelength that’s restful on the
retinas. In the garden, it’s one of the

most popular colours for spring bulbs and
summer perennials, and yet too much can
look cold and bland. Unless you’re planting
an atmospheric bluebell wood in dappled
shade, use these plants in the sun to take
the edge off the chill.

For best results use other colours to set
off your blue flowers: pale yellows and
whites lend vibrancy, without losing any of
the sophistication and streaks of silver or
white enliven pockets of strong dark blues.

Winter and early spring are a good time

Blue and silver

ASTELIA CHATHAMICA

Hardy astelia forms elegant clumps

of silvery spear-like leaves that are

the perfect foil for blue-flowered

plants. H2m (6ft 6in) S3m (10ft)

GERANIUM ‘JOHNSON’S BLUE’
Best for well-drained, rich soil in 

sun or semi-shade, it forms a carpet 

of ground cover and fl owers May to 

August. H45cm (18in) S60cm (2ft)

FESTUCA GLAUCA ‘ELIJAH BLUE’

Preferring full sun and well-drained 

soil, this glaucous fescue brings a 

shimmer of blue-grey to the border. 

H30cm (1ft) S25cm (10in)

LEFT White and silver accent plants complement the stately wands of sky-blue 

agapanthus in this cool, white-walled corner RIGHT Pots of cobalt-blue dwarf iris 

are beautifully framed by white-fl owered Clematis cirrhosa balearica and ivy leaves

IRIS SIBIRICA

Flowering in May and June in a 

variety of shades. Prefers full sun or 

part shade in a moist, well-draining 

soil. H85cm (34in) S40cm (16in)

Plants to choose

for blue colour schemes – with blue violas, 
scillas, muscari and chionodoxa followed 
by bluebells and self-seeding forget-me-
nots (myosotis) – perfect for pairing with 
tulips. In early summer, Californian lilac 
(ceanothus) bursts into flower, alongside 
Siberian irises and blue geraniums, 
followed by nigella, delphiniums, salvias 
and meconopsis – the delicate blue 
Himalayan poppy. Most of these prefer a 
sunny, well-drained site; good choices for 
shade include brunnera and pulmonaria. 

Set your blue flowers against silver and 
glaucous foliage plants to create a chic, 
metallic effect that also helps reflect light.

A mass of metallic eryngium

flowerheads reflect the sun

and complement the cobalt 

painted fence
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P
eople often avoid yellow because
they find it difficult to control – and
gold foliage does tend to be brash

and dazzling, but there are plenty of good
reasons to incorporate yellow into your
planting schemes.

For starters there’s the big spring push
– with yellow primroses, crocuses,
daffodils and forsythia cheerleading the
start of the year when we’re hungry for
colour. Then there’s a lull until summer
starts and we’re spoilt for choice among the
daisies – helianthus, helianthemums,
heleniums, heliopsis – all of them sunlovers
as their names suggest.

For contrasting shapes, try spires of
yellow lupins or verbascum, and umbels of
achillea or fennel. Gold kniphofia, daylilies,

Golds and yellows

PHLOMIS RUSSELIANA

Pale yellow flowers emerge May to

September one above the other.

Plant in rich, well-drained soil and

full sun. H90cm (3ft) S75cm (30in)

COREOPSIS ‘MOONBEAM’

Happy in fertile, well-drained soil, 

in sun or part shade it blooms from 

June to September if deadheaded. 

H60cm (2ft) S45cm (18in)

RUDBECKIA FULGIDA ‘GOLDSTURM’

This late-season perennial fl owers 

from August to October, thriving in 

a sunny site with well-drained, rich 

soil. H60cm (2ft) S45cm (18in)

LEFT Golden Rudbeckia hirta shines among white zinnia and feathery cosmos foliage 

RIGHT Golden privet, ligustrum ‘Vicaryi’ and clumps of euphorbia are cheerful

harbingers of spring. Use gold-leaved shrubs as accent plans to avoid brash schemes

ACHILLEA ‘MOONSHINE’

These fl at umbelliferous fl ower 

heads make excellent partners 

for spires and daisies, in a dry, 

sunny spot. H and S60cm (2ft) 

Plants to choose

solidago and later rudbeckia (another 
daisy) continue until the season’s end. 

If you find the gold and sunshine yellows 
are too overpowering, a paler ‘lemon 
cheesecake’ shade makes a softer 
alternative. In fact, if white flowers are 
used liberally as an intermediary, both 
the soft and bright yellows can work side 
by side (see above). Try pale yellow 
antirrhinum or coreopsis ‘Moonbeam’.

Yellow shrubs and foliage can be difficult 
to partner. Instead, use gold-leaved shrubs 
such as Aucuba japonica, Choisya ternata 
‘Sundance’ and Euonymus fortunei 
‘Emerald ‘n’ Gold’ as solitary accent plants. 
Lonicera nitida ‘Baggesen’s Gold’ is a little 
more forgiving, with leaves in a gentler, 
‘old gold’ hue.

G
et clever

colour
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Pale yellows and bright 

golden hues are

mediated with white
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Colour palette

Summer golds: shades of old gold, 

lemon yellow and buttermilk

Yellow flowers team

well with orange and

purple. From front

to back are solidago

and fennel, then

orange heleniums

and behind them,

yellow kniphofi a

 CELEBRATEss



Colour palette

Perky pinks: purple, deep rose, 

salmon and pastel shades

A mix of pink oriental

poppies in single and double

forms shows the rich variety

of tones available. For similar

effect try cultivars such as

‘Patty’s Plum’, ‘Dark Plum’ 

and ‘Pink Fizz’
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 CELEBRATEss

M
any plant species have cultivars in
this versatile colour palette – from
palest pink pastels to bruised

purple tones. Most go well with blue
flowers, but orange partners might raise
an eyebrow or two!

Pink flowers are brighter and more
upbeat than purple ones, which can need
careful handling – too much purple and a
border starts to become recessive and cool.
Regal purple can be deathly – it’s not a
colour for shade or it’ll disappear.

Start the spring show with cyclamen,
followed by assorted tulips, bergenias and
purple alliums giving way to geraniums,

Pink and purple

THALICTRUM AQUILEGIIFOLIUM

Clusters of fluffy pink flowers form

in June and July. Ideal for part

shade or full sun in moist, humus-

rich soil. H1m (3ft 4in) S45cm (18in)

ECHINACEA PURPUREA

This pretty pink daisy flowers June 

to September and deserves a sunny 

spot in gardens. Not for very dry or 

wet soil. H1.5m (5ft) S45cm (18in)

CIRSIUM ‘ATROPURPUREUM’

Bold pink thistles in midsummer, 

above a rosette of spiny foliage. It 

prefers full sun and well-drained 

soil. H1.2m (4ft) S60cm (2ft)

LEFT Roses are the mainstay of any pink border in early summer. Choose a scented 

one and mix in a little contrasting blue or a cranesbill such as Geranium psilostemon 

RIGHT Pink phlox with rosy monardas, white leucanthemum and purple salvias 

SEDUM ‘HERBSTFREUDE’

A robust perennial changing from 

salmon pink (August) to coppery 

red (September) in well-drained 

soil and full sun. H and S60cm (2ft)

Plants to choose

pulmonarias and aquilegias. In high 
summer you’re spoilt for choice as roses, 
lavender, persicarias, salvias and dahlias 
burst into bloom. For autumn, pink New 
England aster cultivars will dazzle till the 
frosts. In short – you have plenty of blowsy 
blooms, clumps and spires to fill the entire 
garden. Very Barbara Cartland!

Foliage choices could stretch to silver 
astelias and blue fescues as well as green 
and deep red – but ideally not bronze.

Be prepared to fine-tune your scheme. 
Look at the habit of plants before deciding 
whether to plant them in blocks or drifts  
or to use them as stand-alone accents.  

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk  

Cactus and pompom dahlias,

starry lilies and spires of cleome

offer a plethora of pink shades 

and flower forms
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Plants to choose

T
hesoothingpurity of awhiteborder
has fansacross theglobe. It’s
upliftingandsophisticated, yet safe

–mostoftenmarshalled intoaclassic,
formal layoutwithplentyof evergreen
topiary. It’s not a colour scheme for cottage
gardens; it’s all about control. Fortunately
thereareplentyofwhite cultivars about to
makeplant selectionadoddle.
White gardensoften relyon foliage

shapes, colours and textures for their
appeal – for instancecomparing the
palmate leavesof fatsiawith the sword-
shaped leavesof iris, andclippedboxballs
withupright, slender yews.Colours can

White and green

FOXGLOVES

Illuminate a semi-shady spot with 

distinctive white foxglove spikes. 

Suits most soils except very wet 

or dry. H1.5m (5ft) S45cm (18in)

ORLAYA GRANDIFLORA

A quick-growing fi ller for sunny 

borders, its white lacy fl owers 

bloom June to September and are 

ideal for cutting. H and S60cm (2ft)

LEUCANTHEMUM ‘PHYLLIS SMITH’

Clump-forming Shasta daisies have 

attractive spidery petals. Grow in 

sun or part shade and well-drained, 

rich soil. H90cm (3ft) S60cm (2ft)

EXOCHORDA ‘THE BRIDE’

Most impressive when it fl owers in 

spring this deciduous shrub prefers 

moist, well-drained soil and a sunny 

spot. H2m (6ft 6in) S3m (10ft)

vary fromacid greeneuphorbia to the
darker glossynotesofholly or laurel, and
continueon into silver or evenblack.
When it comes to flowers thereare

cultivars for every site andsoil, right
through theyear–usewhitedelphiniums,
white agapanthusand lupins in full sun
and fernsandwhitepulmonarias in shade.
On the flip side,white caneasily look

draband trying tomatchupwhites exactly
is difficult anddisappointing, leading toa
whiteborder that lacksdepthor contrast.
Instead, playon the subtleties of tone–mix
inabit of grey-whiteor creamy-white–or
addpale yelloworpaleblue for clarity.

G
et clever

colour
with

LEFT The white peony takes centre stage with a skirt of frothy Alchemilla mollis 

and a crown of variegated Miscanthus sinensis RIGHT A tapestry of green shades 

and contrasting textures complements this eye-catching clipped holly

  Garden Answers  

Topiary balls provide

year-round structure

among spires of Epilobium

angustifolium ‘Album’ 
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Colour palette

Fresh greens: forest green, moss,

peppermint and white

A white delphinium spire holds this composition

together, surrounded by euphorbia at the back,

lofty allium seedheads, white lupins, veronica

and clouds of greeny-yellow alchemilla

 CELEBRATEss
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COLOUR 
WHEEL
Boost contrast or create 
harmonies with the latest 
plants, says Ian Hodgson

Pick partners using our

1 AJUGA ‘SPARKLER’

Intricately marbled leaves of this bugle 

make attractive ground cover or pot 

edging. Turns pink in winter, brighter as 

new growth emerges; blue flower spikes 

in spring. Needs moist, well-drained 

soil in sun or part shade. H7.5cm (3in)

S50cm (15in) £3.99 from Kelways 

01458 250521; www.kelways.co.uk

2 HYDRANGEA 

‘MAGICAL REVOLUTION’

Repeat flowering from June to 

October, its spherical heads of 

green-flushed pink or blue flowers 

(according to soil acidity) open pale 

and darken as they age. Well-drained 

soil in sun or part shade. H and S1m 

(40in) £14 from Hayloft Plants 01386 

554440; www.hayloft-plants.co.uk

3 SCABIOSA ‘BLUEBERRY MUFFIN’

This rewarding border perennial 

keeps going all summer. Striking blue 

blossoms attract insects and make 

effective cut flowers. Compact, spreading 

habit will keep down weeds. Any well-

drained soil in sun. H50cm (20in) S40cm 

(16in) £24 for 5 plants from Hayloft Plants 

01386 554440; www.hayloft-plants.co.uk

4 VERONICA ‘MARIETTA’

Upright spires of strong blue 

blossom from June to August make this 

an arresting accent plant for borders large 

and small. Disease-resistant foliage is an 

added bonus. Reliable in any moist, well-

drained soil in sun or part shade. H1m (40in) 

S45cm (18in) £7.99 from Crocus 01344 578000; 

www.crocus.co.uk

5 PENSTEMON ‘GRAPE TAFFY’ 

Huge two-toned flower spikes make 

a statement in pots and borders throughout 

summer and into autumn. Loved by bumblebees.

Remove old flower stems to stimulate more. Protect

with mulch in winter. Moist, well-drained soil in sun. 

H22cm (9in) S50cm (20in) Approx £9.99 from garden 

centres and mail order suppliers 

Garden Answers
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6 ALSTROEMERIA ‘CAMILLE’

Exquisite and elegant pale pink blossoms are 

produced throughout summer to fi rst frosts. Remove 

spent blossoms to encourage more. Lovely cut fl ower. Any 

well-drained soil in part shade. H and S40cm (16in). £24 for 3 

plants from Hayloft Plants 01386 554440; www.hayloft-plants.co.uk

8 DAHLIA ‘MYSTIC WONDER’

Richly toned velvety blossoms 

over mahogany foliage make this a 

must-have. Moist, well-drained soil 

in sun. Protect tubers with mulch for 

winter, or lift. H and S45cm (18in) £14 

for 3 from Hayloft Plants 01386 554440; 

www.hayloft-plants.co.uk

7 HEUCHERA ‘GRAPE SODA’

Changes colour through the year from rose-

purple spring leaves, to light purple and eventually 

deep silvery purple. Coral bells from April to August. 

Any position from full sun to full shade. Best in drier 

soil. H22cm (9in) S50cm (20in) £6 from Plantagogo 

01270 820335; www.plantagogo.com

9ECHINACEA

‘BIG KAHUNAS’

Warm mango-honey tones

set against large central

cones create sub-tropical

flamboyance. Sweetly scented

blossoms are a magnet for

insects in summer. Sturdy,

upright habit. Any well-drained

soil in sun. H and S50cm (20in)

£9.99 from Coblands 01732

770999; www.coblands.co.uk

10       DAFFODIL ‘BIG GUN’

Tall and sweetly-scented 

with a large yellow cup that fades 

to rich orange. A vigorous grower

ideal for naturalising beneath

trees or growing in beds or

pots. Suits any soil in sun or

part shade. H45cm (18in)

S10cm (4in) £18 for 15 bulbs.

Autumn delivery from Hayloft

Plants 01386 554440;

www.hayloft-plants.co.uk

11 LEUCANTHEMUM ‘REAL DREAM’

Spirit-lifting Shasta daisy with a compact 

habit and long season, which makes a lovely 

cut fl ower. Dark foliage on strong stems that 

don’t need staking. Easy to grow in sun 

or part shade in any soil. H40cm (16in) 

S35cm (14in) £14.50 for 3 plants from 

Hayloft Plants 01386 554440; 

www.hayloft-plants.co.uk 

12 ASTILBE ‘CAPPUCCINO’

Two-tone perennial with frothy, fl uff y fl owers 

over coff ee-coloured foliage in spring and summer. 

Dramatic when grown in drifts. Prefers moist 

soil in part shade. Ideal for pond margins or 

pots in shade. H and S50cm (20in) £18 

for 3 plants from Hayloft Plants 01386 

554440; 

www.hayloftplants.co.uk
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13
GERANIUM 
‘PURPLE
GHOST’

Striking groundcover

with dark purple

foliage topped

with white flowers

throughout summer.

This valuable variety

is drought-resistant

and adaptable in any

soil in sun or part

shade. H20cm (8in)

S40cm (16in) £24

for 3 bareroot plants

from Hayloft Plants

01386 554440; www.

hayloft-plants.co.uk
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DAVID AUSTIN
® ROSES

David C.H. Austin

GA49

Beautiful, fragrant summer blooms

David Austin’s English Roses combine exceptional beauty and delicious
fragrances with outstanding health, reliability and vigour. Blooming

from now and repeat-flowering in flushes until the first frosts, they will
transform your garden whether planted in a traditional rose border, a large
container or with other plants and perennials in a mixed cottage garden
style planting. For help selecting your roses, contact our rose experts.

Visit: www.davidaustinroses.com Call: 01902 376300
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Keep plants in tip-top condition 

this summer. Geoff  Hodge suggests 

a regime to keep them thriving

Mulch strawberry plants with a 

thick layer of straw to keep them 

clean and elevated above the soil 

– rain splashes can cause splodges 

that encourage rotting. A layer of 

straw can also deter slugs from the 

ripening berries. 

Pick the berries regularly 

because damaged or decaying 

fruits can attract mould – and 

watch for signs of wilting and 

mildew if yours are sited in a hot 

spot. To keep them watered, soak 

their soil with a hose in the evening.

HARVEST STRAWBERRIES

What 
to do this

month



Garden Answers

 rain? Target precious water at the plants that really need it

JUST WATER THIRSTY PLANTS 

Unless we have a prolonged, very dry 
period, it might not be necessary to 

water well-established garden plants at 
all – certainly your lawn will be quick to 
recover from drought as soon as it rains. 
Watering little and often, only applying 
a small amount of water that doesn’t 
penetrate deep into the soil, will encourage 
surface rooting that makes the plants more 
susceptible to drought and drying out.

      Once a day 
Plants in containers, especially hanging 
baskets, will probably need a good watering 
every day to keep the compost evenly moist 
and prevent it drying out.

      Once a week 
All recent plantings, especially bedding 
plants, will appreciate a good soak every 
seven to 14 days to aid rapid establishment, 
good growth and flowering performance. 

      Once a fortnight
Rhododendrons, camellias, hydrangeas 
and other shallow-rooted plants might 
appreciate a good soak now and then. 
Rhododendrons and camellias will be 
setting their flower buds for next year 
so allowing them to dry out will prevent 
good bud set.

      While you’re on holiday
If you’re going away this summer, ensure 
that your plants feature in your holiday 
plans. Group container plants in shade and 
if you can’t persuade a neighbour to look 
after them while you’re away, you could 
consider setting up an automatic drip-
watering system. 

Capillary matting is good for self-
watering pots both in the greenhouse and 
in the house. Houseplants should be 
removed from sunny windowsills and 
placed on damp capillary matting in the 
sink or bath. 

Roses are very hungry plants and will need a feeding with 
a granular rose fertiliser now to ensure they continue 
flowering all summer – and into autumn and even beyond.
O�Deadhead spent blooms It used to be recommended 
to cut back the flowering stems by around 10-15cm (4-6in) 
but it’s far better to simply and carefully snap off the faded 
flower and seedpod between thumb and forefinger.
O�Check for mildew In warm, dry weather, roses are prone 
to powdery mildew. If you see the first signs of this disease 
(a white powdery coating on leaves), or rose blackspot or 
rust, spray the foliage with a systemic fungicide. A combined 
insecticide and fungicide will also help to control aphid and 
other pest outbreaks.

Feed hungry roses

Hanging baskets need watering 

daily in hot conditions. Use water 

retaining gel and a plastic liner 

when you make them, to help the 

compost retain water for longer

What 
to do this

month
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Look after

With a little regular care and

attention, summer annuals will

fl ower profusely and continuously 

all the way to the fi rst severe frosts.

FEED THEM

Such profuse flowering needs 
a lot of energy. Feed every

seven to 14 days with a high potash
liquid fertiliser to give them all the
energy they need. Always follow the
instructions on the packet.

1

SNAP OFF SPENT BLOOMS

When flowers have been
pollinated and start to

produce seeds, the plant stops
flowering. So, regularly removing
faded flowers and developing seed
heads triggers further flowering.

2

TIDYING UP

While deadheading, check 
over plants and remove any 

dead, damaged or diseased leaves. 
This helps keep the display looking 
its best and prevents any diseases 
from spreading to other plants.

3

During warm, sunny weather

temperatures inside greenhouses and

growing frames can soar so high that

plants wilt, become permanently

damaged and die. It’s vital to keep

temperatures down.

1Always open vents and doors fully
to allow heat to escape.

2Shade the glass with either a paint-on
shading wash or use shade netting or

horticultural fleece, ideally on the outside
of the structure. This way it reduces the
amount of sunlight entering and is therefore
more effective at lowering temperatures.

3Damp down floors and surfaces to
increase humidity, which reduces

temperatures and subsequent damage
as well as helping to deter red spider mite.

Keep indoor plants shaded from harsh direct sun

S R

Weatherwatch
Lots of warm, sunny weather means 

all your plants will be growing well 

– but so will the weeds. You’ll also 

be building up your muscles 

carrying heavy watering cans 

around! The sun’s drying eff ect can 

be exacerbated by wind, so check 

plants – especially those in 

containers and hanging baskets – 

for drying out during windy days.

Regularly tie in climbers to supports as 
they grow, which also helps train them to 
fully cover their supports. Left to their own 
devices, they can soon get out of control and 
produce an ugly mess of tangled stems.

This is especially important for clematis. 
If not tied in, their thin, brittle stems can 
easily become damaged in even quite a mild 
breeze. This stem damage causes the leaves 
to turn brown and the whole plant to wilt 
– something that many people confuse with 
clematis wilt disease.

For this reason, always provide clematis 
plants with plenty of support. Trellis or 
plastic clematis mesh is best because it has 
lots of places for the clematis tendrils to 
attach to, which helps secure the stems.

Flowering shrubs that blossom earlier in 
summer (such as deutzia, philadelphus and 
weigela) benefit from pruning after flowers 
fade. Cut back all flowering shoots to strong 
new growth and thin out any very old 
growth that no longer flowers profusely.

After pruning, feed with a high potash 
plant food, such as a granular rose fertiliser, 
to ensure they produce lots of new growth 
that will flower next year.

After feeding, apply a thick mulch around 
the root area to help keep the soil moist and 
prevent weed seed germination.

Prune early summer-
flowering shrubs

Tie in climbers
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CHECK FOR HOLLYHOCK RUST
Hollyhock rust disease can be a problem at 
this time of year, spoiling the plants’ 
appearance and reducing flowering. Check 
plants regularly, carefully remove affected 
leaves and spray with a systemic fungicide.

If rust is a big problem, it’s usually better 
to treat hollyhocks as annuals and biennials 
(that is, dig them up at the end of the season) 

because plants that are kept going from 
year to year tend to become riddled with 
the disease. 

Don’t compost rust-infected material 
– it’s best to burn it or put it in the green bin
for municipal collection because council 
contractors’ composting techniques reach
higher temperatures that kill the spores.

To get the best displays from wisteria, they need pruning 

twice a year – now and again in late winter.

First, select shoots that will be used to build up the 

framework of permanent branches to cover the support 

and just tie these in as they grow. Then, cut back all the 

remaining leafy sideshoots to five to seven leaves long. 

After pruning, feed with a potash-rich granular fertiliser, 

such as a rose fertiliser.

SUMMER-PRUNE WISTERIA

Geoff says:
“Mulch summer 
borders with 

compost to help lock in 
moisture and halt weeds”

Despite even the best planning, gaps often 
appear in beds and borders where plants 
haven’t grown as expected. It’s a good 
opportunity to plug them with some plants 
for ‘instant’ colour.

Either invest in new plants at the garden 
centre and pop them into the gap or, if you 
already have some excess plants growing in 
pots, position them on the soil where the pot 
is hidden by its neighbours. If the pots are 
small enough you can sink the pot into the 
ground – but don’t forget to water them!

Fill gaps in borders

What 
to do this

month
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g everything you need for your greenhouse

owests.co.uk 01246 451077
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IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Don’t forget...
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Keep greenhouse crops well fed and 
watered this summer, for juicy fruit 
and bumper yields, says Clare Foggett

ESCAPE TO THE
GREENHOUSE

 U
ndercover crops need a little 
extra attention by midsummer. 
Watering is vital for all plants 

growing under cover, not least tomatoes.
Plants that dry out can fall prey to 

blossom end rot, where the tomatoes 
develop sunken, black patches, rendering 
them inedible. Irregular watering 
hinders the plants’ take up of calcium 
from the compost too – so keep your 
toms evenly moist at all times.

If time is tight in the mornings or 
you’re going away for few days, it’s worth 
installing drip irrigation. The Big 
Drippa (£11.95 from Two Wests and 
Elliott) is a sturdy plastic bag that you 
fill with water, hang up and water drips 
by gravity into the pots or growing bags. 

Putting up shading and opening doors 
and vents during the day helps regulate 
the temperature inside your greenhouse. 
For cordon tomatoes (also known as 
vine or indeterminate types) remove 
any side shoots before they grow too 
large and sap the plant’s energy from 
forming and ripening fruit. 

As summer progresses, remove any 
yellow leaves at the base of your tomato 
plants and shorten others to let as much 
sun as possible through to ripen fruit. 

Aubergines and peppers
Aubergines and peppers need a bit of 
TLC too. Keep feeding them as their 
fruits start to swell and when about five 
or so aubergines have formed, remove 
the rest of the flowers so the plant 
focuses on developing and ripening fruit. 

Keep peppers and aubergines moist, 
but not sodden, and mist around them 
to keep humidity high and combat red 
spider mite. ‘Damping down’ on hot days 
(by pouring a watering can full of water 
over the greenhouse path) also helps.

Peppers are ready to pick when they’re 
swollen and glossy. You can harvest 
green fruits or wait a few weeks until 
they ripen to orange or red. Aubergines 
are ready when they’re a good size with 
shiny skin – once the skin turns dull 
they’ll be over-ripe and may taste bitter.

O Clare Foggett is Editor of

Garden News, on sale every Tuesday
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Juicy toms need 

feeding and watering

 TAKE HOUSEPLANTS 

OUTDOORS 

Move house and conservatory plants 

outside to a sheltered patio where 

they’ll enjoy the summer better than 

being cooped up indoors.

 BEAT WEEDS 

Keep on top of weeds by regularly 

hoeing seedlings with a sharp hoe 

as they appear.

 ORDER BULBS NOW 

Order autumn-fl owering bulb 

catalogues, so you can work out 

which ones to plant this autumn.

 POT ON PLANTS 

This is a good time to pot on 

potbound plants and those growing 

too big for their container. It’s best 

to complete the job before the end 

of August.

 GET FEEDING 

Feed spring-fl owering shrubs that 

fl owered poorly this year. A granular 

rose fertiliser or sulphate of potash 

is the best choice – but anything is 

better than nothing!

These colourful critters (Lilioceris lilii) are
a devastating pest of lilies and fritillaries –
both the adult beetles and their l   
strip a plant of le
in a ma   
daily an
sos by ha

The be  
the morn
are a bit d si
off. At othe y t
active, can  mi
drop off the  
backs on the  
difficult to s
for clusters o
red eggs on th
the leaves.

To control th
protect against
spray your lilies
systemic insecti

Check for lily beetles
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TAKE SEMI-RIPE 
CUTTINGS FROM…
● Easy (no need for a heel) 

Buxus, camellia, choisya, daphne, 

deutzia, ilex, lavandula, mahonia, 

olearia, philadelphus, pyracantha, 

viburnum and weigela 

● Not as easy (include a heel)

Aucuba, azara, berberis, carpenteria, 

callistemon, ceonothus, cotoneaster, 

cytisus, elaeagnus, escallonia, garrya, 

photinia, pieris, rhododendron and 

skimmia

“Save money by taking 
semi-ripe cuttings”

This nifty propagation technique is easy once you 
know how. Pippa shares her tips for success

Pippa Greenwood is  

a gardening author  

and broadcaster

E
veryone loves a bargain – and 
something for free is even more 
appealing! So it’s good to know 
that, at this time of year, you can

start to save yourself some serious money
just by taking semi-ripe cuttings. 

All you need to do is identify and take a
cutting from this season’s growth – the best
stems have a tip that’s still fully soft or 
flexible and a base that’s slightly hardened or
woody, so you can see why they’re called 
‘semi-ripe’. You can take them at any time
from about now until very early autumn at
the latest, but choosing the right moment
can be tricky. Take a few cuttings every two
weeks or so to make sure you’ve hit the 
perfect date for best rooting.

1 IDENTIFY A LIKELY STEM Semi-ripe
cuttings do best when they’re about 
10-15cm (4-6in) long, taken from healthy,
problem-free growth, ideally using 
stems that are non-flowering. Many 
semi-ripe cuttings, especially those from 
evergreens (see the list below) root more 
successfully if you take them with a ‘heel’ 
– when you leave a bit of old wood at the 
base. These need to be cut below a node. 

When taking non-heeled cuttings, 
use a sharp knife to cut material from the 
parent plant. This will make a clean cut 
and avoids crushing the stem. If you tear 
it off, you may damage the parent stem. 
I find it’s best to remove more material 
than you need, then trim it when ready to 
put it into the rooting mixture. 

For heeled cuttings you don’t cut, but 
instead pull the material very carefully 
from the plant so it comes away with a 
really thin piece of stem bark (the ‘heel’) 
attached. If plants are known to be difficult 
to root, it’s worth taking cuttings with a 
heel to utilise the plant’s natural rooting 
hormones. These tend to gather around this 
area, so you’ll maximise the chances of your 
cuttings taking and succeeding. Heeled 
cuttings are less likely to succumb to fungal 
diseases too. 

If you’d rather cut than pull, use a sharp 
knife to pare away a sliver of bark about 
2.5cm (1in) long on one side of the base of a 
semi-ripe cutting to help stimulate rooting.

2 PREPARE THE CUTTING Cuttings taken 
from shrubs with large leaves can lose too 
much moisture while rooting, so trim each 
leaf in half with clean, sharp scissors before 
rooting the cuttings. It’s also important to 
remove the lowermost leaves entirely and if 
the tip is still very soft, trim this off too. 

Next, dip the base of the cutting into 
hormone rooting powder. This will help to  

stimulate root formation. However, avoid 
too much powder sticking to the cutting  by 
giving it a gentle tap. Too much powder can 
damage the stem’s base. 

3 ARRANGE IN CUTTINGS COMPOST 

Semi-ripe cuttings should root well in any 
good quality cuttings compost. You can 
put several in one pot but the foliage from 
one mustn’t touch that of its neighbour, as 
this may encourage fungal problems. To 
improve drainage, add a little Perlite.

Once you’ve watered them in, place the 
pot in a propagator, or carefully place the 
pot inside a large, clear polythene bag – 
taking care that the bag doesn’t touch the 
foliage of any of the cuttings. 

Place the pots somewhere warm where 
they have plenty of natural light, but 
aren’t exposed to very hot, direct sunlight.

Regularly check the pots and aim 
to keep the compost just moist. Your 
cuttings will soon be rooting – check the 
bottom of the pots to see.

O Visit www.pippagreenwood.com  

for ladybirds to control greenfly, 

Nemaslug for slugs and other 

biocontrols for red spider mite and 

whitefly. Look out for Pippa’s new 

autumn-planting veg plants!

“It’s good to know that, at 
this time of year, you can 
save yourself some money”

1. Make a clean cut, choosing a non-flowering stem 2. Dip it in hormone rooting 

powder 3. Pop the cuttings into cuttings compost with Perlite to improve drainage

21 3
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BORDER 
PLANNER

In association with

A carefully chosen palette

of cool and vibrant

pinks illuminates this

semi-shady mixed border

sited on moist, fertile soil
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SHOCKING 
PINKS!
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STEP 1 CHOOSE THE RIGHT PLANTS

PLAN YOUR BORDER IN 3 EASY STEPS

   Garden Answers  

ECHINACEA PURPUREA

Coneflowers bring robust, daisy-type 

flowers, loved by pollinators, from July 

to September. The rosy-purple species 

has downcurved petals and likes sun 

and a humus-rich soil, but not winter 

wet. H90cm (3ft) S60cm (2ft)

ASTILBE 

Grow in sun or partial shade in moist 

soil. Try vibrant pink ‘Bressingham 

Beauty’, H90cm (3ft) S60cm (2ft) 

with bronze-flushed foliage or rich red 

‘Fanal’ (AGM), H and S60cm (2ft)

HYDRANGEA MACROPHYLLA 

Blowsy shrubs that like part shade and 

moist soil. ‘Westfalen’ (AGM) flowers 

red/pink on alkaline soil, while sugary 

pink ‘Moritzburg’ has green-centred 

flowers. Both H and S1m (3ft 3in)

A
t the heart of this July planting 
lies a colour harmony with just 
enough contrast in depths and 
degrees of pinks to keep things 

interesting. The hydrangea teetering into 
the realms of mauve is essential to prevent 
things becoming tame, but almost all the 
plants have a cool undertone. 

The success of this planting lies in its 
relative simplicity. Hydrangea and astilbe 

cultivars form the bulk of the border, giving  
a strong repetition of flower shapes with 
gradients of colour. Striking mophead 
hydrangeas (Hydrangea macrophylla) carry 
your eye up and across the border, while the 
differing astilbes form the opposite diagonal. 
The dusky pinks will continue in the 
eupatorium just coming into bud at the back, 
while the pale pink wands of veronicastrums 
reinforce the astilbe’s verticals. 

Remember that flower colour of some 
mophead hydrangea cultivars varies 
according to your soil’s pH – acid soil gives 
violet or blue flowers and alkaline results  
in mauve, red or pink. Adding lime will help 
turn the soil more alkaline. 

All these plants will grow well on a soil 
that remains consistently moist – if you have 
sharply draining sandy soil, it would be best 
to find an alternative plant palette. 
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EASY GARDENING

STEP 3 PLANT THE BORDER

STEP 2 DESIGN YOUR BORDER

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk   

This is overwhelmingly a planting for a

humus-rich, moisture-retaining soil but

even on clay you’ll need to dig in plenty

of well-rotted organic matter to ensure

a more open ground that hangs onto

moisture in the summer. Beef up poorer

soils with some well-rotted manure.

It’s also a July-flowering border but few

plants appreciate being transplanted in

mid-summer and although you can pick up

container-grown plants now, it’ll be hard

to get them established. So this summer,

research the cultivars you’d like for your

colour scheme – Marwood Hill Gardens in

Devon holds a National Collection of

astilbes – then prepare the soil in autumn

and pop in your plants next spring.

1 Plant the hydrangea
Mophead hydrangeas can be planted

in autumn or, better still, late spring, since
a young plant with too much lush growth
can be hit hard over winter. For this reason,
never feed hydrangeas in late summer. Pay
attention to their final height and spread –
they can make sizable shrubs.

Dig a large planting hole, enriched with
well-rotted organic matter in a semi-shaded
site. Open up heavy clay by adding sand and
leaf mould. They’re hungry plants so a mulch
of organic matter (kept away from the stems)
and a feed in spring works wonders.

Pruning is far simpler than people often
make out! The flower buds are formed on the
previous summer’s growth so leave plants
alone over winter – the spent flowers protect

next year’s shoots. Then in late spring prune
back to a pair of fat healthy buds and take out
any dead, weak or very old stems to the base.

2 Plant the astilbe
Astilbes are wonderfully bombproof

and capable of some serious visual impact if
they stay consistently cool with moisture at
their roots. In wet conditions they’ll grow in
full sunshine but shade helps on drier soils.
Dig in plenty of well-rotted organic matter
when planting in autumn or spring and mulch
to conserve water. Divide every three or four
years, ideally in March as they start new
growth. When you plant, keep the crown just
below the soil surface because they won’t like
being buried too deep. Resist tidying away the
faded flower heads and they’ll give added
structure into winter.

3  Plant the echinacea 
Echinaceas don’t like being disturbed

so get the planting site right. Choose the
sunniest site in the border and dig in plenty of 
well-rotted organic matter. Make sure they 
have a deep, fertile but well-drained soil – 
winter wet can kill them – and mulch after 
planting in spring, avoiding the crown. If 
plants fail to overwinter, sow seed in early 
spring and treat as annuals, planting out 
after the frosts. Their stems are robust but a 
few early supports will help prevent damage 
from squally weather and are soon hidden. 
Deadheading keeps flowers coming but leave 
a few seedheads for winter interest. ‘Ruby 
Giant’ and ‘Elbrook’ both have AGMs. B

Hydrangea 

macrophylla

Echinacea

purpureaAstilbe

READER OFFER
HYDRANGEA ‘MISS SAORI’
Winner of the Chelsea Flower Show 

Plant of the Year 2014, Hydrangea 

macrophylla ‘Miss Saori’ has two-

tiered, pink-edged blooms. An 

incredibly handsome shrub for beds or 

patio containers, it’s ideal for the UK 

climate. H80cm (32in) S45cm (18in)

● One 9cm potted plant £17.99

● Two 9cm potted plants £25.98 

– save £10!

HOW TO ORDER 

● Go to www.thompson-morgan.com/

GA151 to order online

● Call 0844 573 1686 (quoting GA151) 

● Or send order details, name, address 

and payment by cheque or include 

credit card details to Garden Answers 

Hydrangea Off er, Dept GA151, PO Box 

162, Ipswich IP8 3BX. 

Extend the display

Sanguisorba

‘Pink Elephant’ 

July–Sept. H1.2m 

(4ft) S75cm (2ft 6in)

Miscanthus sinensis

Flowerheads 

Aug–Dec. H1.5m

(5ft) S1m (3ft 3in)

Persicaria

amplexicaulis

‘Rosea’ July–Sept. 

H and S90cm (3ft) 

Eupatorium

maculatum

July–Sept. H2m (6ft

6in) S1m (3ft 3in)
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In the final part of our series, Louise Curley explains
how to get the most from your cut flower beds and

keep flowers blooming up until the first frosts

Look after your cut 



Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk

G
rowingcut flowers canbemuch
lessdemanding thangrowing
vegetables.Most of theplants I’ve
recommendedduring this series

are fairly trouble-free, not asprone topests
anddiseases as edible cropsand, once
they’re growingwell, they’ll exclude light
fromthe soil so reducing theproblemof
weeds.Youcan leaveyour cut flowers and
goonholiday for aweekandyourblooms
canbe left to get onwith flowering, unlike
thevegetablepatchwherecourgetteswill
quickly turn intomarrowsandFrench
beanswill become tough.
Oneof themost excitingparts ofhaving

yourowncut flowerpatchhas tobe the
pickingand fillingof bucketswith flowers
to takehomeandarrange. It’sworth
treatingyourprizebloomswith somecare
at this stage–youdon’twant to spoil all
thathardwork.Cuttingyour flowers
carefullywill not onlyhelp themto last as
longaspossible in thevase, it’ll also
encourageyourplants tokeeponproducing
blooms throughout the summerandwell
into autumn.

EASY GARDENING

ADD SUPPORT AND STYLE

PRELOVED PLANT FRAMES

Get creative and look beyond the 

obvious – see if you can give other 

objects a second lease of life as a plant 

support. Raid your house and shed for 

likely candidates or pay a visit to your 

local car boot sale or junk yard.

SCULPTURAL WILLOW SUPPORTS

Willow adds natural style with its 

willingness to be crafted into beautiful 

fl owing shapes. Try a willow-weaving 

course – it’s surprisingly easy and 

addictive. Or, buy willow supports in 

shops near you or online from £5.

TRADITIONAL GARDEN CANES

Bamboo canes and string form sturdy, 

cost-eff ective supports that disappear 

as your plants grow. Try hooped canes 

or straight ones that can be cut to 

length. £5.49 for ten 2.4m (8ft) canes 

from www.homebase.co.uk.

RUSTIC HAZEL BEAN POLES

Add height, structure and character to 

your fl ower garden with wigwams 

made from rustic hazel poles. Look 

online for hazel stockists near you.

Priced at approx £1 per pole when you 

collect. Usually available Oct-Mar.

HORIZONTAL NETTING  

Pea netting can be strung across your 

beds (and stapled to cork cane toppers) 

while plants are small to provide discreet 

support. Extra layers can be added for 

taller plants. Netting £3.99 for 2x8m (6½ 

x26ft) roll from www.primrose.co.uk.

³

RING STAKES

Put rings in situ above young plants, so 

they grow up through it, hiding the 

support under the foliage. Choose 

simple or ornamental rings, in a variety 

of sizes and materials. £7 for 2 pack, 

45cm diameter from www.wilko.com.
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“One of the most exciting 
parts has to be picking and 
filling buckets with flowers”
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Deadhead and water your flowers and 

they’ll keep going into autumn

O Slugs Organic pellets and night-time 
patrols are the most effective forms of 
protection here. Planting out good-sized 
plants means they’re less likely to be 
attacked than vulnerable seedlings.

Stay on top of weeding 
Little and often is the secret to 

staying on top of weeds. Neglect your plot 
for several weeks and the sight of soil 
covered in weeds can be demoralising. 
Instead, spend a little time hoeing every 
week or so. Weeds are full of nutrients so 
they shouldn’t just be thrown away. Annual 
weeds can be added to your compost heap if 
they haven’t set seed, and some perennial 
weeds can be included, but they should be 
submerged in a bucket of water for several 
weeks beforehand so they won’t regrow. 

In particular watch out for:
OBindweed This weed coils its stems 
around your plants as it climbs towards the 
light, damaging stems and flowers. It 
multiplies from the tiniest section of root, 
so don’t put it on to your compost heap 
unless you’ve drowned it first.
OHairy bittercress Allow this to set seed 
and it can colonise an area very quickly, but 
at least its shallow roots make it easy to 
remove. Hoe your soil frequently to keep it 
under control.

Keep deadheading 
Annuals will stop producing 

flowers if they’re allowed to set seed, so to 
prolong the flowering season make sure 
any blooms you don’t pick for the vase are
deadheaded. This might seem a bit of a 
chore but incorporate it into your routine 
and snip off unwanted flower heads as you 
pick your blooms – it’s worth the effort.

Pick your flowers
If possible, cut your flowers in the 

early morning or evening as this is when 
your flower stems are full of water, so 
they’re much less likely to wilt. Have a 
bucket filled with water at your side and 
place stems straight into it as soon as you 
cut them. Use tepid water in your buckets 
and vases if possible and always use clean, 
sharp secateurs. Remove stems above a 
leaf node, as this is where new flower stems 
will appear. 

Leave the flowers in water for several 
hours or overnight in a cool shady spot – a 
garage or shed is ideal. Before arranging 
your flowers, trim the stems. Cut them at 
an angle so that they don’t stand flat on the 
base of the vase and instead expose the 
majority of the base of the stem to water.

Flower food isn’t necessary. Simply 
change the water in your vases every few 
days to refresh your flowers and this will 
also  prevent bacteria building up. B

EASY GARDENING

Quick & easy jobs for better flowers 
Don’t forget to water
Cut flowers tend not to need as 

much watering as vegetables and fruit, but 
young plants will be vulnerable to dry 
spells, particularly if it’s windy, as this 
whips moisture away from the soil. Give 
plants a good soak once a week rather than 
a light sprinkling daily. 

Concentrate water at the base of your
plants so it penetrates farther down into
the soil and encourages deeper root 
systems, so the plants can cope more easily
with periods of drought. It’s also a more 
efficient use of water and prevents 
moisture sitting on leaves, encouraging 
fungal diseases to form. If possible, water 
early in the morning or during the evening 
to reduce losses due to evaporation.

Beat pests & diseases
There are several potential 

challenges but they’re easy to tackle if you 
take a pragmatic approach.
O Powdery mildew A white dusty coating 
on leaves and stems caused by a fungus. 
Likely to occur when a plant is tired at the 
end of summer, or stressed. Water regularly 
without splashing the foliage.
O Rust Antirrhinums are prone to this 
fungal disease. Tiny, brownish-orange 
spots appear on the undersides of infected 
leaves and plants are weakened. Grow 
rust-resistant varieties and don’t plant too 
close together – to allow air to circulate.
O Aphids These pests feed on sugary sap
inside stems and leaves, weakening the
plant, distorting growth and transmitting
viruses. They reproduce rapidly, so keeping
on top of infestations is important.

1
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4
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ways
with...

Dahlias are ostentatious 

flowers ideal for pairing with 

(top) orchids, chrysanthemums 

and decorative kale ABOVE 

Contrast with bright nicotiana 

and nigella LEFT Fresh pompon 

forms work well with pink 

cosmos daisies RIGHT 

Go minimal with a 

few pretty pebbles 

FAR RIGHT single 

white dahlias 

sing beside 

lime green 

chrysanths

Dahlias
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HOWTO...

B CHOOSE YOUR PALETTE

using plants for sun or shade
B HARVEST A RAINBOW

sowing a colourful carrot mix
B VAMP UP YOUR GARDEN

with plants in shocking pink

C L UR!
Discover

lour rules

BFormal beds with a giant rusty pergola  

BGarden rooms flow from cool to hot

Your complete guide to creating borders that dazzle

MAKING BEAUTIFUL GARDENS

EE* 30 SAFFRON CROCUS CORMS

Step by 
step!
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F E
SEEDS

WORTH  
£1.99

Beautiful gardens 5

How chic is 
your shed?
Paints to create 
style & glamour
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£20.75Here at Garden Answers, we know our readers 

love a bargain when they see one. That’s why 

we’re offering your favourite magazine for a very 

special price this month when you subscribe.

Now the summer growing season is in full swing, 

there are even more reasons  to stay inspired and 

informed. Garden Answers has all the advice and ideas 

you need to make the most of your garden this year. 

It’s easy to subscribe and there’s a choice of ways to do it, so opt for 

whichever method suits you. It’s well worth it – not only will you never have 

to worry if the newsagent sells out, but you’ll save money on the shop price 

too – leaving you with more cash to spend on plants!  

Stuck for a summer birthday gift for a green-fingered 

friend? Why not order one for them too!  
Liz Potter

Editor



SUMMER BOUNTY Borders 

packed with purple agastache, 

red monardas and pink echinacea 

contrast with yellow solidago, 

rudbeckia and heleniums, with 

lemon coreopsis ‘Moonbeam’ 

and pink dianthus as edging

BEAUTIFUL GARDENS
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Garden Answers

J
uly is a real celebration of colour in
this dazzling Derbyshire garden.
“My wife Eileen and I both have a
good eye for colour,” says owner

Terry Kelly. “I particularly like using purple
and blue flowers with lemon yellow, such as
coreopsis ‘Moonbeam’. Heleniums are great
for a nice splash of yellow and red, too. But
really, the garden has been put together by
accident rather than design. Our planting
approach is a matter of me asking, ‘Shall I
put this in here?’ and Eileen saying, ‘Yes’!

“A lot of our ideas about colour come from
visiting other gardens,” says Terry. “We
especially like Scampston Walled Garden
– it’s a big inspiration for our planting style
– full of colourful perennials surrounded by
grasses. It was after visiting Scampston that
we first looked at growing grasses with
monardas. Here at Byways our favourite
monardas are the bright purple ‘Aquarius’
and tall red ‘Jacob Cline’, which reaches
about 6ft tall. I’ve propagated lots of them to
fill up the borders and make sure there are

plenty to buy on our garden’s open days.”
The garden has evolved steadily as new 

beds have been added, to the detriment of the 
lawn. “It was quite a dark garden when we 
moved in about 10 years ago,” says Terry. 
“There were laurel hedges on either side of 
the lawn and at least 15 conifers, each about 
50ft tall. We removed them almost straight 
away, but they left the ground parched and 
difficult to work. We had to use a pick axe to 
turn the soil over in places…” 

A hawthorn, ornamental cherry and a few 
box plants are all that remains from the 
previous garden. “We made a surprise 
discovery,” says Terry. “A lady who lived 
nearby said she thought there had been a 
rockery in the garden once upon a time. We 
later discovered it hidden under lots of old 
heathers.” The Kellys have now replanted it 
with rockery plants.

An alpine bed by one of the greenhouses 
has a Japanese feel with a lively mix of 
grasses, perennials and Oriental statuettes, 
but the other beds at Byways are almost 

IN THE 
GARDEN 
WITH…

AT Byways, 7A Brookfield Avenue,
Chesterfield S40 3NX
SIZE 22.8x18.2m (75x60ft)
SITE West facing
SOIL Clay loam
FEATURES Established perennial 
borders including monardas, phlox, 
penstemon, grasses and 30+ acers; 
rock and alpine gardens; collections  
of hostas, fuchsias, ferns and roses 
VISIT Sunday 26 July (12.30-5pm); 
adults £3, children free. Also by 
arrangement in July and August 
CONTACT Terry on 01246 
566376 telkel1@aol.com

Terry & Eileen 
Kelly 
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FLOWER POWER 

(clockwise from 

far left) Tall red 

monarda ‘Jacob 

Cline’ and purple 

‘Aquarius’ jostle 

with agastache 

‘Liquorice Blue’, 

set off by orange-

brown helenium 

‘Sahin’s Early 

Flowerer’ with 

yellow H. pumilum 

‘Magnificum’ 

opposite; an iron 

bench flanked by 

a pink hydrangea, 

fuchsias and 

roses; rose ‘Warm 

Welcome’ grows 

over an arch that 

frames views; 

coreopsis 

‘Moonbeam’ hogs 

the rockery; pink 

rose ‘Surrey’
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exclusively filled with a painter’s palette of
choice perennials – perfect for colour that
lasts from May through to September.  
“It does mean the beds are pretty empty over
winter though, save for the taller grasses
such as Stipa gigantea and Deschampsia 
cepitosa, which we leave intact for a bit of
height and structure. I cut everything else
back after the flowers have gone over and
take all the chopped-up plant material over
to the allotment to compost it. It’s the ideal
homemade soil improver.”

Terry lifts and divides the perennials once
the clumps are big enough, to increase their
number and give them more space to grow.
“We plant in drifts and blocks but no single
variety is allowed to dominate – you have
to make sure you don’t plant thugs. We’ve
ended up with more lysimachia and solidago
(golden rod) than we wanted! Otherwise, it’s
like a carefully pieced-together tapestry.”

Heleniums are another favourite at 
Byways. “We have 10 different types of 
helenium in the garden in all shades of 
orange, red, brown and yellow that weave 
their way through the beds. Helenium 
‘Sahin’s Early Flowerer’ is a good, reliable 
cultivar, flowering from July onwards, with 

lots of flowers lasting into September.”
Planting and chores are shared equally

between this talented gardening couple – 
starting with the weeding. “Keeping the 
garden free from perennial weeds is a must 
and the borders get cleared in early spring,” 
says Terry. “I’ve been taking pictures of the 
borders on the first day of each month this 
year to compare the plant growth. March 
and April are the key weeding times because 
of the amount of bare soil compared to later 
in the summer.” 

The packed borders are a real draw for 
visitors in late July, but Terry and Eileen 
never rest on their laurels. 

“We decided that if we’re going to open for 
the public, the garden needs to offer value for 
money. We add new plants all the time and 
created three new beds [two of grasses and a 
mixed perennial bed] last September, which 
have filled out already. But Eileen says I can’t 
have another bed in the garden because if we 
carry on like this there won’t be anywhere 
left to hang out the washing!” B

“It’s a matter of me asking, 
‘Shall I put this in here?’  
and Eileen saying, ‘Yes’”
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Colour palette

Gold & sunshine: lemon, orange,

bright yellow and gold

Get the look....

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk

LEFT Lofty Stipa 

gigantea (golden oats) 

creates a transparent 

veil for fl owers beyond 

ABOVE Pink echinacea 

makes a pretty 

companion for golden 

stipa and even orange 

heleniums RIGHT ...and 

they’re loved by bees 

and butterfl ies! BELOW 

Tall red monarda ‘Jacob 

Cline’ creates a 

backdrop for begonias 

with deep magenta 

rose ‘Flower Carpet’ 

BELOW LEFT The lawn 

is fl anked by container-

grown favourites

FLOWER 

STAKES Useful 

and attractive 

too! £90 by 

Muntons at Not 

on the High 

Street 0345 259 

1359; www.

notonthe 

highstreet.com

CAPI LUX VASE 

This elegant planter will make a 

colourful statement in any garden, 

D26xH36cm (10x14in). £19.99 

from Primrose, 0118 903 5210 

www.primrose.co.uk

RUDBECKIA

FULGIDA These

sunlovers will

keep borders bursting with

colour right up to the frosts.

H60cm (2ft) S45cm (17in)

HELENIUM Golden yellow 

‘Magnifi cum’ will thrive in a 

sunny spot. H90cm (3ft) 

S45cm (17in)

SOLIDAGO 

CANADENSIS This 

vigorous goldenrod 

will provide colour and 

height at the back of a 

border and will 

tolerate clay, fl owering 

early summer into 

October. H1.5m (5ft)

Colours 
we love

Add yellow fl owers to pink and 
purple borders to create a 
sunshine look
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A SENSE OF OCCASION 

This handsome wrought iron 

pergola was bought as a kit of 

of rusty pieces from a salvage 

yard... by pure luck it fi tted 

perfectly over the bay tree!
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ormer art teachers arbara and arek o ansk have
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T
his elegant formal garden is packed 
with colourful plants and inspiring 
artefacts. “Being former art 
teachers has definitely had an 

influence on how we created the garden,” 
says Barbara. “We’re both interested in 
architecture, travel and design history, and 
Marek is interested in classical history and 
its influence on architecture.”

The classical influence is revealed in the 
garden structures and ornaments. “There’s a 
pavilion with classical architrave and 
columns (now with mosaic inside), an 
elaborate red brick wall fountain, Pompeii-
style frescos and decorative urns. Marek 
built all the architectural elements himself.” 

The garden is a rectangular plot that 
Barbara says is large by London standards. 
“It was once part of a large estate that was 
subdivided into generous plots. The garden 
is where the manor’s orchard used to be and 
still contains old pear trees, now covered 
with scrambling roses ‘Kiftsgate’ and 
‘Rambling Rector’. 

“When we moved here 15 years ago the 
garden was simply a large lawn surrounded 
by established trees,” says Barbara. “I was 
keen to keep a large area of grass, so the first 
job was to set out the main feature of the 
garden – a small parterre – about three-
quarters of the way down the lawn. I created 
lots of box topiary to go with it – pyramids, 
balls and cylinders – and planted a bay tree 
in the centre.” 

The bay was a small standard 14 years ago, 
but it’s grown into a large tree. “It’s actually 
two trees tied together; over time they’ve 
grown into one another,” says Barbara. “We 
trimmed out the lower branches then let it 
come out in an umbrella shape at the top.” 

The iron pagoda is a more recent 
introduction. “We often visit reclamation 
yards to hunt for architectural treasures and 
on one visit saw a similar but more expensive 
piece,” says Barbara. “It inspired us to search 
online to find something more affordable, 
and that’s how we found this one at a salvage 
yard in Suffolk. It was covered in rust and 

IN THE 
GARDEN 
WITH…

AT 41 Southbrook Road, Lee,
London SE12 8LJ
SIZE 27x40m (88ftx131ft)
SITE South facing
SOIL Gravel over clay
FEATURES Wide, mixed herbaceous 
borders surrounded by mature trees; 
central box parterre; dramatic 
pergola and bay tree feature; ancient 
pear trees; two lily ponds
VISIT By arrangement for groups 
May to July (2-5.30pm); adults £3.50, 
children free
CONTACT 0208 333 2176 or  
email polanski101@yahoo.co.uk

Barbara &  
Marek Polanski 
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GARDEN CLASSICS (clockwise from 

left) The large rectangular lawn provides 

a foil for deep herbaceous borders that 

lead to the parterre, with its topiary 

shapes, entwined bay trees and dramatic 

salvaged pergola; Marek built this 

pavilion himself, with reference to the 

Ancient Greeks – complete with columns 

and architrave; elegant Oriental lily 

‘Extravaganza’; the red brick wall 

fountain is adorned with decorative 

roof lintels the couple brought back 

from Paris; the pavilion offers the 

perfect shady place to sit and enjoy 

the garden view, with pink hollyhocks, 

yellow heleniums and achillea
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“We’veplanteditall
symmetrically togowith
the formal theme”

dismantledfor transportsowehadtopiece
itbacktogetherbyhand.
“Weguessed itwouldkindof fit, butwhen

weput itup insituover theparterre it’s
brilliant–as if itwasmeant tobe. Iwas
thrilledbecauseI’dseenironworkagainst
quite formalboxupinKensingtonand
thought it lookedreallybeautiful.”
ThoughBarbara initiallywantedtokeep

the large formal lawn,shesaysshe
‘weakened’anddecidedtohavemore
flowers instead. “Iaddedtwomirror-image
beds infrontof theparterreandfilledthem
withsoftpurpleandpinkflowers that look
so lovely inearlysummer,”shesays. “These

are followedbyhot,bright latesummer
flowerssuchasheleniumsandcrocosmia,
chosenbyMarek.We’vealsocreated
anotherbright flowerbednearer thehouse
andfilled itwithtrailingbeddingplants.
There’sa further formalraisedpoolbehind
theparterre,wherewegrowahugegunnera
flanked bytwotall cypress-likeconifers.
We’veplanted itall symmetrically togo
withtheformal theme.”

Thefinal fewmetresof thegardenare
morerelaxedandshady,givenover to
plantingswithawoodlandfeel. “Thisarea is
filledwithmoss,hostasandferns,” says
Barbara. “Thoughthegardenissouthfacing,
itbacksontoatree-linedrailway
embankment,whichthrowsdeepshade
here. It’sawonderfulbackdropbutatcertain
timesofday it justdoesn’tgetanysun–it’s
oneof thedifficult thingsabout thegarden.”
Barbaralikestoexperimentwithplanting

stylesandadoresthevarietyofferedby
plants.“It’sbeenachallengebutI’vereally
triedtosticktoatheme.I justwishwehada
biggergarden.Or,perhapsIneedthree!”B

HOT SPOT Crocosmia, achillea, 

daylilies, spires of lysimachia 

and hollyhocks fl aunt their 

warm colours in summer
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Colour palette

Rich pinks plus textures: cerise and

scarlet with rust and stone

Get the look....

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk

TOP Across the lily 

pond, a pillar echoes 

the upright yew 

ABOVE Fastigate yews 

stand sentinel beside 

the pond, fl anking a 

huge gunnera (left) and 

rodgersia RIGHT 

Hostas and ferns create 

a softer, more relaxed 

feel in the shady 

woodland area as a 

soothing contrast for 

the colourful 

herbaceous borders

LION HEAD 

FOUNTAIN 

This handsome wall 

fountain is self 

contained, with 

pump and 10m of 

cable. £89.99 from 

Primrose 0118 903 

5210; www.

primrose.co.uk 

WESTONBIRT URN 

With its spiralled 

‘gadrooning’ and egg-

and-dart rim this stylish 

urn has the air of 

antiquity. £349, 

Haddonstone 

01604 770711; www.

haddonstone.com

Colours
we love

Arts and crafts meets Ancient
Greece in this formal garden

PEONY 

‘CYTHEREA’ 

Adds glamour to 

any garden, in sun 

or part shade. 

H and S60cm (23in)

MONARDA ‘FIREBALL’ 

Flowering July to 

September this vibrant 

bergamot prefers sun or 

part-shade in moist, 

well-drained soil. H60cm 

(24in) S40cm (16in)

HYDRANGEAS You’ll need 

alkaline soil with a high pH for 

cultivars like ‘Red Riding 

Hood’ 
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DELPHINIUMS ON PARADE 

Edwin’s colourful collection 

comprises some 40+ 

delphinium cultivars, with 

roses above and dark pink 

antirrhinums at their feet

READER
GARDEN



IN THE
GARDEN
WITH…
Edwin Rye

ATThe Paddocks, Wendover,
Bucks HP22 6HE
GARDEN SIZE30x8m (240x25ft)
SITE South facing
SOILFertile but free-draining
FEATURESMixed borders of
colourful herbaceous perennials;
David Austin roses; large variety of
named Blackmore & Langdon
delphiniums
VISIT 4 and 5 July (2-5.30pm). Also
by arrangement June and July for
groups of 30 max. Adults £2.50,
children free
CONTACTEdwin on 01296 623870
or email pam.rye@talktalk.net

³

“I’ve packed every inch!”
This eye-popping garden in Buckinghamshire is crammed with 

delphiniums in July. Owner Edwin Rye explains their appeal

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk

T
his exuberant garden in 
Buckinghamshire is like a scene 
drawn straight from a storybook. 
Encircling the lawn are borders 

packed with delphiniums in a range of vivid 
blues and delicate whites. “It’s a traditional 
garden, full of vibrant colour,” agrees owner 
Edwin Rye. “It isn’t large, so I like to make 
sure I use every spare bit of soil.” 

Delphiniums form the backbone of the 
garden, and while other plants have come 
and gone in the past 40 years, the 
delphiniums remain Edwin’s first love.  
“I’m from Norfolk originally and used to 
visit Sandringham Flower Show. That’s 
where I first fell in love with delphiniums. 
They were one of the first things I ordered 
from Blackmore & Langdon nursery, when I 
was about 10 years old.”

Edwin is still using the nursery today. 
“The main thing with delphiniums is to buy 
a good quality, named cultivar to start 
with,” he says. “Delphinium seed has to be 
sown fresh, so if you buy seed that’s been 
hanging around in the garden centre for 

ages it can be difficult to germinate. 
Getting good stock and then taking basal 
cuttings from the plants in spring is a far 
more reliable way to make more plants.”

The garden stands on fertile but 
free-draining soil, which suits the 
delphiniums perfectly. “It was full of flint 
and builders rubble when we moved here in 
1971,” says Edwin. “But then, nobody ever 
says they have good soil! To improve its 
structure I always empty out old pots of 
compost onto the borders at the end of each 
season. Over time it’s made the soil better.”

Delphiniums are quite hungry plants,  
so Edwin has set up a regime of regular 
feeding. “I give them Vitax Q4 [a general 
purpose fertiliser] in spring and then 
another two or three doses of Chempak  
No 4 [a soluble high-potash feed] through 
the season.” 

Staking is another important job – or 
these stately spires will topple over. “I stake 
the delphiniums very early, in March,” says 
Edwin. “It might look like ‘cane city’ at the 
start of the year, but the foliage quickly W
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such as larkspur, cornflowers and godetia
are overlooked these days and it’s a huge
shame. On last year’s open days it was the 
godetias that everybody was talking about, 
asking ‘What’s that plant?’” 

To make the most of his planting space, 
Edwin has used an old leylandii hedge as a 
climbing frame for blowsy climbing roses, 
such as yellow ‘Teasing Georgia’ and dark 
pink ‘Wild Edric’. “Wild Edric is one of the 
healthiest roses I’ve ever grown,” he says. 
“It’s a rampant shrub rose, not strictly a 
climber, but mine has grown very tall.  
It’s fabulous, never gets any diseases, and  
it flowers the whole summer.” 

At the front of his borders, Edwin  
uses antirrhinums as edging plants to 
create colour at the lower level, giving an 

attractive tiered effect. “It’s not just the 
plants that you put in the garden but  
what you put with them,” he says. “Blue 
delphiniums can look magical next to 
yellow flowers. Cosmos is another of my 
favourites for its natural look and feathery 
foliage. It fits in with my philosophy of 
packing the garden to the brim!” B

SUMMERMAGIC (clockwise from above) 

Delphiniums form a perimeter backdrop, 

with roses and geraniums, and begonias  

in pots; pink godetias, hostas and blue 

camassias; scented repeat-flowering rose 

‘Graham Thomas’; the view from the patio; 

blue delphinium ‘Molly Buchanan’;  

white ‘Jill Curley’; pink ‘Cymbeline’

hides the stakes. You have to tie in the
delphiniums every 15-20cm (6-8in), four
or five times through the growing season, 
otherwise the flower heads will flop.   

“To get another flush of flowers in 
autumn I cut them right back to ground 
level after the flowers have finished in 
mid-to-late July. I give the plant a little 
water and liquid feed – just a capful of 
Tomorite in a two-gallon watering can. 
Then you’ll have lovely delphinium flowers 
in autumn too. If you just cut the seedheads 
off they won’t produce flowering shoots.”

Interwoven among Edwin’s delphiniums 
are annuals chosen to complement the cool 
blues and whites. “Purists might think it’s 
criminal to use bedding plants, but I love 
love them!” he says. “Old-fashioned annuals 
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“To get another flush of 
flowers in autumn I cut them 

right back to ground level”
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PATHWAY TO PARADISE 

Leucanthemums line the path, 

with phlomis, balls of Spirea 

japonica ‘Goldfl ame’ and 

hostas. At the back is a white 

veronicastrum; opposite are 

white phlox and yellow inula

BEAUTIFUL GARDENS

This long, thin city garden shows how 
good design can make a narrow plot seem broader. 

Owner Maureen Sawyer gives us a tour

“Garden rooms don’t 
have to be boxy”
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Garden Answers

P
acked with colourful plants for
year-round interest, you’d never
imagine this sunny south-facing
garden is actually long, thin and

wedge-shaped. “I’ve got a foot of garden for
every day of the year,” says owner Maureen
Sawyer of her 365-foot long plot. “Yet it
tapers down to just 25 feet across. The shape
was a bit of a challenge at first. It’s lucky that
my husband Duncan and I both have a
background in art and design, because that’s
really helped inform the layout.” 

Maureen trained as a graphic designer, 
then became a senior lecturer, and now has 
her own garden design consultancy. “Doing 
design professionally has had a knock-on 
effect in lots of areas, including gardening,” 
she says. “But the difference with a garden is 
that nothing stands still for long. A garden 
continually changes over time.”

The outlook wasn’t always this rosy at 
Southlands. “When we first moved here 20 
years ago there wasn’t much to see,” says 
Maureen. “It was just one long lawn from top 

to bottom. But there was a large dilapidated 
greenhouse right in the middle and we could 
see the garden had potential.” 

The couple decided to keep the 
greenhouse. “We renovated it and then used 
it as a starting point, first creating a kitchen 
garden around the greenhouse then working 
outwards,” says Maureen. “We divided the 
rest of the garden into distinct areas, trying 
to keep the overall design coherent without 
creating boxy little rooms that had nothing 
in common with each other. 

“To help hold the different areas together I 
use what I call ‘mirroring’ plants. For 
example, I’ve used ferns and hostas in all the 
shady parts of the garden so you get echoes of 
the same planting throughout. 

“You don’t necessarily have to tie things 
together with colour either; you can use hard 
landscaping. We use the same materials 
everywhere – Yorkstone and granite setts 
– which makes it a lot more coherent.”

Maureen has used all sorts of clever 
design tricks to create interest. “I’ve tried to 

IN THE
GARDEN
WITH…

AT Southlands, 12 Sandy Lane,
Stretford, Manchester M32 9DA
SIZE Quarter acre
SITE South facing
SOIL Sandy loam
FEATURES Garden room layout 
including courtyard; organic kitchen 
garden; Mediterranean, ornamental 
and woodland gardens; large 
greenhouse; containers of exotics
VISIT 11 and 12 July (1-6pm) adults 
£3.50, children free. Groups 10+ by 
appointment June to August 
CONTACT Maureen 0161 283 9425 
or email moe@southlands12.com

Maureen Sawyer & 
Duncan Watmough

FORMAL VISTAS (clockwise from top left) The pond area with vibrant red border; a 

quiet shady area with bird bath, ferns, box and hostas; a blue arbour, reached by 

stepping stones; geums with box and leafy Hakonechloa macra ‘Aurea’ behind; hostas 

raised in an urn framed by an arch; euonymus standards line the vegetable garden

BEAUTIFUL GARDENS
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“We’ve strategically 
positioned trellis, trees and 
shrubs to block sight lines”

make the journey down the garden more 
exciting by making sure you can’t see it all in 
one go,” she says. “So, we’ve strategically 
positioned trellis, trees and shrubs to block 
the sight lines at certain points.” 

Those larger shrubs are also perfect for 
creating shade. “I like to play with light and 
shade as part of the garden journey,” says 
Maureen. “It’s lovely to travel from sun into 
shade and back again. It means you can grow 
a wider range of plants too.”

Maureen and Duncan have created a 
choice of different paths around the garden 
so visitors have to actively consider how to 
move around the space. “It’s also a good idea 
to make sure there are treasures in each area 
of the garden so you make the effort to go and 
explore different parts of it.” These treasures 
might include bold architectural plants, 

attractive urns or statues, or a pretty bench
seat framed by planting.

“For example, at Southlands the herb
patch lies right in the middle of the garden
rather than by the back door, so every 
home-cooked meal is an opportunity to
wander right through the top garden to the
the potager!”

One of the most striking areas of the
garden is Maureen’s Mediterranean-
themed gravel garden. “The house forms a
sun-trap that’s two degrees warmer than
the bottom of garden,” says Maureen. “So it’s
the perfect place for plants that thrive in
heat. We grow succulents and 
Mediterranean plants here. I love silver-
leaved plants but you can’t just have grey on
its own as it looks too ashen, so I include
deep red crocosmias and dahlias, as well as
some pinks from hemerocallis, yuccas,
cordylines and phormiums.”

These plants all have a bold, architectural
look, which Maureen has balanced with
light, airy plants. “I like to have a light and
delicate mid-ground in my planting 

ABOVE The warmer, Mediterranean part 

of the garden close to the house is home 

to containers of tender plants including 

half hardy annual Ricinus communis (the 

red-leaved castor oil plant), tender 

perennial canna ‘Black Knight’ and 

frost-tender pelargoniums, as well as 

hardier dahlias TOP LEFT Annual Ricinus 

communis in a pot with a bold red 

phormium behind MIDDLE LEFT Red 

crocosmia ‘Lucifer’ MIDDLE RIGHT The 

garden is productive too – this is fruit from 

Malus domestica ‘Discovery’ BOTTOM 

Dazzling red monardas fire up Maureen’s 

sunny hot border near the pond

schemes, to contrast with the more 
structural shrubs and plants.  

“Most of all I love the fact gardening gives 
me a chance to express my creative side,” 
says Maureen. “It ticks every single box for 
me – I love nature, I love growing from seed, 
I love fresh air, exercise, growing my own 
food… What’s not to love?!” B
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Colour palette

Hot and exotic: ruby red, deep

purple (aubergine), magenta and

burnt red

Get the look....

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk 

RUST-EFFECT 

SOLAR 

LANTERN  

£19.99 

Primrose 

Garden 0118 

903 5210; 

www.primrose.

co.uk

ADIRONDACK CHAIR £149 by 

Rowlinson garden from 

Greenfi ngers 01506 605157; 

www.greenfi ngers.co.uk 

KNIPHOFIA y

red hot pokers are

perennial, with strappy

leaves, and bloom

August-September. Give 

them sun or part-sun 

and moist well-drained 

soil. H1.2m (4ft) 

S60cm (24in)

RICINUS COMMUNIS  

This handsome large-

leaved annual is fast to 

grow and can reach 4ft in 

a sunny sheltered spot. 

H1.2m (4ft)

DAHLIA TARATAHI 

‘RUBY’ With bright red 

double fl owers from 

midsummer, plant 

dahlias in moist but 

well-drained soil. 

H1.2m (4ft)

Colours 
we love

Create a sizzling red hot 
border with a tropical feel
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GARDEN
TO VISIT
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andsurroundedbyderelict greenhouses.
Elsewhere in thegarden theSellicks found
overgrownpaths, shrubberies andachain
ofpools–pleasure gardensof abygoneera.
Itwasclear that thewhole 11 acresneeded
a fresh start.
With thehelpof renowned landscape

architectAnthonyduGardPasley, they
embarkedon the transformation.Amajor
part of the improvements involved
ploughingupandre-shaping themain
lawn.This large slopingexpanseof green
makesaperfect gardencentrepieceand
visitors cannowsee theglisteningpools
as they survey the scene fromthe terrace.
Meanderingpaths lureyou into the

dappled shadeof oak, beechandScots
pine, providingawelcomeretreat onhot
sunnydays,where the soundof splashing
water and flutteringaspen leaves adds to
thecooling, calmingatmosphere.There is
much toenjoy in this carefullymanaged
‘wild’ garden, fromcarpets of bluebells
in spring to gloriousautumn leaf colours.
In complete contrast, thewalledgarden

next to thehousehasbeendivided into

PASHLEY
MANOR
GARDENS

After the spring tulip festival, these vibrant
borders in East Sussex are packed with

dazzling summer plants, says Sarah Hopps

T
hecountrysideof theSussexHigh
Weald is characterisedby lots of
littlehills, steepwoodedvalleys
andapatchworkof small fields.

Within this lush landscapeareagenerous
sprinklingof cottages, convertedoast
houses andhistorichomes–mostofwhich
arehidden fromviewby trees.Onesuch
property isPashleyManor,which
successfully combines itsTudorand
Georgianarchitecturewitha spirited
moderngarden.Avisit here is sheerdelight
–especially in themiddleof summer.
WhenJamesandAngelaSellickbegan

workingon thegarden in 1981, theywere
facedwith thedaunting taskof rescuinga
completelyneglected site.Where fruit and
vegetablesoncegrew in theWalledGarden,
itwasnowfilledwithnettles andbrambles

³

SWATHES OF COLOUR (clockwise from 

top left) Spectacular herbaceous borders 

flank the sweeping lawn; Pashley Manor’s 

timber-framed Tudor facade; The Pear 

and Rose Garden, featuring scented rose 

‘Irene Watts’; dahlia ‘Bishop of Llandaff’  

BEAUTIFUL GARDENS
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PLANTS TO SEEAT PASHLEY

ROSES Choice blooms are

selected for scent. This one

is fragrant ‘Comte de

Chambord’. H1.2m (4ft)

TULIPS Planted in their

thousands, these all come

from Bloms Bulbs. Shown is

‘China Pink’ H30cm (12in)

CANNA LILIES These fiery, 

exotic blooms appear on lofty 

stems, bringing a tropical look. 

H1.5-2.4m (5-8ft)

DAHLIAS The dark foliage of 

the Bishop series (eg ‘Bishop 

of York’) is perfect for a hot 

border. H90cm (S3ft)

several formal areas. The restored Kitchen 
Garden is filled with herbs, vegetables and 
soft fruits to supply the excellent cafe as 
well as the Sellick household. What makes 
this area particularly impressive, and the 
envy of many an allotment holder, is the 
wide range of produce with immaculate 
maintenance throughout. 

Stepping out from a charming Victorian 
greenhouse, you enter an unexpected 
enclosure, which is dominated by a 
dazzling blue swimming pool! This rather 
stark, modern image is beautifully softened 
by surrounding Mediterranean plants that 
drip from the walls and spill out onto the 
path. Blue flowers and grey foliage of 

LEFT The hot border, featuring dark-

leaved dahlia ‘Bishop of Oxford’ and 

cactus-flowered ‘Orange Queen’  

ABOVE Pashley is renowned for its  

spring tulip festival, for which 25,000 

bulbs are planted each autumn

BEAUTIFUL GARDENS
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● LOCATION Pashley Manor Gardens, 

Ticehurst, East Sussex TN5 7HE

● OPEN Daily except Sunday and 

Monday, 1 April to 30 September plus 

bank holidays. Limited opening in 

October for the garden only. Kitchen 

Garden Week from Tuesday 7- 

Saturday 11 July

● CONTACT 01580 200888;  

www.pashleymanorgardens.com

Fact file

Teucrium fruticans look good alongside 
rosemary and ceanothus, while pink and 
white shades of cistus add clouds of 
‘tissue-paper’ flowers.

Elsewhere in the garden you can enjoy 
the enclosed rose garden, a Golden 
Memorial flowerbed and curvaceous 
mixed borders that hug the main lawn. 
However, the most impressive planting 
scheme of all occupies several formal 
borders. These have been boldly cut into an 
open area of grass that overlooks 
surrounding fields beyond a ha-ha. A  
spring display with hundreds of colour-
themed tulips and wallflowers becomes a 
sub-tropical riot of colour through summer 
and into autumn. Cannas, dahlias, sedums, 
asters and phormiums combine to put on 
an amazing show. 

Pashley Manor’s mixture of architecture 
and its formal and informal gardens work 
in perfect harmony with each other and the 
surrounding countryside. The owners hope 
your visit will be ‘inspirational yet restful... 
and will never disappoint’. They have 
certainly succeeded in all respects! B

GARDEN HEROES

Keith has been 

gardening at 

Pashley 20 years 

this month – 

having started out 

as Saturday staff, 

aged 15.

How did you get into gardening? 
My father was a self-employed 
gardener and my grandfather was  
a farmer and keen kitchen gardener, 
so gardening was always in my 
family and inspired me too. I was 
going to go away to university to 
study computers but had second 
thoughts and chose gardening 
instead.

What does a typical  

day entail?  

It varies throughout 
the year. In summer 
we’re open to the 
public so there’s a 
fair amount of 
setting up each 
morning, for 
instance sprucing 
up the paths and 
tidying the plants. 
Then I’ll organise the 
team to do their daily 
work. We have five full-time 
gardeners and three part-time, 
plus a few lads on a Saturday. I’m 
lucky in that there’s absolutely no 
office work.

What role does colour play in the 

garden? The whole garden is very 
much colour-themed. We have hot 
borders throughout the year using 
tulips, then roses and dahlias in red 
or dark yellow, joined in late summer 
by orange and red perennials such as 
heleniums and knautia. 

Our rose garden has more of a pink 
feel throughout the year, with 
perhaps a few blue plants in summer. 
Each part of the garden is like a room 
with a view – either overlooking the 
wider countryside or to another 

garden vista. They each have their own 
look and feel that works, using old 
favourites.

What’s your favourite part of the 

garden? The hot borders. I love using 
hot, fiery colours and plants such as 
dahlias and cannas. As we’re in the 
south east, we could probably get away 
with leaving the 500-odd dahlia tubers 
in the ground over winter. We lift 
everything though, because there’s a 
strong chance we’d damage the tubers 
while planting the tulips in autumn. It’s 
not worth the risk.

What’s special about Pashley?  
I always say that this garden 

revolves around our tulip 
festival in spring. It’s 

always at the forefront 
of our mind and 

draws in lots of 
visitors. 

If we’re not 
planning the 
displays, weeding 
them or planting 

them, we’re lifting 
them. We plant 

25,000 bulbs every 
year  in autumn – it’s 

quite labour intensive 
and we have to make sure 

we don’t damage any of the other 
shrubs and perennials in the process. 

Are any new areas being planned? 
The garden is quite well established but 
we do occasionally review our older 
borders. We refer back to the original 
planting plans but like to add our own 
little spin. The garden is 30 years-old 
now, so many of the shrubs are beyond 
rejuventation and need replacing.

What are you working on at the 

moment? Some of the old 
rhododendrons and laurels are slowly 
getting out of hand so we’ve been cutting 
them back to regenerate them. We’ve 
been replacing the older ones with 
species rhododendrons and camellias. 

“They’re garden 
rooms with a view”

Pashley’s head gardener Keith Boylett 
gives us a glimpse behind the scenes
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TAKE A WALK ON THE WILD

SIDE! Even small design

adjustments can make

animals feel more welcome

Leave shrubs 

and hedges to 

fl ower and fruit   

Leafy cover off ers 

shelter and safety

Even a small 

tree can provide 

a song perch

Containers can 

transform a patio 

into a green haven

Ponds off er a 

place to bathe and 

drink

Turn a scrap of 

lawn into a mini 

meadow 

Choose 

fl owering plants 

for pollinators



Create your own
NATURE TRAIL

Nectar-rich flowers and creature features will make your
garden a magnet for wildlife, says Adrian Thomas

O
nce upon a time the ‘wildlife
garden’ was something that got
tucked away at the bottom of
the garden. The fear was that it

would look a bit scruffy and spoil the
general outlook – and besides, the rest of
the garden was needed for other activities
such as growing vegetables and displaying
prized dahlias. The good news is, times
have moved on and today gardeners  
have realised that wildlife-friendly
features can be incorporated
everywhere. With just a little
bit of thought, your garden
can be good for you and for
the planet. Some of the best
gardens for nature  are
some of the most beautiful.
So why not create your
own nature trail?

1   Green up
your patio

Hard landscaping seldom
offers much wildlife interest,
bar a bit of lichen on the paving
slabs or algae on the decking! To
give your nature trail a better start,
find a way to incorporate a container of
pollinator-friendly wildflowers, or perhaps
a bee brick, bug hotel or stook of short
garden canes or hollow stems to encourage
lacewings and ladybirds to hibernate.

That climber growing up the house wall
is the ideal place for robins to nest each
year, and perhaps adding a nest box will
encourage sparrows to move in?

2  Plant nectar-rich blooms
Flowerbeds are usually full of spring

bulbs and summer flowers. In nature, this
is like an open ungrazed habitat, bathed in
sunlight, where flowers grow tall.

The obvious visitors are bees and 
hoverflies; if we’re lucky, we’ll see some
butterflies, too. Stop, stoop and look hard
– you’ll see that all that foliage provides
cover and homes for many other insects,
spiders and other creepy crawlies too.

Butterflies and bees will really be 
boosted if you choose only those plants that

are stuffed with nectar and pollen. Too
many cultivated plants have lost all their
goodness, so avoid double flowers (whose
stamens have been bred into extra petals)
and your borders will
soon be buzzing.

Build a pond
A garden pond might

not have the wild swans
and geese of the great
wetlands and marshes
but, wherever there is
water, life will come. For
many of us the
highlight
will be
frogs and
newts. If
you’re
really ³

HABITATS Bird boxes,

bug hotels and hoggy

homes should be

positioned in a safe,

sheltered place

away from daily

human activity

Small garden

changes can

bring stunning

visitors

lucky you’ll attract toads.
But even watching the

skimming of
pondskaters across the

surface or the antics
under the surface of
water-boatmen
(which swim the
right way up) or

backswimmers
(which don’t) is

entertainment enough.
Even an ornamental

pond will still attract
colourful dragonflies and

damselflies, and birds will visit to
drink and bathe.

The larger your pond, the more wildlife
it’s likely to support. Ponds that have
shallow margins and plenty of submerged
native pondweed and emergent plants will
be much better than steep-sided, plant-free
ponds. The water weed and some pond
snails will help keep the water clear.

4 Let the lawn get shaggy
In wildlife terms, lawn is a little bit

of meadow that’s nibbled regularly by a
mechanical cow that we call a lawnmower.
Lawn is rarely given the freedom to grow
but nevertheless, it still has worms and
leatherjackets under the surface, drawing
in blackbirds and starlings to feed. Quite
possibly there are also tawny mining bees,
which make little volcanoes of soil at the
entrances to their burrows.

More and more people are now heeding
the call to leave areas of lawn to grow long,
which makes for a much richer habitat for
many creatures including meadow
butterflies. Planting bulbs and plug plants
of perennial wildflowers into your lawn
can make it even better.

5 Leave hedges to flower
Shrubs often occupy the back of the

border, mimicking natural hedgerows and
scrubby places. Dense and impenetrable,
they offer nesting sites for dunnocks and
wrens. On crisp autumn mornings, they’ll
be adorned with spiderwebs glistening

3
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● TOP UP YOUR BIRD BATH It’s

during hot weather that birds really

appreciate this spa-like facility. Top

it up regularly and give it a scrub

out occasionally to keep it clean.

● MOW NATURALISED

DAFFODILS If you planted

fritillaries or daffodils into your

lawn to create a spring meadow,

give it its first mow of the year now.

Keep mowing to the first frosts.

● MOW MEADOWS LATER

Summer meadows should be left

unmown for another month or so to

give the wildflowers ample time to

flower and set seed.
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WILDLIFE GARDEN
JOBS FOR JULY

Look out for...
● BUTTERFLIES Numbers should

now really pick up. Look out for

brown butterflies. They can seem

drab but close up they’re exquisite.

The dark-chocolate Ringlet has

‘eyes’ running along the wings,

brighter on the underside.

● UMBELLIFERS The flat heads

and massed flowers heave with

insects. Hoverflies and beetles love

angelicas and hogweeds.

● MOTHS More moths tend to be

on the wing this month than in any

other, and many are drawn to house

lights. Some may be more and

colourful than you ever realised.

withdew,whiledownamong the leaf litter
at their base is ahidden, shadywalkway
alongwhichhedgehogsandbeetles can
pass in safety.
If yourhedgesaremadeof flowering

shrubs, suchashawthorn, privet,
pyracanthaor escallonia, and they’re
allowed toblossom,manypollinating
insectswill enjoy thebounty.Those shrubs
that alsohavea late cropofberriesprovide
anatural feast forwinter thrushes.

6 Provide a song post
Ina small suburbangarden there’sno

space to create awoodora forest, but single
trees still offer amultitudeof songposts
andnest sites.Treesprovidea sanctuary
forbirds fromtheperils downat ground
level,while for tinycaterpillars there’s the
massed foliage tobrowseonandcracks in
thebark inwhich tohide.
Native tree species tend tobebest for

wildlife.Those fromdistant lands suchas
eucaplyptuses, ginkosandLeyland
cypresses arenomatch, nature-
wise, for birches, oaks, ash,
hawthornsandhollies.

7 Create leafy cover
Climbingplants suchas

honeysuckle, clematis andevergreen ivy
are ideal for turningbare fences into
wildlife-richhabitat.Notonlydo theyoffer
plentyof shelter fornestingbirds and
insects, but the flowerswill offernectar
andpollen, andberries in late summer.

8 Start a compost heap
Near thevegetablepatch, the

compostheapsits gentlymouldering.All
thatwarmthandall thosewormsand
woodlicekeep toadsandmaybeeven
slow-wormsveryhappy.Chooseabinwith
slatted sides andabottomthat’s open to the
soil to allowbeneficialwildlife easyaccess.

9 Beat the veggie pests
Logicwould suggest thevegpatch is

verymuch forproduce, not fornature, and
certainwild creatures aredefinitelynot
welcome , suchas slugs, snails and large
whitebutterflies!Butwherewouldwebe
withoutpollinating insects tohelpour
beansandsoft fruit?Thumbsaredefinitely
up for any ladybird, lacewingorhoverfly
larva thatwants to comeandhelp itself to
aphids.Meanwhile, theherbpatchhosts
morepollinating insects thanperhapsany
otherpart of the garden.
Bothyouandnature stand tobenefit if

you try abit of companionplanting, in
whichcertain floweringplants areused to
breakup themonoculture andputpests off
the scentof thecrops theywant to ravage.
Aneasyplant to try ispotmarigold.

10 Create a wood pile
Deadanddecayingwood is avital

resource formany insects, fungi and
lichenwhich feedon thenutrients
andhelp thewooddecompose.Even
a single log tucked ina sheltered
spotwill bebeneficial.
Usewhatever logs and twigs you

have tohand, small and large, andheap
themon theground inanareaofdappled
shade, suchasat thebottomof ahedge.
Next timeyouhaveadead treeorbush,

considerwhether you reallyhave to remove
it – stumpsanddeadstandingwoodare
particularly valuable ashomes for small
mammals, bats ordisplayperches forbirds.
Aclimber canalwaysbeplanted to clamber
up its barebranches.

● Adrian Thomas works for the RSPB 

and has produced some new, free-to-

access webpages called Giving Nature a 

Home. Check out more of his ideas at 

www.rspb.org.uk/homes
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8
A compost bin 

provides a 

cosy haven for 

worms

Grubs love

to munch on

rotting wood 

Combat pests in 

the veg patch 

with companion 

plants
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HAYLOFT PLANTS, MANOR FARM NURSERY, PENSHAM, PERSHORE WORCESTERSHIRE WR10 3HB

Leucanthemum superbum Real Galaxy
height 60cm (24"); spread 45cm (18")

Leucanthemum superbum Real Glory
height 70cm (28"); spread 40cm (16")

£8
BUY 9 PLANTS

(3 OF EACH)

£14

New Shasta Daisies will
flower all summer long

LEUCANTHEMUM

Compact dark green foliage offers sturdy support for each huge multi-layered bloom with fringed petals and a large
central dome. Care-free and easy to grow. Superb as cut flowers, lasting over two weeks in a vase. Not fussy on soil
conditions in sun or part shade. Fully hardy perennials. Supplied as young plants within 14 days.

Cut flowers
last for two

weeks in
a vase

rare | unusual | exciting



We’ve adapted
ourselves to our
customers’ changing
tastes and lifestyles by
maximising the
opportunities offered to
us by the internet.

Gardening is a joy and
we want to help those
who love nature and
their gardens experience
that joy to the fullest.

To see our full range of
bulbs, plants, shrubs,
roses and more, visit
www.spaldingbulb.co.uk

Jacques Bakker
President Bakker Spalding

ANNIVERSARY OFFER 

In 1945, Piet Bakker saw an opportunity to
revitalise the bulb trade which had suffered
significantly during the war. It all began
through a demand by people wanting to show
their gratitude to relatives living abroad who
had sent food and clothing parcels during the
war years by sending them bulbs as thank you

The company’s range soon expanded from just bulbs to plants, shrubs
and roses and the business swiftly became popular overseas and now serves
22 countries across Europe. The company opened in the UK 25 years ago by
today’s President, Jacques Bakker.

Today, Bakker Spalding Garden Company is the largest horticultural mail order
company in Europe, continuing to deliver the very best customer experience.

A company rich in history that 
promises so much for our customers,
today and in the future.

Market leading special offers and FREE gifts!
Bakker Spalding continues to deliver amazing price led offers combined with
practical and ornamental FREE gifts for your garden and patio - unbeatable value!

REQUEST YOUR FREE GARDENING CATALOGUE NOW:
Request our FREE gardening catalogue now, to see our complete range. Or subscribe to
our online newsletter, full of tips and advice for gardeners and growers of all types.

Guaranteed success.
All our seeds, bulbs, corms, tubers, potted plants and annuals come with a
one-year growth and flowering guarantee. This applies from the moment of
purchase to the end of the first flowering period of the product in question.

Join in the conversation on Facebook 
and follow the blog on our web site.
We’ve maximised the opportunities offered to us by
the internet to help you enjoy your hobby to the full by
interacting with other experts, gardeners and growers.
www.facebook.com/spaldingbulb

“

” FREE MYSTERY GIFT!
WITH ORDERS OVER £20
Alongside our regular FREE gifts with every order we are 
pleased to reward all orders over £20 with a surprise gift!

Delivering the very best product experience - right to your door!
Our reputation is built on the consistent delivery of high-quality, fresh flower bulbs,
roses, perennials, seeds, garden products and hardware, including many new and
exclusive lines - direct to your door by post!

Flowering Guarantee
All our bulbs or tubers come with 

a full flowering guarantee

Order Online for the easiest ordering experience.
Simply go to www.spaldingbulb.co.uk to order directly online. You can
also call 0844 481 1002* quoting your order code, or post the coupon back 

using a stamped envelope. *Calls are 0.05p per minute

Top Quality,

Best Offers &

Great Gifts
!



8 BULBSFOR

     
   

This magnificent tulip definitely
lives up to its name, as when in
bloom it looks just like a delicious
ice-cream. Attractive as cut flowers
and excellent in borders or in a

✁

Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

Address:

Postcode:

Tel:

Mobile:

Email:

Post to: Bakker Spalding Garden Co., P.O.
Box 113, SPALDING, Lincolnshire, PE11 9WL

(We may supply alternative
gifts where necessary) TOTAL

Last 3 digits
on back of card

I enclose a cheque/PO made payable to Bakker Spalding Garden Co: £

WITH 70 YEARS EXPERIENCE OF SUPPLYING DIRECTLY TO THE PUBLIC,
WE ARE THE UK’S MAIL ORDER GARDEN SPECIALIST.

Credit or Debit cards - your card will not be charged until your goods are despatched.

£

Orders over £20
Excluding postage.

£9.996198-75

6464-58 £14.95

Bakker Spalding Garden Company, 
P.O. Box 113, Spalding, Lincolnshire PE11 9WL.

Bakker Spalding Garden Company, Company Registration 02366169, located at
Four Seasons House, Enterprise Way, Pinchbeck, Spalding, PE11 3YR.

ORDER YOUR

TULIP ‘ICE CREAM’

AND FREE BIRDHOUSE 

PLANTER + 70 EXTRA

FREE BULBS TODAY!

 

  

 

ORDER ONLINE:

www.spaldingbulb.co.uk/a1
Or call 0844 4811002* quoting code: A1BASED IN LINCOLNSHIRE

Direct From

DELIVERING EXCELLENCE
FOR OVER 70 YEARS

 
 

Flowering Guarantee
All our bulbs or tubers come with 

a full flowering guarantee

16 BULBS 

ONLY 

£14.95

A1Please tick this box if you do not wish us to pass on your details
to other companies who may have offers of interest to you.

Please note we are unable to 
deliver to the Channel Islands



Grow carrots that

This tasty root crop comes in rainbow
shades. Helen Billiald urges us to experiment

DARE TO BE 
DIFFERENT

T
he carrot has dominated the 
colour limelight of late. Purple, 
white, yellow and red now jostle 
with orange among the seed lists. 

But before you start wondering about 
overactive plant breeders, did you realise 
these colours predate the orange ones?

Sweetness and flavour varies by 
cultivar but since taste is such an 
individual trait I suggest you grow a mix 
and work out your preferences. In the past, 
a white carrot variety (‘Blanche a Collet 
Vert’) that I found too metallic was 
declared delicious by my family, while my 

own preferred purple choice (‘Purple 
Haze’) was declared “bland”. 

Whatever variety you grow, home-
grown carrots always seem surprisingly 
sweet and pack a punch of sheer 
carrotiness beyond those languishing 
at the green grocers.



Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk

GROW AND EAT

You can sow carrots outdoors until late 

July, but the sooner you get them in the 

ground the better. ‘Early’ croppers will be

ready in as little as three months, but 

slower maincrop varieties take four, hence

late sowings will need the shelter of fleece

if they’re to keep growing once the 

weather turns cold.

1Choose the right spot

If you want your carrots
to thrive they need a sunny
site on light, well-drained
soil. To make it extra perfect
it should be free from stones
and not recently manured.
People gardening on sandy soil
tend to think carrots are a breeze
but if you have clay, spend time
deep-digging in grit and spent compost
(organic matter is too rich), or settle for
raised beds or large, deep containers.

2Get sowing Sowings made now should
romp away thanks to warm days and

nights. I prefer to sow seed broadcast in
20cm (8in) wide gangways – just under the
width of the hoops that will be supporting
my carrot fly mesh. On a sandy soil I used to
sow thinly, aiming for seed to be around
5cm (2in) apart and thinning later to 10cm
(4in). However, now I garden on heavier
clay, with more slugs around, I sow twice as
many to allow for failures.

Sow seed 1cm (1/4in) deep, and cover with
a mix of soil and compost. Carrots aren’t as
quick as some weeds to germinate so hand
weed thoroughly and don’t let them dry out.

HOW TO GET STARTED

Try these COLOURFUL CARROTS

‘PURPLE SUN’ F1 

Eye-popping purple that continues right to 

the core. £2.49 for 180 seeds from Suttons 

0844 922 0606; www.suttons.co.uk

‘RAINBOW’ F1 

Can’t decide which colour? Try this ready 

made mix. £1.75 for 190 seeds from Suttons 

0844 922 0606; www.suttons.co.uk

‘YELLOWSTONE’ F1 

Sweet, sunshine-yellow roots. Smooth 

skinned. £2.10 for 300 seeds from Kings 

01376 570 000; www.kingsseeds.com ³

3Keep pests off We can’t talk about
carrot cultivation without mentioning

carrot fly. Adult flies lay their eggs at the
base of the foliage and once larvae hatch 
they tunnel their way into the root. I’ve 
tried companion planting and ‘resistant’ 
varieties but the only sure-fire way to keep 

roots un-riddled is to put up a barrier of fine
insect mesh. Either make it a 60cm (24in)
high fence, or push in metal hoops and
drape the mesh over the top. The scent of a 
bruised carrot leaf works like a carrot fly 
loud hailer, so weed and thin seedlings late 
evening and replace the mesh immediately. 

Carrot root fly can’t 
fly very high, so try 

growing your crop in a 
tall pot or raised bed 
about 60cm (24in) 

above the soil.

TOP TIP

A carrot fl y screen costs £39.95 at 

Harrod Horticultural, including poles

On light soils sow seed 

in drills 5cm (2in) apart 

and thin to 10cm (4in)

Harvest early crop carrots three months 

after sowing; maincrops take longer
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Give them space 

to grow, 25-30cm 

(10-12in) apart

      Garden Answers  

Easy recipe

1. Lightly toast the pine nuts.

2. Brush the radicchio quarters with a 

little olive oil then place cut-side down 

on a hot griddle pan.

3. Leave for at least two minutes (don’t 

fidget them around or you’ll lose the 

clear stripes). Wait for them to start to 

soften before turning to char the other 

sides.

4. Mix a simple dressing of olive oil, 

lemon juice and the still-warm lightly 

toasted pine nuts. Add a quick grind of 

salt and pepper to taste.

5. Toss the radicchio in the dressing 

then serve with a scattering of parsley 

and basil.

GRIDDLED CHICORY
This smart salad makes a palate-tingling 

starter or a delicious main course with 

goats cheese or feta...

You will need: O handful pine nuts  

O�2 red chicory (radicchio), quartered  

O�2 tbsp olive oil O�1 tbsp lemon juice  

O�salt & pepper O�parsley and basil

It’s best to think of radicchio as having 

two stages of growth: the first in late 

summer when they put on lots of loose 

green foliage and generally get 

established. These leaves tend to be 
extremely bitter and are quite capable of 
putting you off chicory for good. But be 
patient. As the weather cools in autumn 
and early winter, you’ll find a different type 
of leaf, often red and far more like the 

striking seed packet picture that lured you
in the first place.

These dense hearts are less bitter than
the earlier leaves, though still have that 
very particular chicory taste. Add them to
salads or better still, try them pan fried,
coated in olive oil and thrown on the 
griddle or, a personal favourite, blanched
and baked with garlicy olive oil and topped
with a layer of melted mozzarella.

SOW BEAUTIFUL RADICCHIO How to grow them

To grow chicory you’re after a rich, 

moisture-retentive soil. Too much 

heat and too little moisture in the 

early stages will stress plants and 

cause them to bolt. 

1 Sow seed in July, either direct or in 

modules. I favour the latter since 

outdoor space is at a premium at 

this time of year. 

2 Plant or thin to 25-30cm (10-12in) 

apart, wide enough that they can 

grow into sizeable plants. 

3 Cover plants with open-ended 

cloches to keep off the worst of the 

wet, although don’t forget they want 

a cold spell. It helps to be resigned 

that you’ll need to bin quite a few of 

the outer leaves when you harvest. 

Sow 
now!
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TRAIN APPLE &
PEAR TREES

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk
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KEEP CROPS COMING. 

Runner beans, French beans 

and courgettes need regular

harvesting to keep performing.

Smooth growing conditions are

equally important, so avoid any

sudden checks in moisture by

mulching and watering deeply

during dry spells.

SOW DWARF PEAS. It may

seem a funny time to be

sowing peas, but you can still

sow dwarf varieties now, with the

added bonus that you should avoid

pea moth damage. They don’t like

too much heat so find them a

partially shaded spot and don’t

forget to water well.

PEG DOWN STRAWBERRY

RUNNERS. Choose healthy,

disease-free plants and sink

small pots of compost directly under

each runner, pegging them into the

compost. Once the baby plants are

well rooted, cut them from the

parent to plant up elsewhere.

JOBS FOR JULY
VEGETABLE GARDEN

2

3

The fine spears of purple-sprouting 
broccoli are a delicious godsend in March 
and April. It’s a long-haul crop, but you don’t 
need many plants to feed a family, so it’s 
often easier to pick up young plants at a 
nursery in July rather than sowing them 
yourself in late spring. They’re extremely 
hardy and usually sail through winter.

Plants reach 90cm (3ft) tall so pick a 
sheltered spot on rich soil, away from 
buffeting winds. Even with this precaution 
it pays to stake plants to stop them keeling 
over. Firm the soil well by walking over the 
bed before planting and space them 60cm 
(2ft) apart. Most importantly, cover them 
with mesh to bar pigeons and caterpillars 
(see our veg cage feature, page 93).  

PLANT PURPLE-SPROUTING 
BROCCOLI FOR FLAVOUR

Don’t forget...
● Plant out winter brassicas and leeks

●  Net brassicas to stop cabbage 

white butterfl ies laying eggs

● Harvest garlic once foliage yellows

●  Feed and pinch out side-shoots of 

cordon tomatoes

●  Watch out for potato blight. Cut 

down and burn any infected 

material immediately

●  Sow Florence fennel, salad onions 

and Oriental greens 

● Make fi nal French bean sowings

●  Prevent branch breakages on young 

fruit trees by ruthlessly thinning fruit  

Depending on variety, plants begin to 
crop as early as February or continue as 
late as May. Keep picking but avoid 
stripping the entire plant at once so they 
can keep on sprouting. 

Apple and pear trees that are grown as 

espaliers, fans, cordons or step-overs 

need pruning now to encourage the 

formation of fruiting spurs. Prune the 

stems (laterals) growing off  the main 

stem (cordon/step over) or arms 

(espalier/fan) back to three leaves 

(ignoring the basal 

cluster of leaves) 

and any side 

shoots 

coming off  

these to a 

single leaf. 

While 

you’re 

there 

check any 

tree ties 

aren’t too tight.

Trim off  branches 

growing in the 

wrong place
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COME AND CELEBRATE 100 YEARS  
OF THE WI’S ACHIEVEMENTS

Harrogate International Centre  

3-6 September 2015

HOME   I   CRAFT   I   GARDENING I LIFESTYLE I FOOD I TRAVEL   I   BAKING   I   MAKE IT YOURSELF

BOOK YOUR TICKETS NOW
Visit www.thewishow.com or call 0844 644 3644

With over 200 exhibitors and 150 hands-on workshops,  

seminars and demonstrations from experts including

WI TUTORS

Mary Gwynn

Anne Harrison

DENMAN TUTORS

Pat Lumsdale

Claire Muir

PLUS

Dr Hilary Jones

Bill Oddie

Hilary Bradt

Open to  WI members and  non-members alike



A: Rust is a common problem with
hollyhocks. Orange spots on the leaf
undersides quickly become ragged holes
of dead tissue. Most types of hollyhock 
can be affected and it’s worse in wet 
summers. Grow your hollyhocks  as 

annuals, removing plants at the end of the 
season. Make sure there are no wild
mallows (lavatera) nearby as these can be 
a source of infection. Partly resistant 
varieties include ‘Antwerp Mixed’, £2.99 
from Thompson & Morgan.

ASK

Our experts will help you get the best from your garden

SOLUTION 
OF THE 
MONTH

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk   
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  INSIDE
80Q&A

GEOFF 

STEBBINGS 

gives expert 

answers to all 

your gardening 

problems. Geoff  is 

a former editor of Garden 

Answers, who trained at Kew 

Gardens and was head gardener at 

Myddelton House, London.  

88 BE CREATIVE 
WITH COLOUR

IAN HODGSON 

continues his 

garden design 

series, this month 

explaining how 

using a bit of 

colour psychology can make your 

borders buzz. Ian is a former editor 

of the RHS magazine and as well 

as a Kew-trained horticulturist.

QI think my hollyhocks have 
rust – what can I do?

LAURA KING, DERBYSHIRE
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Q I garden on a 
sandy soil and my 
plants turn yellow 
in summer. Why?
CATHERINE PALMER, SUFFOLK

A: While sandy soils have the benefit of 
being easy to dig, they drain very well so 
are well-suited to tender plants or flowers 
that can resist drought. However, they can 
also be low in nutrients. You can combat 
this and help the soil retain mositure more 
effectively by adding plenty of organic 
matter regularly.

Your plants are probably suffering from 
a lack of moisture and nutrients, so in the 
short term, add water and fertiliser. For a 
more prolonged improvement, dig in lots of 
organic matter in the form of garden 
compost or well-rotted manure every year 
in spring. Or, save a bit of effort by applying 
it as a mulch around the plants on the soil 
surface and letting it work its own way in.

You can also tailor your plant selection 
to the conditions and choose plants that 
are able to thrive in poor, dry soils. Good 
options would include shrubs with silver 
or grey leaves such as cistus, lavenders, 
rosemary and olearia. Perhaps you could 
even go for a Mediterranean theme.

Cistus loves a free-

draining sandy soil

Garden Answers

FEEDING

Q  ACan I mulch with grass clippings? 
What can I grow in clay soil?            
Can my acer be revived? Read on... 

&

A: To keep your basket plants growing 
and flowering, they need to be fed from 
now until October. Use a liquid fertiliser, 
adding some to the watering can every 

week so they have a constant supply of 
nutrients. Remove dead flowers to 
prevent seed formation which will help 
ensure continuous flowering.

Q How often should I feed baskets?
JULIA REVELL, CARMARTHENSHIRE

A: For a quick fillip you could apply a liquid 
fertiliser immediately. This will give your 
acer a boost but it’s probably more effective 
and easier in the long run to give it a dressing 
of controlled-release fertiliser. These are 
often sold as season-long fertilisers because 
they are designed to slowly release nutrients 
over a period of 4-6 months. 

First of all, scrape away  the top layer of the 
old compost from the pot before sprinkling 
the appropriate dose of controlled-release 
granular fertiliser over the surface. Then 
replace the old compost with fresh. This will 
feed the acer slowly and continuously 
throughout summer and hopefully give it a 
whole new lease of life.

Q What feed will revive a potted acer?  
GEORGIA HAMMOND, NORFOLK
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Q How do the
various types of
fertiliser differ?
CAROLYN COCKBURN, CHESHIRE

A: Although there are many different
fertilisers they fall into three broad types.
O�Granular fertilisers are best for beds and
borders and gradually release their
nutrients into the soil to boost growth.
Simply sprinkle them over the soil surface
or dig them in. You can get versions to suit
various plants but the most common are
for general use and include Growmore and
its organic equivalent, ‘fish, blood and
bone’. However, do take heed of the dosing
rate as too little will be ineffective and too
much can cause plant damage.
O Liquid fertilisers are applied in liquid
form and these act quickly but need to be
applied every week. These can be soluble
powders such as Phostrogen or liquids
which are designed to be diluted in water.
They’re designed to be taken up by the
roots so avoid pouring onto the foliage.
O Controlled-release fertilisers are
carefully formulated to release their
nutrients over many months so saving you
time and effort with repeated feeding.

All these fertilisers contain the three
main nutrients that plants need: nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium, and may
contain traces of other nutrients too. The
balance of these three main nutrients
varies. Those fertilisers designed for
plants that flower or bear fruit, such as
tomato fertilisers, tend to have high
proportions of potassium.

A: ‘Rozanne’ is among the best of the
hardy geraniums, producing its blue
flowers in profusion throughout much of
the summer. But, like most geraniums, it
can get scruffy by midsummer and will

benefit from being trimmed back.
Afterwards, water and feed it, then mulch
with compost, and it’ll quickly recover and
produce a second flush of healthy growth
and another flurry of flowers.

Q Can you recommend plants for a
‘hot’ border in sh
SARAH WILLIAMS, HAMPSHIRE

A: There are lots off ‘hot’ plants to choose
from, but the choice is greater for those
flowering in late summer (eg August) than in
late spring and early summer (May and
June). Among the early choices are poppies,
bearded iris and day lilies (hemerocallis).
Later in the season there are heleniums,
monarda, kniphofias and dahlias.

However, while these will survive in a
shady border, they won’t thrive. Consider,
too, that red and orange colours don’t show
up well in shade and tend to look much more
vibrant in a sunny spot.

You could try geums, crocosmia, colourful
heucheras such as ‘Sweet Tea’, mimulus and
orange forms of the Welsh poppy
(Meconopsiscambrica, pictured) to give your
shady spot a fiery feel.

Slow-release granules 

will work for months

PERENNIALS

PROBLEMS SOLVED

Q How can I persuade my geranium 
‘Rozanne’ to flower for longer? 
ORLA TANDY, NORTHUMBERLAND

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk   83



Q Should I keep
runners from
virus-infected
strawberries?
JO SPALL, WORCESTERSHIRE

A: Viruses affect various fruit plants and
cause the leaves to become stunted or
discoloured, as well as reducing the
plants’ cropping ability. Viruses aren’t all
that common in raspberries and
strawberries, but once they’re infected
they can’t be cured so it’s best not to
propagate them.

Infected plants will have leaves that
have either yellow edges or spots, or
appear crinkled and should be destroyed.
Invest in fresh vigorous stock instead and
plant these in a new area. All plants sold
are checked for virus, so you can be sure
your new plants are healthy.

   Garden Answers  

PROPAGATION

Q How can I propagate pinks?
JOAN MARTIN, DEVON

A: Pinks, or dianthus, look their best in 
their second or third year. They’re not 
long-lived, but tend to survive longest in 
poor, sandy soils. They’re easy to 
propagate from cuttings of shoot tips , 

taken at any time from spring to late 
summer. Snap off healthy non-flowering 
shoots, and trim away the lower leaves 
to leave about four sets, and push into 
pots of cuttings compost.  

Q How should I 
divide a clump of
bearded iris?
LESLEY TOWNSEND, POWYS

A:  Bearded iris need to be divided every
four to five years, depending on their 
vigour, otherwise they tend to become 
congested. The best time to do it is in July,
a month after flowering. Dig up the 
clumps, and cut away each fan of leaves
with a sharp knife, also trimming the 
ends of the rhizomes. 

Select the most vigorous for replanting ,
choosing those with the biggest fans of 
leaves. Avoid small fans or withered-
looking rhizomes. Trim the leaves back to
about 15cm (6in) to prevent the newly 
planted pieces being rocked or dislodged
by the wind. Plant them so the top of the
rhizome is above the soil surface 
(especially on clay soil) and in groups with
plants spaced 30cm (12in) apart. They do
best where they can enjoy full sun.

Q What’s the 
best way to 
propagate 
choisya?
NERYS WILLIAMS, PEMBROKESHIRE

A:  These useful evergreens with small, 
fragrant flowers are fairly easy to root 
from cuttings taken in July and August. 
Select non-flowering shoots and trim to 
about 8cm (3in) long and place in pots of 
cuttings compost – or multipurpose 
compost mixed with perlite or grit. Put 
them in a shady spot, keep moist and they 
should root within two 
months. Once 
rooted, transfer 
to small pots 
before 
planting 
out next 
spring.
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Q Help– Ihave
lawnweeds!
TORY BRIGSTOCK, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

A:  Weeds flourish on poor soil, taking hold 
where grass is struggling. You can 
strengthen the grass and discourage weeds 
by mowing little and often, also avoiding 
‘scalping’ the lawn. Feed your grass every 
spring and autumn to keep it growing 
vigorously, helping to crowd out the weeds.

Garden Answers

WILDLIFE WEEDS

DISEASE

PROBLEMS SOLVED

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk   

Q Hungry badgers are ruining my
lawn. What should I do?
DINA TARBUCK, OXFORDSHIRE

Q What will encourage my visiting 
hedgehogs to eat the slugs?
LOUISE KAVANAGH, CLEVELAND

A:  Slugs and snails only make up 
around 5% of a hedgehog’s natural diet, 
and if you’re putting out food to 
encourage them, they may choose the 
food over the slugs. 

Their main diet is insects and 
beetles so they’re still useful visitors to 
have around. The best approach is to 
encourage more hedgehogs to come 
regularly. The simplest way to do this 
is to feed them every evening. You can 
buy specific hedgehog food but cat or 
dog food, tinned or dry, will happily be 
eaten – just avoid those that contain 
fish. They seem to prefer chicken-
flavoured foods. 

Alternatively, well-chopped kitchen 
meat scraps, cheese, sultanas or bird 
peanuts will be enjoyed. Don’t forget to 
provide shallow water for drinking 
too, but don’t offer milk which can give
them a stomach upset.

A: Badgers can be very destructive and 
will dig up borders and lawns in their 
search for their favourite grubs. You may be 
able to discourage them by watering areas 

of entry into the garden with strong-
smelling solutions such as Jeyes Fluid, or 
sprinkling dried chillies around frequently 
visited areas of the garden.

Q How do I spot 
clematis wilt?
RACHEL HAMMOND-MORRIS, AVON

A: Clematis wilt mostly affects the 
large-flowered, May and June-flowering 
types and is almost unknown on the 
small-flowered spring and late-summer 
types. Affected plants look fine one day 
but have wilted the next. The leaves turn 
black or brown and hang on the stems. 

Although the top of the plant dies it’ll 
usually regrow from the base, often below 
soil level, once the affected part is cut 
down, but there is no cure. This is one 
reason why clematis should be planted 
deeper than in the original pot, so there 
are buds below soil level. In reality, wilt is 
probably less common than is thought. 
Many wilted stems a result of snapping 
due to ineffective support.
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Q What’s the best
time of year to 
prune a leylandii 
hedge? How big 
should it be?
SUE JENKINS, CAMBRIDGESHIRE

A:  Leylandii and other similar conifer 
hedges usually need to be trimmed in 
August when most growth has been made. 
You can prune earlier in the year, but you’ll 
then have to trim it again later as well. 

If you start pruning early in the life of the
plant, you should be able to keep the hedge 
small, as low as 2m (6 ½ft) high. If you let it
grow any taller than this, you won’t be able 
to reduce its height, because once you cut 
back into the leafless stems they’ll no 
longer sprout any new foliage. 

Q My rambling rose is out of control.
How can I get it to flower more? 
BRYONY EVANS, CUMBRIA

A:Unlike climbing roses, rambling roses produce one flush of flowers and after that, 
it’s best to cut out the long stems that have bloomed and train in the new, whippy 
stems to the support. This can be done as soon as the shrub has bloomed, or you can 
leave it until autumn. If you do this every year you should be able to keep the plant 
looking nice and tidy and full of flowers. 

PRUNING

Q I have a
deciduous
magnolia – how 
should I prune it?
JOY MIDDLETON, WEST YORKS

A:  Ideally, avoid pruning a magnolia, not 
because you’ll harm the shrub but because 
you’re likely to stimulate strong growth at 
the expense of flowers. If pruning is 
necessary, prune after flowering and 
remove branches back to where they 
branch so you thin out the crown. If you go 
over the plant and shorten the branches 
they’ll tend to produce new, very upright 
stems from the ends that look unsightly.

Q When should I 
prune a weigela?
ANNA TWEEDLE, SOMERSET

A: These beautiful shrubs, together 
with philadelphus, should be pruned 
immediately after they’ve flowered in 
late spring or early summer. This will 
give them plenty of time to form flowers 
for the following year.

Look at the shrub and select the oldest 
stems (which have a very twiggy habit 
and dead ends to some of the shoots). 
With loppers, cut out these shoots as 
near to the base as you can. As a rough 
guide, if the shrub is more than four 
years old you’ll be able to cut out around 
25% of the stems. 

With the old wood out of the way, you 
may then want  to shorten some of the 
wayward shoots to neaten up the shrub. 
Ideally do this every year to keep the 
shrub neat and attractive without 
reducing the display of flowers. 
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Use brightly variegated and

golden foliage sparingly

for maximum impact

In single-colour schemes 

provide variety with different 

heights and flower heads

Brights advance, but dark colours

are recessive, which can make a

small plot seem bigger

Colour impact changes over the

day – pale tones shine at dawn or

dusk; bright tones sing in full sun

DESIGN 
SOLUTIONS

Plan your colour scheme around 

an existing plant and be prepared 

to tweak the border from  

year to year. Fill any gaps with 

colour-coordinated annuals
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PROBLEMS SOLVED

PLANTING PALETTE
Choose your

Choosing plants for a colour-themed border requires some practical 
know-how. Follow expert advice from our design guru, Ian Hodgson

PROBLEMS SOLVED

P
laying with colour is a real delight
when creating or developing a
garden. But, like opening a paint
box for the first time, it’s often

difficult to know where to start. While
splashing tones about aimlessly might yield
an unexpected masterpiece, more often
than not, using colour effectively needs a
practical approach, infused with a little
artistic flair and self-restraint.

On a practical front, try to quell the urge
to include all kinds of plants just because
you like their colour. Always choose species
and varieties suited to both your soil and
climate that stand more chance of growing
well and producing your desired effects.

1 Make a plan. When devising a colour
theme, have a clear vision of what you

want to see, whether it’s a monochromatic
scheme or a combination of complementary
or contrasting tones.

If starting from scratch, clarify your
ideas by making a simple scale plan of the
garden or border. Roughly sketch out a
theme with colour pencils until you’re
happy with the result. Decide how you will
mingle the various colours together and
how much space each will take up. Keep the
approach simple, interweaving amoebic
shapes to give fluidity to the planting rather
than straight-lined geometric blocks.

Try building your theme around existing
plantings, taking your cue from a peony or
rambling rose, or the tinted foliage of a
large-leaved shrub.

2 Create your planting shortlist. Keep
some colour catalogues from

nurseries to hand, or look online. Create a
shortlist of varieties you might want to use
for various areas and then hone them down
to the final ones. Visit garden centres or
specialist nurseries to look at plants in
flower, placing the ones you like together to
see how they look, deciding how many of
each you’ll need.

3 Make sure your plants suit your site. 
There are far more plants for sun and 

semi-shade than for deep shade; the latter 
are predominantly woodland plants where 
the need for bright, colourful flowers is 
unnecessary. While most are white, 
illuminating the gloom, there are ample 
pink, yellow or blue-flowered species and 

cultivars too. Many flower early, from
November through to April or even May.
Fill the gap for the remainder of the year
with decorative or variegated foliage 
plants, such as heuchera or geranium or pop
in some seed-raised busy lizzies or summer
seasonal begonias.

4 Maximise flowering time. Choose
plants that are long-flowering or have

an extensive season of interest, with 
flowers that morph into attractive 
seedheads or possess attractive autumnal
tints or berries.

5 Use anchor plants. When playing
with colour use anchor plants that

continually perform, such as white, blue or
pink geraniums from spring, followed by
white or yellow Shasta daisies in summer,
and finishing with golden and rusty-toned
rudbeckia into autumn. Then around these
mainstays you can include more fleeting-
flowering varieties for seasonal zing.

6 Think about flower size. Take
account of the size of individual

flowers and how they look en masse
because this will affect colour impact.
Unless you want to create a veil-like effect,
spires of small flowers are better massed in
drifts or woven through plantings as fillers
around larger-flowered varieties.

Some easy-to-grow plant groups have
yielded varieties in many colours, such as
rose, clematis, iris and daylilies, so can be
relied on whatever colour palette you adopt.

7 Take inspiration from other

gardens. The best and most
enjoyable way to get inspiration is
to visit gardens and see what
others are doing, such as those in
the National Gardens Scheme.
Take photos or sketch out bits
of planting that catch your
eye, noting what plants are
used, how many and how far
they are apart.

8 Aim for seasonal 

spectacle. It’s always 
a challenge to keep a border 
firing on all cylinders all of 
the time. If space allows, go 
for two or even three seasons 

in different colours using fresh-toned
spring bulbs, early perennials and seasonal
bedding around a main summer display of
fresh yellow and cool blue, including a few
varieties to provide warm orange and
golden autumnal tones.

9 Be prepared to tweak your

plantings. No gardener or designer
gets everything right first time! You’re
bound to have gaps the first year as things
settle in, so take the opportunity to
experiment with temporary seasonal
plants or grow some annuals – you might
hit on a combination that’s different and
exciting, opening up a whole new avenue of
colour discovery.B

Lawn provides a soothing 

foil for vibrant plantings

Tone down masses of 

bright fl owers with 

textural, shapely foliage
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Coordinate the latest paints to brighten up
a wooden shed, bench or fence. Here’s our

round-up of the latest colour trends

Freshen up your
 WOODWORK

P
ainting your garden shed is a great 

way to inject some colour into your 

outdoor space – and now there’s a 

wonderful range of pastel hues and 

vibrant shades of exterior wood paint to 

choose from. So if you’re keen to transform 

your neglected shed into a stylish design 

statement, we’ve put together some novel 

colour combinations to inspire you. All you 

need is a sunny day and a paintbrush!
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SUMMER DAMSON (SHED), SWEET PEA

(DOOR) COUNTRY CREAM (FENCE)

£16.99 for 2.5L Garden Shades from

Cuprinol 0333 222 7171; www.cuprinol.co.uk

BLUEBERRY (SHED) FADED DENIM

(DOOR) DOVER GREY (FENCE) £42 for

2.5L Classic Wood Protection from Sadolin

0330 024 0298; www.sadolin.co.uk

CORNFLOWER (SHED), WHITE ASH

(DOOR) ELDERFLOWER (FENCE) £20

for 2.5L Garden Paint from Ronseal

0114 240 9469; www.ronseal.co.uk

GREEN BLUE (SHED), PALE POWDER

(DOOR) CABBAGEWHITE (FENCE) £49

for 2.5L Exterior wood primer, Farrow &

Ball 01202 876141; www.farrow-ball.com

PURE DUCK EGG (SHED) CORAL KISS

(DOOR) LIME FUSION (FENCE) £17.99

for 2.5L Home of Colour from Homebase

0345 077 8888; www.homebase.co.uk

WILD THYME (SHED) LAVENDER

(DOOR) FRESH ROSEMARY (FENCE)

£16.99 for 2.5L Garden Shades, Cuprinol

0333 222 7171; www.cuprinol.co.uk

LILAC (SHED) SKY GREY BLUE (DOOR)

PARSONAGE CREAM (FENCE) £8.50

for 1L Wood Stain from Protek 01749

344697; www.protekwoodstain.co.uk

ALPINE (SHED), MOSS (DOOR) SNOW

(FENCE) £42 for 2.5L

Neptune 01793 427450;

www.neptune.com

SLATE (SHED), LEMON TREE (DOOR)

DAISY (FENCE) £20 for 2.5L

Garden Paint from Ronseal

0114 240 9469; www.ronseal.co.uk

G

et clever

colour
with

● These images are representations from manufacturers’ swatch cards. It’s advisable to try sample pots first 91
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A
nyone who’s ever attempted to 

grow their own fruit and veg will 

know that there’s nothing more 

disheartening than seeing your 

crops demolished by pests. Heavily-laden 

soft fruit bushes – which the evening 

before were full of almost-ripe fruit – can 

be stripped bare the following morning by 

ravenous birds; cabbages can be ripped to 

bits by pigeons, or nibbled to shreds by the 

caterpillars of cabbage white butterflies. 

Fortunately, there is something you can 

do to make sure it’s you eating the fruits of 

your labours, not the birds. Rather than 

patrol your crops armed with a shot gun, 

you can simply erect a physical barrier 

around susceptible plants to stop the little 

blighters getting at your crops in the first 

place. One of the most practical ways to do 

this is to use a cage made of netting.

Of course, you can simply drape netting 

over the plants, but this isn’t really a 

solution. If the netting remains in direct 

contact with the plants, birds can simply 

peck right through it (or get caught up in 

it) and butterflies will lay their eggs 

through the holes. 

A cage provides a strong, rigid structure 

which keeps the netting taut so even quite 

heavy birds can’t weigh it down to access 

your prized crops. Use a sufficiently small 

mesh size and you can keep veg leaves free 

of butterfly eggs and caterpillars too.
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What to look for

Garden Answers

Create one yourself or buy a kit?

FINIALS

These create a

more attractive

finish

SOIL PEGS

These ensure you can

keep the netting taut

and the bottom firmly

fixed to the soil

ACCESS Make sure the

door is a snug fit in its

frame. Check the hinges are

good and strong and the

door fasteners are reliable

EXTRA BRACES

Needed to equip your cage to stand

up to severe and windy weather

WAIST RAIL

A strong horizontal rail

provides strength and

options for securing

thicker plastic or even

wire mesh to create a

sturdy barrier against

determined rabbits

1 Size and access
Whenever someone mentions fruit 

cages, most people think of large, walk-in, 
permanent structures that cover the whole 
fruit garden. If you grow a lot of fruit this
may be your best option, but there are
smaller alternatives. You could invest in a 
tall cage for just a row of raspberries, a
medium-height one for brassicas and other 
tall veg, a low one for a strawberry bed, or
one that just covers a single fruit bush.

If you’re growing a lot of fruit, you’ll need 
a cage with a door to provide easy access.
But if you only want to protect a strawberry 
bed or some low-growing crops, then a cage 
which only reaches about 60cm (2ft) high, 
or even shorter, is all you need. Just roll up 
the side netting and you can tend your
plants and harvest your crops from outside.

2 Materials
Cage frames come in a range of

materials; some will last longer than others. 
OAluminium is the lightest material
available and it doesn’t rot or rust.
OSteel is stronger, especially suitable for 
windy and exposed sites, but it can rust.
OPowder-coated finishes on steel or
aluminium frames produce a very smart,
painted look that’s rust-resistant, durable 
and enhances overall appearance.
OWood is an attractive option from one or 
two specialist suppliers, such as Harrod
Horticultural. This provides a more
natural, rustic look and feel – but don’t
forget it’ll need regular maintenance to
prevent the wood rotting.

3 Mesh type
Cage netting is either made from

high-density polyethylene or polypropylene 
– both are strong, won’t rot and will give
years of service.

Make sure the netting is UV-stabilised 
for long life; black gives maximum UV
resistance and is the least visible/obtrusive 
colour in the garden.

Mesh size is important to prevent
your unwanted guests gaining access.
A 19-20mm (3/4in) mesh is recommended 
for stopping birds. Although 1cm (1/2in)
mesh is sometimes recommended for
stopping butterflies, narrower 6-7mm
(1/4in) mesh provides a better guarantee of 
keeping them out.B

MESH SIZE

This needs

to be small

enough to

keep birds

out but let

pollinators

like bees in,

say 15-17mm

(1/2in)

Figo Frame connectors cost £1.95 

from Harrod Horticultural
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The simplest way to obtain a fruit or veg 
cage is to buy a kit. Most companies that 
sell cages produce a good range of pre-set 
sizes and supply everything you need to 
build it.

But if you’re into DIY then you can buy all 
the poles and corner fittings to make your 
own. This generally tends to work out 
cheaper and, of course, you can build your 
cage to meet your exact size requirements.

If you only need a temporary cage – one 
you can build quickly then take down again 
just as fast – you can make your own using 
plant support connectors (see example 
above right). These use bamboo canes or 
poles to make the supporting framework. 
There are a couple of different designs 
available, usually based on a round, 
ball-shaped connector. A DIY option is to 
use old ping pong balls, tennis balls or corks 
as connectors, as these will support the 
netting without ripping it.

The Elegance Crop Cage, from 

£56 (1.2x1.2m) from Agriframes
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Choose the right size and style

Domed Roof Fruit Cage ▲

£29.99 (1m diameter)

Agriframes 08452 604450;  

www.agriframes.co.uk

Deluxe Fruit Cage from £75 (1.8x1.8m) ▲

Two Wests & Elliott 01246 451077; www.twowests.co.uk

Mainframe Strawberry Cage from £59.99 (1x1m) ▲

Agriframes 08452 604450; www.agriframes.co.uk

Vintage Fruit & Vegetable Cage ▲

from £79 (1x1m)  

Harrod Horticultural 0845 4025300; 

www.harrodhorticultural.com

Long Narrow Fruit Cage 

with zip-door access ▲

£499 (7.3x1.8m) 

Agriframes 08452 604450; 

www.agriframes.co.uk

Stormproof Veg Cage from £51 X

(1x1m) in natural or black   

Harrod Horticultural 0845 4025300; 

www.harrodhorticultural.com

Steel Long Fruit Cage X

£53.99 (3x1m) 

Haxnicks 0117 934 1799;  

www.haxnicks.co.uk
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Order online at www.gardening-naturally.com

Slug Nematodes 
Impossible to get 
rid of once and for 
all, it is a constant 

battle to keep slugs under control. 
Slug nematodes are microscopic 
transparent worms which feed & 
multiply inside the slug. Completely 
safe for children, pets & wildlife. 
Slugs stops feeding within 3/5 days. 

Bayliss XL
Autovent
Automatically
open and close
hinged vents
providing
accurate and

continuous ventilation.

Anti-Mole Bulbs
Make moles disappear,
the natural way. The
bulb secretes a smell
that humans cannot
detect. This smell keeps
PROHV DQG ¿HOG PLFH

away or forces them to move. 100%
natural with no harmful effects to
your garden, humans or animals.

Cabbage
Collars
Deter cabbage
URRW À\� UHSHO
slugs and snails,
control weeds
around the plant

and conserve moisture. Made from
black heavy duty fabric impregnated
with copper.

Raspberry Beetle 
Trap
Raspberry beetle is a 
common pest of 
raspberries, 
blackberries and 
loganberries. The trap 
catches and kills adult 

beetles as they emerge from the 
soil in spring. 1 trap protects 50m²

Green Garden Hoop Tunnels
with a choice of 7 covers.
These fantastic garden hoops are
ÀH[LEOH� HDV\ WR LQVWDOO 	 KDYH
changeable covers.

If the hoops are erected 1.2m (4’)
ZLGH WKH\ ZLOO VWDQG DSSUR[�
600mm (2’) high. Buy the kits or
create your own tunnels.

FREE

CATALOGUE

AVAILABLE

For a free catalogue please
visit the website,

call 0845 680 0296 or
01285 654241

Codling Moth 
Traps
This trap uses 
the pheromone 
of the female 

moth to attract & catch male moths.

Veggiemesh
Protect Your Crops From Insects
9HJJLHPHVK��LV�D�¿QH�PHVK�QHWWLQJ�
for protecting vegetable & soft fruit 
crops from insect pests, rabbits and 
birds. Mesh size of 1.35mm. 
Allows water light and air through.

Copper Slug 
Tape
Stop slugs and 
snails in their 
tracks. Highly 
effective 

self-adhesive copper tape. Use on 
pots, containers, tables, greenhouse 
staging and cold frames. 

Bird Netting
Protect your fruit & 
vegetables from birds 
whilst allowing bees 
through to pollinate. 
$Q�H[WUHPHO\�YHUVDWLOH�
netting, can be laid 
over crops, cages or 
hoops. 17mm holes.

Walk-in Fruit & Veg Cages
Our walk-in aluminium cages offer 
H[FHOOHQW FURS SURWHFWLRQ 	 YDOXH�IRU�
money! Available in a range of sizes, 
with two different covers, 
or bespoke.

Garden Cages
Protect your fruit & veg from a wide 
range of pests. 100’s of sizes & 
netting options to choose from, or 
bespoke.

ZZZ�VWDFNVRɞDYRXU�FR�XN�EHHWER[

PLUS FREEBEET BOX

worth  
over £35

ONLY £20 
+ P&P

8VH�R�HU�FRGH�67$&.��$ when you order a 
Speedy Leaves collection 

+ JHW�D�FREE BEET BOX WORTH £22  
(only one free Beet Box per order)

Personalise me for FREE!

-  25  YE A R S  -

PREMIER RANGE

bulldogtools.co.uk



THE APPLE OF ALEX’S EYE

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk   

OVER TO YOU!
WRITE TO US AT Garden Answers, Bauer Media, Media House, Lynch Wood, Peterborough PE2 6EA 

EMAIL gardenanswers@bauermedia.co.uk CALL 01733 395076 

I thought you might be interested to see 
this photograph of my nine-year-old son 
Alex who, five years ago, filled a small 
pot with compost and then pushed into 
the soil a pip from a ‘Braeburn’ apple. 
The little tree in full blossom next to 
him is the result! He did the same with 
another pip and there is another tree 
of about the same size but not yet in 
blossom. He’s very excited to see 
whether there will be any apples on 
the blossoming tree this year. 
Catherine Howe, by email

CONGRATULATIONS Catherine! 

As author of our star letter this 

month you win this complete set-up 

for feeding garden birds from the 

RSPB – comprising a premium 

feeding station, classic seed feeder, 

nut and nibble feeder and bird food. 

● The feeding station is part of the 

RSPB’s Giving Nature a Home 

initiative. For 

more information 

on this and other 

RSPB products, 

go to rspbshop.

co.uk All profits 

go to helping 

birds and wildlife.

Evil weevils
I was interested to read your solution
to vine weevil problems in the May
issue of  Garden Answers. My lovely
potted heuchera blew over in the 
wind and when I pulled the soil apart, 
I found all these grubs that I’d missed 
in my war against vine weevils! 

However, it wasn’t all bad news 
because I managed to save one bit of 
my heuchera, and the birds had a 
wonderful feast. A robin gobbled up 
eight weevils in quick succession 
followed by the blue tits daintily 
picking up one at a time and 
disappearing into the bushes to eat 

them. They were gone in no time! 
I’ll have to be more vigilant in

future and make sure I
dose all my pots.

Janet Rogers, by email

GA says: Well done

Janet for putting those

dastardly vine weevils

to good use!

Tulip quartet
I seem to have grown a four-headed tulip
with one thick stem and four flower
heads at the top! Is this a rarity? None
of my tulips have done this before.
Lindsey Eve, by email

GA says: There are multiheaded tulips,

such as dark pink ‘Happy Family’, that

produce a big dad, smaller mum and

two little ones on a single stem.

Golden glow
These vibrant yellow tulips are
brightening up my patio a treat.
Rebecca Green, Esher

Pretty in pink
I recently visited a National Trust property 
and was delighted to see the rhododendrons 
and azaleas and other shrubs in bloom. 
I thought readers might like to see a picture 
of these glorious flowers.
Elizabeth Moore, Newton Abbot
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0800 028 0942 www.gardenessentials.co.uk

Auto Reel 40m Hose

Auto Reel 20m Hose

NO 

KINKS OR 

TANGLES

ONLY £103.00

SAVE £125.99

ONLY £67.50

SAVE £96.49

Auto Reel 30m Hose

ONLY £95.00

SAVE £72.00

Only good things for your garden
Organic seeds and supplies

Call us for your FREE catalogue or request one online.

 01932 253666 www.OrganicCatalogue.com
The Organic Gardening Catalogue, Riverdene, Molesey Road, Hersham, Surrey KT12 4RG

Grow your own tasty, organic vegetables!

THE

ORGANIC 
GARDENING

CATALOGUE

Pest Prevention 

and Remedies

Over 500 Organic 

Seed Varieties

Composts and 

Organic Feeds

COMPOST IN
JUST 14 DAYS!

We Make Gardening Easier
®

www.mantiscompostumbler.co.uk

for your free guide to
the revolutionary mantis
compostumbler range

CALL FREE today
0800 988 4828

*

* from UK landline

FILL IT! turn iT! use IT!

choice of
sizes to 

suit you and 
your garden!

Turn kitchen/garden waste and other organic
material into rich, nutrient-filled compost in 
14-30 days with a Mantis ComposTumbler.

QUOTING: 54415016
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WIN SECATEURS 
WORTH £60!
Send us a photo of your 
garden or plants and you 
could win a choice of fabulous 
professional Felco secateurs! 

● The Felco 6 is an anvil 
secateur with sap groove 
and tapered cutting blade. 
● The Felco 12 has 
rotating handles and shock 

absorber to reduce eff ort. 
Call 0116 234 4611

or visit www.felco.com

BRIGHT
IDEAS

DRAWING ATTENTION TO MY HERBS...
I transformed an old chest of drawers; it’s perfect for herbs by the kitchen door!
Terry Hasker, by email

Chelsea v Hampton Court
Thanks very much for your Chelsea special 
issue – I watched the highlights on TV. The 
thought of all those crowds really puts me 
off going – I much prefer Hampton Court 
flower show which is a bit more relaxed and
the show gardens are just as good. 
Tanya Kelly, Hastings

Chelsea debate
My wife and I go to Chelsea every year 
and always have a lively debate about 
which garden deserves to win Best in Show.
This year was no different; she loved 
Dan Pearson’s garden (we’ve visited the 
Chatsworth estate many times and much
admire its gardens), whereas I felt it wasn’t
quite formal enough for Best in Show, and I
couldn’t take any inspiration from it for our
own garden. Maybe I’m a bit old-fashioned?
Martin Sampson, Twickenham

Azaleas are peachy 
Our garden azalea looks beautiful!
Alan and Olive Ravenscroft, by email

Princely idea 
I read with interest about Prince Harry’s 
garden at Chelsea this year, which he 
created in collaboration with Matthew 
Keightley. I think it’s wonderful that he is 
giving something back, and for him to raise 
awareness for Sentebale, his charity that 
helps vulnerable children in Lesotho, many 
of whom are victims of poverty and HIV/
AIDS, is admirable. I think his mother 
would be proud of the work he is doing. 
Hilary Briggs, Chelmsford

GA says: Wasn’t it lovely to see the three 

generations of the Royal Family admiring 

the Forget-me-not garden at Chelsea?

Seedling 
success
My nine-year-old 
daughter Lily and 
I have been 
sowing seeds for 
the first time; 
she’s very excited 
to see our 
tomatoes and 
chillis growing on 
the windowsill!
Hannah Mercer, 
Crewe
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“There’s something about
this place I love”

COMMUNITY 
GARDEN  
OF THE 
MONTH

At Thisledome, everyone can come and learn productive skills – 
including the art of bonsai. Manager Dave Cheshire explains

W
hen Dave Cheshire first 
arrived at the three-and-a-
half acre site that’s now 
Thisledome community 

garden, he was hoping to set up a bonsai 
business. “I was looking for a secure site  
to start a nursery,” he explains. 

“At the time the garden was being run  
by The Innovative Foundation – a charity 
looking for ways to provide creative work 
opportunities for people with physical, 
mental health or learning disabilities. My 
chance enquiry about setting up a business 
here seemed like an excellent fit so we set 
up a joint venture with me as Thisledome’s 
manager. I was able to create my bonsai 
nursery on site and now teach bonsai and 
other horticultural skills to garden regulars 
and the wider public. Funds raised support 
the charity. 

“When I first came here in 2010 just the 
bare bones of landscaping were in place,” 
Dave remembers. “There were paths and  
a large central pond, but there’s a bit more 
now. It’s still a work in progress. My aim  
is to create an interesting garden to visit, 
planted with more unusual plants.”

The garden lies on a hillside and to the 

   Garden Answers  

right of the entrance, there’s an attractive 
timber cabin destined to become part-café, 
part-classroom later this year. 

“We’ll be growing most of the produce  
for the café ourselves,” says Dave. “There’s  
a kitchen garden opposite with large raised 
beds where we already grow herbs, 
strawberries, asparagus, garlic, shallots 
and a range of soft fruits, plus a selection  
of beans and potatoes. We’re also growing 
flowers for sale, such as dahlias, 
helichrysum, chrysanthemums and statice. 

“Our heavy clay soil can prove a 
challenge though. Our only attempt at 
pumpkins came out in all shapes and sizes 
– I’m still not quite sure whether the packet 
label was wrong or the soil had a strange 
effect on them!”

Wildlife haven
Heading up the hill past an orchard, there’s 
a wildlife area where butterflies and 
dragonflies dart about over a large pond. 
“Visitors can follow mown paths through 
the long grass here. We plan to introduce 
yellow rattle, which will weaken the  
grass and allow other plant species in,” 
explains Dave.

The nearby pond is surrounded by 
bulrushes, natural grasses and sedges. “It’s 
a haven for heron, newts, toads and frogs 
and has long, sloping sides that are perfect 
for wildlife access,” says Dave. “We’ve also 
got a dipping platform so youngsters can 
learn about insects and amphibians safely.

“We have at least three uninvited guests 
in the pond. It’s supposed to be just for 
wildlife but we realised there was 
something else in there when we heard 
some huge splashes last summer. It turns 
out we have at least three two-foot long 
carp, but how they arrived is a mystery…”

Trees such as snake bark maple  
(Acer capillipes), birch and colourful 
dogwoods provide a backdrop, shade  
and shelter. “We’ve also planted a living 
willow screen to shelter a bird-feeding  
area, and are developing the overflow  
pools from the pond into a bog garden 
planted with large-leaved gunnera and 
candelabra primulas.”

A grass ampitheatre is the setting for 
barbecues and storytelling, while a 
hornbeam hedge screens off the nursery 
where Dave indulges his passion for bonsai. 
“We’ve started off hundreds of miniature 
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WHAT THE
GARDEN
MEANS
TO ME…
Natalie Lindley

(30), who

has autism,

first visited

Thisledome last

August, at the suggestion of one of

her support workers, and has been

a regular visitor ever since.

“I really enjoy going to the garden.

I’ve met new people and have got

to know them. I enjoy getting out in

the fresh air and have learned lots

of things including weeding

between the trees and how to grow

garlic. Dave tells us what task to do

and it just gets done. My favourite

part of the garden is the pond area

where I can see the fish jump and

watch the birds. I really look

forward to coming every week and

spending most of the day here –

I particularly like the cups of tea!

I definitely hope to keep coming.”

● LOCATION Waggestaff Drive,

Nuneaton, Warwickshire CV10 9SL

● OPEN The garden is open to the

public on Fridays and Saturdays,

while volunteers and groups get

stuck in throughout the week.

● CONTACT Dave on 07584 991975

or send an email to Info@

innovativefoundation.org.uk

Fact file

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk
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 YOUR GARDEN LIFE

trees, either for other bonsai specialists or 
for sale on site,” he explains. “Almost any 
tree can become a bonsai but those with 
attractive bark and small leaves work best. 
We get our gardeners involved wherever we 

can, whether it’s trimming trees, planning 
displays for shows, or attending events.”

So how has combining the business with 
the community garden worked out? “The 
concept and ideas behind the community 
garden really drew me in and I was flexible 
about how I achieved my goals,” Dave says. 
“As a result I’ve achieved my original aim of 
having my own bonsai nursery, but gained a 
whole lot more. Seeing people arrive feeling 
down but leave smiling, wanting to come 
back for more, makes you feel you’re really 
achieving something. 

“There’s something about this place 
that works for people on many levels. 
I love being here,” Dave says.

It’s a sentiment reflected in the garden’s 
name ‘Thisledome’, which is based on a 
visitor’s comment: “This’ll do me”. B 

GROWING ZONE (clockwise from left) The waterside café, viewed from across the 

garden’s large pond; youngsters learn about water safety – and spot frogs; kitchen 

garden volunteers; one of the many bonsai trees for sale; the nursery area provides 

plants, skills and income; clearing the site for a new woodland area; hedge planting
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FREE FOR YOU
WE HAVE £1,649 OF GOODIES TO GIVE AWAY!

WIN A HYDRO MOUSSE LIQUID LAWN KIT!
Summer’s arrived and everyone 
wants a great looking lawn… but 
the reality is, most of them 
suffer bald patches, dog scorch 
and mossy bits. You seed, water 
and wait but the only thing 
growing are the weeds! It’s no 
wonder the grass struggles, 
especially when the new seed 
gets washed or blown away by 
the weather or eaten by birds. 

New Hydro Mousse Liquid 
Lawn is set to change all that. 
Thanks to its new Spray N Stay 
technology, the grass grows 
exactly where you spray it. 
Simply attach the spray head to 
your garden hose, and turn the 
dial to its seed setting. The 
green mousse formula contains 
an eco-friendly and effective 

sticking solution that attaches 
the seed to the soil, and a 
conditioner to loosen hard soil, 
allowing the seed to absorb 
water. No need for guesswork: 
Hydro Mousse shows you 
exactly where you’re planting. 

Hydro Mousse seed will grow 
in hot or cold temperatures, is 
perfect for dog spots, high 
traffic areas and even shade. 
Kits include high quality seed to 
blend with your existing lawn 
that will cover up to 100 square 
feet, plus spray head and coating 
chamber (shown right), plus 
liquid mousse formula.

Available direct from www.
thane.tv  or call 0344 417 0217. 
O�We have 25 Hydro Mousse 

kits to win worth £29.99 each

25 TO  
WIN 

WORTH 
£29.99
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Wynyard Hall Country House Hotel, in the
Tees Valley, is one of the North East’s
most beautiful and luxurious
venues. Originally home to the
Marquesses of Londonderry,
it has welcomed figures
such as Charles Dickens,
Disraeli, Sir Robert Peel,
Churchill, King Edward
VII, Elizabeth II and the
Duke of Wellington.

Garden lovers from across
the world will be flocking here
to see the restored Walled Garden
– home to no fewer than 3000 roses –

WIN A STAY AT WYNYARD HALL
which opens on 4 August 2015.

We’re giving one reader and their
guest free entry to the Walled

Garden – designed by multi-
award-winning RHS

landscape architect Alistair
Baldwin – along with an
overnight stay at the hotel.

The prize also includes
afternoon tea on arrival, a

three-course evening meal
with wine in the Wellington

Restaurant and breakfast the
following morning.

Winners will also be given a 60-minute

spa treatment each and full use of the Spa 
facilities, including Rasul Mud Chamber, 
Salt Inhalation Room, Herbal Sauna and the 
outdoor vitality spa, during their stay.

For more information about
Wynyard Hall Country House Hotel call
01740 644811or visit the website at
www.wynyardhall.co.uk
O We have an overnight stay, garden visit 

and spa treatment for two people to give 

away. The prize is based on two people
sharing and includes an overnight stay with 
dinner and breakfast, subject to availability, 
excluding special events and selected dates. 
Prize must be taken before 30/11/15. Dinner 
allowance is £35 per person per night with 
one bottle of house wine per couple. Transport 
to and from the hotel are not included

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk

ENTER ONLINE

 YOUR GARDEN LIFE

1. Visit our special giveaways website at http://winit.gardenanswersmagazine.co.uk 

2. Select which giveaway you wish to enter and click on ‘Enter now’. Closing date 24 June 2015.

TWO
NIGHTS
WITH MEALS

WORTH
£400

WIN TWO NIGHTS IN A FOUR POSTER SUITE! 
Whitley Hall Hotel may be one of the 
Yorkshire’s best kept secrets. This stunning 
stone mansion, where peacocks stroll in the 
grounds, boasts both Tudor and 18th-
century origins and is set in beautiful rolling 
countryside. Rumour has it that Mary 
Queen of Scots once stayed as a house guest. 

The hotel’s two four-poster suites are 
particularly delightful for a romantic 
retreat, yet each of the 32 rooms is 
sumptuous and individually designed to 
complement the hotel’s rural setting and 
rich heritage. 

The two AA rosette restaurant serves an 
array of mouth-watering dishes, created 
with a focus on local produce. Attention to 
detail, combined with a warm Yorkshire 
welcome, make a stay at this individual hotel 

a real pleasure.
Nearby is stunning 

Chatsworth House estate 
with its extensive formal 
gardens, and the Peak 
District with its distinctive 

landscape and views. 
Book now to take 

two people sharing and includes two nights 
stay with three course dinner both evenings 
and full English breakfasts both mornings. 
Offer is valid until 30 November 2015 – 
subject to availability excluding Bank Holiday 
weekends. Transport not included. 

advantage of the latest special offer: a 
two-night stay with dinner each evening 
from £125 per person. For more details, visit 
www.whitleyhall.com or call 0114 245 4444. 
O�We have a two-night stay for two 

people to give away. The prize is based on 

STAY 
& SPA 
TREAT 
£500
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Colour isacrucialcomponent togoodgarden
designyet isoftenoverlooked.Hourscanbe
spentmarvellingover flowersandshrubs
with little thought tohowthey’dwork inthe
overalldesign.Butwhencleverlyused,colour
heightensawarenessandsubtlyconcentrates
theonlooker’sattention. Ignorethisvital

design ingredientandyourgardenjustwon’t
lookor feelquiteright.
Tohelpyouusecoloureffectively,ourhand-

selectedcollectionofattractiveperennials
encompassesthethreepureandnotable
primarycolours–andourfreewhiteragged
robinplantsare theperfectaccompaniment.

5 FREE LYCHNIS ‘WHITE 
ROBIN’ PLANTS WORTH £15
with every order

YOUR 
FREE GIFT 
WORTH 

£15!

   Garden Answers  104



Buy any colour collection for £15 or buy all 15 plants for £22.50 – that’s HALF 
PRICE, saving £22.50! Free Lychnis fl os-cuculi ‘White Robin’ with every order 

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk

GARDEN BUYS

Code Description Qty Price Cost

ROGA15-27YPYM05 Yellow Collection (1 of each) 5 £15.00

ROGA15-27YPBM05 Blue Collection (1 of each) 5 £15.00

ROGA15-27YPRM05 Red Collection (1 of each) 5 £15.00

ROGA15-27YPCM15

Ultimate Colour Collection 15

plants (1 of each)

HALF PRICE SAVE £22.50

15 £22.50

ROGA15-27YPFREE
Lychnis flos-cuculi ‘White

Robin’ free with every order
5 1 .00 £0.00

Postage (per order) £5.99

ROGA15-22 Total

ORDER COUPON

Title.................. Initial................. Surname ........................................................

Address..........................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................

Postcode.......................... Daytime phone number ...................................

Email address .............................................................................................................

I enclose a cheque for £ .................... made payable to Hayloft 

with my name and address on the back. 

OR charge my Visa/Mastercard/Maestro

Card number ......................................................................Start date 

Expiry date...............................................Maestro issue no 

Signature .......................................................................................................................

HOW TO ORDER ● Post coupon to Garden Answers Reader Off er, PO BOX 2020, Pershore WR10 9BP ● Order by phone 01386 426245 
and quote ROGA15 ● Order online at www.hayloftplants.co.uk/ROGA15 ● Plants will be despatched in July. Online orders will receive an order 
acknowledgement via email with approximate delivery date. Off er closes 31/07/2015 ● All items are subject to availability; we reserve the right 
to send suitable substitutes or for paid for items, off er a refund. If demand exceeds anticipated volumes for free items, we retain the right to 
replace with products of a similar retail value with no further notice. Off er available to UK addresses only. Reader Off ers cannot be used in 
conjunction with any other promotions or discounts. Please tick here if you prefer not to receive off ers from any company other than Hayloft. T

RED COLLECTION Off ering the longest wavelength of all colours, our high-impact collection includes one each of (L-R) 

helenium ‘Siesta’, aquilegia ‘Ruby Port’, Centaurea atropurpurea, Sanguisorba offi  cinalis ‘Red thunder’ and Angelica gigas

YELLOW COLLECTION One of the brightest wavelengths, yellow draws the eye in any border. Our collection includes one each 

of (L-R) Cephalaria gigantea, Rudbeckia maxima, Inula magnifi ca, geum ‘Cocktail Gimlet’ and Centaurea orientalis

BLUE COLLECTION Mixing harmoniously with all other colours, our collection includes one each of (L-R) Centaurea cyanus, 

salvia ‘East Friesland’, geranium ‘Rozanne’, scabious ‘Blue Note’ and Lobelia siphilitica

All plants supplied as chunky plugs. For plants’ height, spread and cultural preferences visit www.hayloftplants.co.uk/ROGA15
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The saffron crocus (Crocus sativus) is the plant from which we
collect that most rare spice – saffron. Its slightly sweet but
earthy taste can be used to flavour a wide variety of salty or
sweet dishes, and is perfect to add to basmati rice for an
authentic curry!

These crocus species produce beautiful autumn
blooms and are very easy to grow. Plant the corms
in a sunny spot from June to mid-September and,
once established, they’ll put on a bold display of
deliciously fragrant blooms throughout October.
Crocus sativuswill thrive in a well-drained sunny

border, but can easily be grown in a container. They’re not
keen on heavy clay but you can improve conditions by
preparing the soil with a little sand or grit. Plus, they’re super-

GROWTHEMOST PRECIOUS
SPICE IN THEWORLD!
Harvest your own ‘red gold’ from our beautiful free* saffron crocus corms

*Just pay £4.99 postage

30 FREE  
CORMS 
WORTH 
£9.99!

hardy (down to -15°C!) and they’ll multiply rapidly 
from year to year, eventually colonising an autumn 
border or a corner of your potager vegetable patch.

Look out for the filaments each morning, 
dangling from the throats of the flowers: bright, 
alluring and full of promise. Cut the filaments 

with a pair of scissors and dry them in a warm, well 
ventilated place. Store them in an airtight jar and they’ll 

keep their flavour for several years. Order now and you 
could be picking your first crop in October!
Now here’s your chance to harvest your own ‘red gold’ by 

growing this month’s free crocuses from Suttons. We have 30 

free corms to claim – just pay postage of £4.99 and fill in the 

coupon on the right.
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COLCHICUM BULB COLLECTION – SAVE £24.97

Naturalise these in the garden or grow in a shallow container

indoors – no soil needed! Huge flowers Sept-Nov. H30cm (12in)

O ‘Waterlily’ – spectacular double, pink, waterlily-like blooms

O Colchicum autumnale ‘Album’ – 8-10 palest pink-white flowers

O C. autumnale ‘Alboplenum’ – double white blooms

O ‘Dick Trotter’ – single violet flowers open to reveal a white,

star-shaped heart

Offer includes eight bulbs – two of each variety for £24.99

CYCLAMEN COLLECTION – SAVE £11.98

Hardy plants for borders or containers, in full or dappled shade,

flower from autumn to spring. H15-25cm (6-10in)

O Cyclamen coum – violet-rose flowers above glossy leaves

O C. coum ‘Album’ – a beautiful pure white variety

O C. hederifolium – fragrant pink flowers with red centres, over

beautiful deep-green, silver-marbled, heart-shaped leaves. RHS

Award of Garden Merit winner.

Offer includes six bulbs – two of each variety for £12.99

OXALIS COLLECTION

– SAVE £3

Mat-forming perennials.

O Oxalis hirta ‘Gothenburg’ –

lilac flowers. H30cm (12in)

O O. melanosticta ‘Ken Aslet’

– silvery-green leaves, bright

yellow flowers. H10cm (4in)

OO. versicolor – white flowers

with crimson margin, Aug-

Dec. Half-hardy. H8cm (3in)

Offer includes 15 bulbs – five

of each variety for £14.97

STERNBERGIA LUTEA

(AGM)

These delightful golden-

yellow, crocus-like blooms

provide colour for the garden

at a time when many plants

are fading. It’s sometimes

referred to as ‘the winter

daffodil’ and is ideal for

naturalising. . Flowers

Sept-Nov. H10-15cm (4-6in)

Offer includes 10 bulbs for

just £9.99

OFFER 1 OFFER 2

OFFER 3 OFFER 4

Save up to 50% and look forward to colourful displays from autumn to spring

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk

GARDEN BUYS

Code Description Qty Price Cost

711333 30 Saffron crocus corms 1 FREE

711334 Colchicum Collection £24.99

711335 Cyclamen Collection £12.99

711336 Oxalis Collection £14.97

711337 Sternbergia bulbs £9.99

Postage (per order) £4.99

GA615 Total

ORDER COUPON

Title.................. Initial................. Surname.............................................................

Address...............................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

Postcode.......................... Daytime phone number........................................

Email address ..................................................................................................................

I enclose a cheque for £ .................... made payable to Suttons

with my name and address on the back.

OR charge my Visa/Mastercard/Maestro

Card number......................................................................Start date

Expiry date...............................................Maestro issue no

Signature............................................................................................................................

HOW TO ORDER ● Call 0844 922 0606 quoting GA615. Calls charged at 4p a minute from a BT landline. Calls from other networks and mobiles may vary. 
Suttons does not make a profit from these calls ● Order online at www.suttons.co.uk/GA615 ● Order by post using the coupon above and send to Suttons (GA615), 
Woodview Road, Paignton, Devon TQ4 7NG ● Plants will be despatched in August. Items may be despatched separately ● Offer closes 31 July 2015 ● All offers 
subject to availability ● All Suttons products should reach you in perfect condition. If you are dissatisfied in any way with their condition on arrival, let Suttons know 
within 14 days ● Suttons may like to contact you with future offers. Tick here � if you do not wish to receive this information ● Suttons may make its mailing list 
available to other companies who may have offers of interest to you. Tick here � if you do not wish to receive this information ● Your contract for supply of goods is 
with Suttons, which reserves the right to substitute any varieties for others of equal or greater value. Company reg no. 284448
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Beautiful Golden Mimosa
Fluffy golden fl owers and fern-like foliage with a 

wonderfully sweet, fruity fragrance!

Sweet fruity fragrance!

 Lush blue-green
fern-like foliage for
year round interest

  Trim to neat shrub
or grow into a

feature tree
Delicate scented fl owers are clustered in fl uffy 

golden spheres. This vibrant yellow-fl owering shrub 
creates a remarkable impact throughout spring, 

while the beautifully fern-like foliage provides year 
round interest. Leave to grow into a sensational tree 

feature in your garden, or keep trimmed and plant 
in one of our stylish metallic-effect patio pots for a 

breathtaking patio feature. Flowering from January to April, 
this will brighten your spring time garden for years to come. Supplied in 

a 9cm pot throughout July/August at the perfect time to plant in your 
spring garden - and when you use our exclusive Incredibloom® 

fertiliser you could enjoy up to 400% more fl owers!

WAS £9.99
HURRY OFFER 

MUST END 
JULY 9th£6.99

NOW
ONLY

ORDER FORM (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) Please send to: Van Meuwen VSOP535, Admail ADM3952, Spalding PE11 1ZZ.

Please tick this box if you do not wish to receive offers from carefully selected companies. By supplying your email address you give us consent
to email you special offers from Van Meuwen. We will not pass your email address to a third party. Products and delivery
dates subject to availability. Van Meuwen is committed to supplying high quality products to recreational gardeners and
households for personal use. In accordance with the established custom of the trade, Van Meuwen will in no case be liable
for more than the actual amount paid for a particular product. Your contract for supply of goods is with Van Meuwen. Full
terms and conditions are available on request or on our website at www.vanmeuwen.com. ©Van Meuwen 2015.

Email

I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to‘Van Meuwen’ for £

Name                                                                      

Address                                                                  

                                                                             

Postcode                                            Telephone  

Order Code
VSOP535

Please turn your card over and write the last 3 numbers from the signature strip.CSV

Cardholders name                     Expiry Date                  /                   

Please debit my: Visa Mastercard Maestro

Code Item Description Price Qty Total

VJ11235 Mimosa Acacia dealbata - WAS £9.99 £6.99

VJ11236 2 Mimosa Acacia dealbata - SAVE £7 £12.98

V58084P Patio Pot (39cm) £9.99

V60329P Patio Pot (39cm), 2 pack - SAVE £5 £14.98

V48786 Incredibloom® Fertiliser 750g £12.99

P&P £3.95

Grand Total

All products are covered 
by theVan Meuwen

5 Star guarantee.Visit 
our website for more 

details, incredible special 
offers and to requesta catalogue.

5
STARGUARANTEE

FREE 2015
Plant, Seed and
Bulb Catalogue

Out Now!
Please send me

my free copy

or request online.
{ tick box }

To place your priority order visit: 
www.vanmeuwen.com/VSOP535
Receive a FREE £5 VOUCHER when you order online!
Or call 0844 573 7431 9am-6pm 7 days a week quote code ‘VSOP535’
Maximum call charge for BT customers is 7p per minute. Calls from other networks may vary.

We won’t be beaten on Quality or Price! - Guaranteed 



Fed up with kinks in your hose? A hose

that's heavy to wind up and that never

seems quite long enough? This new

XHose could be the answer. The XHose,

with its powerful high-flow spray is

perfect for watering garden pots and

borders, washing the car and even

cleaning upper storey windows.

Lightweight and durable, the XHose is

unique thanks to its patent-pending

technology. When the XHose is filled with

water, it expands to three times its length

so the hose will reach corners of the

garden normally neglected. Even more

amazingly, once the water has been

turned off, the XHose automatically

shrinks back to its original size.

You'll always get a constant stream of

water from the XHose thanks to the fact

WIN THE HOSE THAT NEVER KINKS WORTH £67.99

it doesn't kink, twist or tangle. No more

having to stop and go back to the tap to

find the source of the blockage.

The result is that XHose is incredibly

easy to use and store.

O XHose

available

www.hig

streettv.

from £19

Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk

 YOUR GARDEN LIFE

CLUES ACROSS
2 Name commonly given to 

Bellis perennis (5)

3 Annual, biennial or herbaceous 

perennial of the papaver genus (5)

6 Primula veris, spring-fl owering 

plant best grown in moist meadows 

and wildfl ower gardens (7)

7 Narrow-leaved shrub of the cytisus 

genus with pea-like spring fl owers (5)

9 US state lending its name to the 

buckeye species Aesculus glabra (4)

12 Perennial of the Rosaceae family 

sometimes known as avens (4)

13 Ragged - - - - -, pink wildfl ower 

of the lychnis genus (5)

16 - - - - - - - tetrandra, seaside shrub 

with plumes of pink-tinted blooms (7)

17 Arisaema utile or  - - - - - lily, plant 

shaped like a hooded snake (5)

18 An opening through which leaves 

pass gases and water vapour (5)

CLUES DOWN
1 Common wild plant whose leaves 

are said to relieve nettle stings (4)

2 - - - - - - water lily, the colour of 

the blooms of Nuphar lutea (6)

3 Native N American vine Aristolochia 

macrophylla or Dutchman's - - - - (4)

4 Oriental salad vegetable with deep 

green leaves and white stalks (3,4)

5 Achillea millefolium, perennial 

whose fl at fl owerheads are often 

dried (6)

8 Garden plant, such as 'Timperley 

Early', with reddish, edible stalks (7)

10 White-spotted, red-capped 

mushroom known as fl y - - - - - - (6)

11 Genus of fl oaty, often pink-fl owered 

annuals that has a Sonata Series (6)

14 - - - - ilicifolia, the holly-leaved 

sweet spire with drooping, honey-

scented, greenish-white racemes (4)

15 Showy, bulbous genus of the iris 

family, native to South Africa (4) 

May crossword solution. Across: 2 Acanthus, 
6 Seal, 7 Rake, 8 Fleece, 9 Silene, 12 Petals, 
14 Pollen, 16 Rush, 17 Dill, 18 Rosemary. Down: 
1 Perlite, 2 Aloe, 3 Abies, 4 Turtle, 5 Swede, 10 
Nigella, 11 Daphne, 12 Poker, 13 Spica, 15 Lady.

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR WINNERS!
May crossword winners: Mrs E Haworth, 
Leigh and J Ross, Kincardine both win a 
Bulldog border spade. 
May wordsearch winners: Mrs Elizabeth 
Houston, Ayrshire and Mrs E M Jarvis, 
Berkshire. Each wins a set of Bronnley's 
RHS Natural Gardeners' Therapy toiletries.

Prize crossword
Solve the clues and fill in the grid, then send it to us – you could win a 
30m (100ft) XHose worth £67.99! The entry form is overleaf 

PUZZLES & PRIZES
Test your gardening knowledge with our fun teasers this month!

WORTH 
£67.99 
EACH
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Name ..............................................................

Address ..........................................................

..........................................................................

..........................................................................

Postcode.......................................................

Phone number..............................................

Email ..............................................................

Terms & conditions: Competitions are open to

residents of the UK only, aged 18 years or over,

except employees of Bauer Consumer Media Ltd,

or anyone else professionally associatedwith the

competitions. The decision of the judges is final

and no correspondencewill be entered into.

The winners will be selected at random from the

eligible entrants and notified within 30 days of the

closing date. All prizes are non-transferable and

there are no cash alternatives. The winners’

names can be obtained bywriting to the editorial

office. The Promoter is Bauer Consumer Media

Ltd. The registered office of Bauer Consumer

Media Ltd is: 1 Lincoln Court, Lincoln Road,

Peterborough PE1 2RF. Registered No. 1176085.

I have entered (please tick):

Crossword

Wordsearch

AVOCADO

CHESTNUT

FUCHSIA

LAVENDER

LILAC

MAGNOLIA

OLIVE

ORANGE

PEACH

PINK

PLUM

ROSE

RUSSET

VIOLET

   Garden Answers  Subscribe at www.greatmagazines.co.uk

 YOUR GARDEN LIFE

WORDS TO FIND:

Wordsearch
Enter our wordsearch competition
to win tickets for the Norfolk 
Garden Show (29-31 August). The
words are all plant names that are
also colours. They may appear in
any direction but you need to find
them all for a chance to win.  
Please see entry coupon below.

HOW TO ENTER
1. Please complete the crossword and/or

wordsearch grid(s) 

2. Fill in this entry coupon 

3. Send the whole page to: July Puzzles,

Garden Answers, Media House, Lynch

Wood, Peterborough PE2 6EA.

The closing date 31 July 2015. 

Please indicate which competitions you

are entering.

A M S C V R N N T X O S E K L

Y Z V B A D F E T N P T A I K

N X M T H G L W C U L R M D K

I I G H P O J G B Y U N M U W

R D Q E I N J V H S M F T M Y

P V A V Z E T Q S T L X Y Q L

C C I I S W L E R F K K V Q O

H O T O L I T Q B I W F S H K

S C R D L O U R V V Y T U P Z

C V L A V E N D E R N K K E W

G K C C N A T G I V P I A S Z

Z P D O R G S H A U I H C K J

B N H V S I E B X M N L F A T

Y C M A I S H C U F K G O U P

C K R I A M C D Z H F S E D P

Enter this month's wordsearch and you 

could win one of 10 pairs of tickets to the 

Norfolk Garden Show (29-31 August). 

This popular plant festival features show 

gardens by local designers, hundreds of 

plant shopping opportunities and planting 

advice from professional growers. New 

this year is a specialist growers’ area with 

quality plants on sale and a plant marquee 

with some of the UK’s top experts on hand 

to answer questions.

Of course, you’ll need to refuel after all 

that. Follow your nose to the Food & Drink 

Festival with a choice of cheeses, gourmet 

WIN TICKETS TO THE NORFOLK GARDEN SHOW

sausages and tasty chutneys. Try an ostrich 

burger, flatbread baked in a custom-built 

kiln oven, or a glass of bubbly from a 

mobile champagne bar.  

Browse the shopping village and 

marquees to buy gardening tools, gadgets 

and plants at special event prices. Make 

time to visit the Craft & Gift Pavilion, 

packed with handmade jewellery, cards, 

candles and more. 

Tickets for the three-day show, from 

29-31 August 2015, are £6.50 per adults. 

O�Visit www.aztecevents.co.uk for full 

show details or to book extra tickets

10 PAIRS 
OF TICKETS 

TO WIN 
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• Beautifully scented autumn blooming 
Saff ron Crocus

• Easy to grow, fl owers year after year
• Super hardy
• Harvest your own “red gold”
• Can be grown in a well drained border 

or container

30 bulbs - £9.99
(23 01 69)

60 bulbs - £14.99 (SAVE 24%)
(23 02 06)

+£4.99 (P&P). Delivery - August

Order now at www.suttons.co.uk/ALA15

Or call 0844 922 0606 quote off er code ALA15 

to receive 10% OFF your order

Grow Your Own Saff ron
The world’s most expensive spice

Call for a FREE BROCHURE on

01242 662926

When you buy a
Growhouse Greenhouse

(Offer Ends 31st Aug15)

FREE
Louvre Vent
& Autovent     

GREENHOUSESGREENHOUSESGREENHOUSES
ONONON

FREE
Shading Screen

& Auto Vents
with any Halls

Greenhouses Purchase

SummerSummerSummer

DealsDealsDeals
Offer Available Until 31st August 2015

Halls Glazing GasketVentomaticSquareHeadNuts

We also specialise in Spares & Replacement Parts -
including Glass! Call - 01242662962

Toughened Glass

Worth up to £219

Or visit
www.greenhousebonanza.com
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POT GROWN HEDGING – PLANT NOW
QUALITY PLANTS DIRECT FROM THE GROWER.

INDEPENDENT TRIALS CONFIRM US AS THE BEST
SUPPLIER. WRITTEN GUARANTEE AND CULTURAL

INSTRUCTIONS ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS

CARRIAGE – PLEASE ADD £7.15
(UK Mainland only except Scottish Highlands & Islands and items marked*)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
HOPES GROVE NURSERIES, SMALLHYTHE ROAD, TENTERDEN, KENT, TN30 7LT

Tel: 01580 765600 Fax: 01580 766894
Our full colour brochure is FREE on request and contains over 300 photos inc.

HEDGING,TOPIARY, NATIVE & ORNAMENTAL TREES AND GROUND COVER
e-mail: sales@hopesgrovenurseries.co.uk

web: www.hopesgrovenurseries.co.uk
All enquiries and Credit/Debit card orders welcome

Office open 9-5 Mon-Fri. Closed Weekends.
Minimum Order Value £36 before Carriage

Per 10 Per 50
Beech, Green 60/90cm 2 litre pot £54 £243
Beech, Green 90/120cm 2 litre pot £65 £286
Beech, Green 120/150cm 4 litre pot £148 £699
Beech, Green 150/175cm* 10 litre pot £188 £828
Beech, Green 175/200cm* 10 litre pot £226 £1014
Beech, Purple 60/90cm 2 litre pot £71 £312
Beech, Purple 120/150cm* 4 litre pot £148 £699
Beech, Purple 150/175cm* 10 litre pot £226 £1014
Berberis Stenophylla 30/50cm 2 litre pot £65 £286
Box, Common 20/25cm 9cm pot £27 £113
Box, Common 25/30cm 11cm pot £32 £141
Box, Common 30/35cm 1 litre pot £54 £243
Box, Common 30/50cm 3 litre pot £65 £286
Box, Dwarf 10/15cm 9cm pot £27 £113
Box, Dwarf 15/25cm 2 litre pot £54 £243
Cotoneaster Lacteus 50/80cm 2 litre pot £54 £243
Elaeagnus Ebbingeii 25/40cm 15cm pot £43 £192
Elaeagnus Ebbingeii 60/80cm 3 litre pot £86 £359
Elaeagnus Ebbingeii 120/140cm* 10 litre pot £300 £1320
Escallonia, Apple Blossom 60/80cm 2 litre pot £71 £312
Escallonia, Red 80/100cm 2 litre pot £86 £359
Escallonia, White 30/50cm 2 litre pot £54 £243
Euonymus, Silver or Gold 15cm pot £43 £192
Griselinia, Littoralis 50/80cm 2 litre pot £65 £286
Griselinia, Littoralis 80/100cm 7.5 litre pot £182 £864
Holly, Blue, Gold or Silver 30/50cm 2 litre pot £54 £243
Holly, Green 60/80cm 2 litre pot £59 £254
Holly, Green 100/120cm** 4 litre pot £148 £699
Hornbeam 60/90cm 2 litre pot £54 £243
Hornbeam 90/120cm 2 litre pot £65 £286
Hornbeam 120/150cm* 4 litre pot £148 £699
Hornbeam 150/175cm* 10 litre pot £188 £828
Hornbeam 175/200cm* 10 litre pot £226 £1014
Laurel, Common 40/60cm 2 litre pot £54 £243
Laurel, Common 80/100cm 3 litre pot £104 £468
Laurel, Common 100/120cm* 5 litre pot £134 £630
Laurel, Common 120/140cm* 5 litre pot £183 £864

Per 10 Per 50
Laurel, Common 120/140cm* 10 litre pot £215 £1026
Laurel, Common 140/160cm* 10 litre pot £258 £1224
Laurel, Common 150/175cm* 25 litre pot £358 £1710
Laurel, Common  175/200cm* 25 litre pot £428 £2028
Laurel, Portugal 40/60cm 2 litre pot £71 £312
Laurel, Portugal 100/120cm 7.5 litre pot £215 £1026
Laurel, Portugal 120/150cm* 25 litre pot £420 £1920
Lavender, Hidcote 1 litre pot £39 £172
Lavender, Hidcote 2 litre pot £54 £243
Lavender, Munstead 1 litre pot £39 £172
Lavender, Old English 1 litre pot £39 £172
Leylandii Gold or Green 30/40cm 11cm pot £20 £92
Leylandii Gold or Green 60/80cm 2 litre pot £59 £254
Leylandii Green 80/100cm 2 litre pot £67 £303
Leylandii Green 125/150cm 5 litre pot £148 £699
Leylandii Green 150/175cm* 10 litre pot £226 £1014
Leylandii Green 175/200cm* 10 litre pot £300 £1320
Lonicera, Nitida 30/50cm 2 litre pot £54 £243
Photinia Red Robin 50/80cm 2 litre pot £67 £303
Photinia Red Robin 80/100 3 litre pot £104 £468
Photinia Red Robin 120/150cm* 7 litre pot £285 £1350
Privet Green or Gold 60/80cm 2 litre pot £65 £286
Privet, Green  80/100cm 2 litre pot £74 £328
Priver, Green 120/150cm* 4 litre pot £148 £699
Privet, Green 150/175cm* 10 litre pot £226 £1014
Pyracantha, Orange ) 30/50 2 litre pot £54 £243
Red or Yellow        ) 50/80cm 2 litre pot £67 £303
All Pot Grown        ) 80/100cm 2 litre pot £86 £359
Quickthorn (Hawthorn) 90/120cm 2 litre pot £65 £286
Quickthorn (Hawthorn)150/175cm* 4 litre pot £148 £699
Thuja Plic Atrovirens   60/80cm 2 litre pot £65 £286
Thuja Plic Atrovirens 100/125cm* 5 litre pot £148 £699
Yew, English 30/50cm 2 litre pot £59 £254
Yew, English 60/80cm 3 litre pot £86 £359
Yew, English 60/90cm 5 litre pot £148 £702
Yew, English 90/120cm 10 litre pot £268 £1260
Yew, English 120/140cm* 25 litre pot £428 £2028

Bloms Bulbs
The Finest Quality
Bulbs Guaranteed!

The best Spring Bulb
Collection available today.

To receive your
FREE  Catalogue,
call 01234 709099

email ukorders
@blomsbulbs.com

Or visit our website and
order on-line

www.blomsbulbs.com
25 Crocus Barr’s Purple
FREE with every order

Present this advert at reception to get
2 for 1 entry in June and July 2015*

*not exchangeable for cash;    registered charity number: 205846;     photo ©JohnMillar 

A place of such
scale & beauty
that it has attracted
visitors for over 300
years, Stowe has
over 250 acres of
landscape garden,
with 40 monuments
to explore.

The Bayliss range of Autovents opens
and closes greenhouse vents automatically
without the need for electricity by using
the warmth of the sun.
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Dept GA, Airfield Ind. Est, 
Ashbourne, Derbyshire DE6 1HA

AWARD WINNING CASTLE

AND GARDENS

PEMBROKESHIRE | SA62 4AS | 01437 751326
WWW.PICTONCASTLE.CO.UK

OPEN DAILY 10.00AM - 5.00PM | REG. CHARITY NO: 519693
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FRUIT TREE AND SOFT FRUIT SPECIALISTS
Huge range of Apples, Family Trees, Ballerina Trees, Pears, 

Peach, Plum, Soft Fruit, over 40 varie ties of grapevines

POTTED SOFT FRUIT, HOPS, KIWI AND GRAPES AVAILABLE NOW
DEACONS NURSERY (GA)
Godshill, Isle of Wight PO38 3HW.

Tel: (01983) 840750 or 522243 Fax: (01983) 523575 (24 hrs) 
Email: info@deaconsnurseryfruits.co.uk www.deaconsnurseryfruits.co.uk

Gardening Courses
Home-study

Free info FREEPHONE 0800 083 9191 or 01409 220 777
Or email: info@hccollege.co.uk www.hccollege.co.uk

The Horticultural

Correspondence

College

� For leisure or for a career
� Over 30 courses in Gardening, Garden Design,

Arboriculture, Forestry, Floristry and more
� Many courses prepare you for RHS or RFS/ABC quals.

Please mention

when responding to adverts

To Advertise, please call
Amy

01733 366376

Hedging, Trees & ShrubsGreenhouses

Courses

Gardens to VisitCatalogue Collection

PRIORSWOOD
CLEMATIS

WIDBURY HILL WARE
HERTS SG12 7QH

TEL: 01920 461543
EMAIL:

sales@priorswoodclematis.co.uk
Opening hours: Mon-Friday

9-4pm, Sat-Sun 10-4pm

MAIL ORDER

CLEMATIS, LONICERA,
WISTERIA FOR SALE

CODE PW1

GREENHOUSES
Factory Direct Prices

FREEPOST NAT13224, Cresswell, 
Stoke-on-Trent, ST11 9BR

Massive range
Nationwide
delivery

For your FREE
Guide and brochure pack:

www.greenhousepeople.co.uk

0800 093 3298

Greenhouses
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YOUR ORDER

Order at www.dobies.co.uk quoting off er code AWB15 
to claim your 10% discount

Discount applied before P&P. 
Off er Code valid until 30/06/2015

10% OFF

Stylish Wide Fitting Shoes
We offer you the complete 
range of quality wide fitting  
footwear available for men 
and women in EE, 4E, 6E
and 8E width fittings.

for your FREE 196 page catalogue call

01933 311 077or visit
www.widerfitshoes.co.uk

*Excluding  
Postage & Packing. 

Not valid with any other 
promotion

FREE RETURN SERVICE for all UK orders

10% OFF your order* QUOTE1526MGA

Plant Supports (UK) Ltd
have the largest range

of Plant Supports within
the UK, all handmade

in Tenbury Wells,
Worcestershire.

Tel: 01584 781578

Email: sales@plantsupports.co.uk

Website: www.plantsupports.co.uk

Totally British made

  
 

 

 

postfixbrackets.co.uk  Tel: 01268 560680

Plant Supports

MiscellanousMiscellanous

SOIL AND COMPOST REMINERALISER

volcanic
rock dust

Visit our Pallet Shop and more:

www.reminscotland.com

E:  jennifer@reminscotland.com

 T:  01330 820914

STREPTOCARPUS, SAINTPAULIAS
AND UNUSUAL HOUSEPLANTS

For your FREE colour
catalogue which includes

new Streptocarpus
varieties for 2015, Achimenes,
Begonias, Primulina, Coleus

and exotic houseplants.
Please telephone or write to:-

Dibleys Nurseries, Dept GA, Llanelidan,
Ruthin, Denbighshire LL15 2LG

Tel: 01978 790677 www.dibleys.com

Miscellanous House Plants
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Helen Billiald finds that planning good 
colour combinations is an art in itself

GARDEN VIEW

S
ome garden discussions are based 
on rigorous science, others float in 
a bubble of opinions. Then there 
are the debates about colour… at 

which point I’m tempted to dive for shelter 
and wait for the storm to pass.

On the surface it looks easy. You walk past 
a planting scheme, perhaps a symphony of 
purple, mauve and violet with alliums, 
sweet rocket and irises, and 
it all seems so effortlessly 
simple. But then you start 
trying colour harmonies 
for yourself and find it’s  
not that easy…

Let’s imagine you were 
yearning for a little heat 
and plumped for a hot border, picking an 
array of reds from poppies to nasturtiums, 
dahlias and crocosmias. You get some 
heart-warming harmonies but to your 
surprise you find that certain combinations 
seem to be sandpapering off your retina. But 
they’re all reds – how can this be? 

And then you research a little further  
and find out about ‘cool blue-reds’ and 
‘warm orange-reds’ and colour wheels,  
and the term ‘red’ seems to have grown 
infinitely muddier. 

It’s these slippery degrees of colour that 
make colour planning so fascinating and 
infuriating and indeed such a cauldron of 
opinion on what shades ‘should’ be seen 
together. Deciding which way a colour is 
inclined isn’t always straightforward.  
Pink walks the tightrope between warm 
and cool; mix them at your peril.

Banned colours 
I happen to love orange flowers though I 
know others despise them. But, if you ban 
this colour from your garden where does the 
cut-off occur? When does a ‘warm, 
creamy-coppery-apricot’ flower become 
orange by any other name? 

It was gardening that made me realise I’d 
never paid much attention to colour.  I’m not 
so much colour blind as colour illiterate.
That all changed when I planted a tree

bearing toothpaste-pink cherry blossom in 
a crowd of egg-yolk daffodils. Painful. 

I suspect such experiences are why many 
of us lurch into the relatively safe waters of 
silvery-grey and pastels. A restricted theme 
and a good dose of repetition can be a real 
comfort blanket, but how many of us are 
happy to leave it at that? 

Yes, colour can alter a garden’s 
atmosphere and with it 
our frame of mind, but I 
think it’s fair to say that 
the reverse is also true: 
our frame of mind 
frequently leads to 
changes in garden colour. 

Personal taste can be 
fickle. One month you’ve been bewitched  
by an all-green garden and believe that 
foliage texture, sheen and structure are all 
that matters, the next you’ve visited the 
Long Border at Great Dixter and decide that 
vivacious reds, pinks and oranges are key to 
your very being.

And this is how we learn, re-jigging our 
plantings and trying desperately to 

visualise height, spatial arrangements, 
seasonal changes, and yes, colour. The more 
we practise, the more we realise that 
successful border design requires a 
Herculean memory and the mental 
dexterity of an Olympic plate spinner.

Perhaps it helps to think of colour as the 
icing on the cake, rather than the sponge 
itself. If you plan your border by 
concentrating on form and foliage first 
you’re ensuring excellent foundations 
whatever the end result. You may go so far as 
to dismiss all thoughts of colour scheming, 
relying instead on there being enough 
foliage between flowers to ensure any 
colour works.

And how do you know if it’s ‘worked’? 
Because you love it; because ultimately, no 
matter what current fashions try to dictate, 
your plantings need only report to you – and 
your retinas.

O Helen Billiald is a garden writer with  

a PhD in Ecology and an MSc in Pest 

Management. She’s currently attempting 

to tame a walled kitchen garden 

“Let your retinas 
be your guide...”

“I planted a tooth-
paste pink cherry in 
a crowd of egg yolk 
daffodils. Painful”

   Garden Answers  

When does a contrast... ...become a clash?
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BASF plc, PO Box 4, Earl Road, Cheadle Hulme, Cheadle, Cheshire, SK8 6QG.

Tel: 01903 732323 Email: BU-info-uk@basf.com Nemaslug® is a registered trademark of BASF.

150 years

Nemasys
®      

Natural fruit 

and veg protection.

Millions of natural nematodes. 

Hundreds of happy 

gardeners.

Highly recommended by gardeners and professionals

 A unique mix of different nematodes to target a broad 

range of garden pests

Easy to use, just add to water and apply

 Safe for children, pets, wildlife, earthworms and bees

www.nemasysinfo.com/where-to-buy



Please turn your card over and write the last 3 numbers from the signature strip.CSV

Cardholder’s name Expiry Date /         

Occasionally we make our mailing list available to other reputable organisations. If you prefer not to be included in mailings from other

carefully selected companies please tick . By providing your email address we will be able to contact you quickly in the event of a

query with your order. You will also receive our regular email newsletter with all our latest special offers. If you do not want to receive

our email offers please tick . We DO NOT pass email addresses or telephone numbers to any third parties. Your contract for supply of

goods is with Thompson & Morgan. Full terms and conditions are available on request or on our website at www.thompson-morgan.com. Liability. Thompson &

Morgan is committed to supplying high quality products to recreational gardeners and households for personal use. In accordance with the established custom

of the trade. Thompson & Morgan will in no case be liable for more than the actual amount paid for a particular product on sale in advertisements or catalogues.

Products and delivery dates subject to availability. © 2015 Thompson & Morgan.

ORDER CODE

TSOP476Email

I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to ‘Thompson & Morgan’ for £

Name

Address

Postcode Telephone Please debit my: Visa Mastercard Maestro

Product Code Item Description Price Qty Total

TJ55673 Viburnum ‘Kilimanjaro Sunrise’ – 1 potted plant £29.99

TJ55674 Viburnum ‘Kilimanjaro Sunrise’ – 2 potted plants SAVE £9.99 £49.99

TJ56850P Patio Pot (39cm) £9.99

T59095P Patio Pot (39cm) – 2 pack SAVE £4.99 £14.99

T47963P Incredibloom®, 100g starter pack + £5 VOUCHER £4.99

T47552 Incredibloom®, 750g pack £12.99

When ordering online please use order code TSOP476 to access our special offers

Tel: 0844 573 7414 9am 6pm 7 days a week

Maximum call charge for BT customers is 7p per minute. Calls from other networks may vary.

www.thompson-morgan.com/TSOP476
Receive a FREE £5 VOUCHER when you order online! The best quality plants and

performance you’ll ever 

receive or your money back.

100% Quality

Satisfaction Guarantee
Please send to: Thompson & Morgan, Dept TSOP476, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP8 3BU.

To place your priority order visit:

FREE 2015
Plant, Seed

and Bulb
Catalogue
Out Now!

Please send me

my free copy

(tick box)

or request online.

P&P £4.95

Grand

Total

CHELSEA WINNER ‘PLANT OF THE YEAR’ 2015

Just Released - 

This elegant new shrub

just won the most

prestigious gardening award

of the year!

STOP PRESS

Winner of RHS 
Chelsea Flower Show

Plant of the Year 2015

Pink tinged blossoms turn bright white through summer

Glossy berries attract wildlife to your winter garden

Hardy, low-maintenance shrub ideal for cottage gardens

Viburnum ‘Kilimanjaro Sunrise’
This Chelsea award-winning shrub is breathtaking in its 
transformative beauty. Gorgeous Appleblossom pink blooms 
brighten to pure white with age before regaining its original subtle 
pink colouring, while the luxurious layers of fresh green foliage 
deepens to rich burnt-orange and gold as summer draws to a close. 
Add further interest to your garden as the glossy red berries ripen 
to black attracting wildlife to your dormant winter garden. A hardy, 
low-maintenance, deciduous shrub ideal to introduce unique 
architecture to mixed borders, or plant in a stylish metallic effect 
patio pot for a distinctive feature that is certain to turn heads.
Limited availability, stocks going fast, 2015 sold out, now
taking orders for early 2016 delivery  – and when you use our
exclusive Incredibloom® fertiliser, you could enjoy up to
400% more blooms!


